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Abstract

Deep generative models have achieved remarkable success in modeling various

types of data, ranging from vision, languages and graphs etc. They offer flexible

and complementary representations for both labeled and unlabeled data. Moreover,

they are naturally capable of generating realistic data. In this thesis, novel variations

of generative models have been proposed for various learning tasks, which can be

categorized into three parts.

In the first part, generative models are designed to learn generalized representa-

tion for images under Zero-Shot Learning (ZSL) setting. An attribute conditioned

variational autoencoder is introduced, representing each class as a latent-space distri-

bution and enabling learning highly discriminative and robust feature representations.

It endows the generative model discriminative power by choosing one class that max-

imize the variational lower bound. I further show that the model can be naturally

generalized to transductive and few-shot setting.

In the second part, generative models are proposed for controllable language gen-

eration. Specifically, two types of topic enrolled language generation models have

been proposed. The first introduces a topic compositional neural language model

for controllable and interpretable language generation via a mixture-of-expert model

design. While the second solve the problem via a VAE framework with a topic-

conditioned GMM model design. Both of the two models have boosted the perfor-

mance of existing language generation systems with controllable properties.

In the third part, generative models are introduced for the broaden graph data.

First, a variational homophilic embedding (VHE) model is proposed. It is a fully

generative model that learns network embeddings by modeling the textual semantic

information with a variational autoencoder, while accounting for the graph structure
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information through a homophilic prior design. Secondly, for the heterogeneous multi-

task learning, a novel graph-driven generative model is developed to unifies them into

the same framework. It combines graph convolutional network (GCN) with multiple

VAEs, thus embedding the nodes of graph in a uniform manner while specializing

their organization and usage to different tasks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Deep generative models have been tremendously successful in recent years, having

been applied in various tasks, ranging from vision, languages and graphs. In this

section, I will first present an overview of existing popular deep generative models

and then discuss my contributions in this line of research.

1.1 An Overview of Deep Generative Models

Artificial intelligence (AI) has attract more and more attention recently and the

fundamental goal for AI is to make computer intelligent to understand the world.

To achieve this goal, discriminative models and generative models are two promising

approaches. The former understands the world relying on huge amount of labeled

data. They search the underlying relationship from the data and the human provided

guidance and are capable of being superior than human beings. While the later

contain typical latent variables that are inferred from those observed data. They

can be used for supervised learning tasks, such as classification and data synthesis

as well. Data synthesis is an essential property for generative models that suggests

the model can interpret the observed data from some simple latent space and can

generate infinite fake but realistic data. These motivates the existing research towards

intelligent systems.

Deep learning technologies have been studied extensively in recent years. These

breakthroughs endow generative model more learning power. In this dissertation, I

will focus on deep generative models. Specially, the following deep generative mod-
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els will be covered. (i) Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) [KW13]; (ii) Generative

Adversarial Networks (GANs) [GPAM+14] and (iii) Autoregressive Models.

1.1.1 Variational Autoencoders

Variational Autoencoders [KW13] are one of the most powerful deep generative

models. It assumes the data is generated from some simple distribution and speci-

fies a probabilistic representation of the data via a likelihood function, a generative

network, promising an arbitrary distribution to represent the data. Additionally,

it encodes the input data as a distribution, which gives rise to more representative

power. VAEs achieve this goal via a recognition network, manifesting efficient and

powerful stochastic encoding. Because of the joint framework in the same model,

VAEs can be used for supervised learning problem [KMRW14] and unsupervised

problems [BVV+15] simultaneous.

Specifically, given the observed data sample x, we assume they are sampled from

pθ(x|z). We denote p(z) as the prior distribution. And the posterior distribution of

z is pθ(z|x). However, since it is intractable in practice, we therefore approximate

the posterior with qφ(z|x). Typical implementation for the conditional distributions

are deep neural networks.

Then the generative model can be defined as

p(z) = N (0, I), pθ(x|z) = fθ(x; z), (1.1)

where fθ(x; z) is a suitable likelihood, modeled by a nerual network. When conduct

the the posterior inference, we introduce an inference network qφ(z|x), qφ(z|x) =

N (µ(x),σ2
φ(x)), where µ(x) and σ2

φ(x) are also modeled by neural networks.

Then the objective function, the variational lower bound on the marginal likeli-

2



hood can be written as

L(θ,φ;x) = E)qφ(z|x)[log pθ(x|z)]−KL(qφ(z|x)||p(z)) (1.2)

Usually, stochastic gradient descent is used to optimize θ and φ jointly. To reduce

the variance of gradient, reparameterization trick is employed. In order to sample

from z, we actually sample ε from a standard normal and synthesize the sample z

via

z = µ(x) + σφ(x) · ε (1.3)

Therefore, we have

Eqφ(z|x)[log pθ(x|z)] = Eε[log pθ(x|µ(x) + σφ(x) · ε)] (1.4)

And the gradient follows the following format

∇θ,φEqφ(z|x)[log pθ(x|z)] = Eε[∇θ,φ log pθ(x|µ(x) + σφ(x) · ε)] (1.5)

Plenty of researches have been studied for VAEs, applications include image gen-

eration [PGH+16], text generation [SCZ+19, ZYY+19, LGC+19, WGX+19] and video

generation [LMS+18]

1.1.2 Generative Adversarial Networks

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [GPAM+14] is new developed genera-

tive model framework. It contains a discriminator D and a generator G that compete

each each as a minimax game. Specifically, the generator G aims to generate realistic

3



data samples that cannot be distinguished by the discriminator, in another word, to

“fool” the discriminator; while the discriminator is learned to distinguish between

the real and the generated samples. Mathematically, the discriminator D and the

generator G are learned jointly via

max
D

min
G
L(D,G) = Ex∼p(x)[logD(x)] + Ez∼pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))], (1.6)

where p(x) is the true data distribution and pzz is the prior data distribution, e.g.,

the standard Gaussian distribution. Given any generator G, the optimal discrimi-

nator can be achieved as D(x) = p(x)
p(x)+pg(x)

. And when the optimal discriminator is

provided, the learning of generator is equivalent to minimizing the Jeson-Shannon

Divergence (JSD) between p(x) and pg(x).

Recent extensions of GANs are focused optimization [TDC+19], text genera-

tion [LGS+19, CDT+18, ZGF+17], distribution matching [LBL+19, PDG+18, GCW+17,

PWH+17, LLC+17] and adversarial training [CTL+18]

1.1.3 Autoregressive Models

Remarkable autoregressive models including the RNNs, PixelRNN [OKK16] and

PixelCNN [VdOKE+16]. RNNs have been studied and widely used in natural lan-

guage processing applications [CWT+19a]. We will start by reviewing the well-

established RNNs.

RNNs are neural networks which are designed for sequence modeling with arbi-

trary lengths. They are used to model the joint probability distribution over the

sequences. For instance, it takes a sequence x = [x1,x2, ..,xN ] as input and update

its memory through an internal hidden state h. When conduct the model inference,

4



they consider the current input xt and update the hidden state ht via

ht = f(xt,ht−1), (1.7)

where f is the transition function, which can be implemented as some RNN units,

such as long short term memory (LSTM) or gated recurrent unit (GRU). With all

these properties, RNNs model the joint sequence probability distribution as the mul-

tiplication of conditional probabilities

p(x1, ...,xN) =
N∏
n=1

p(xn|x1< n), p(xn|x<n) = p(xn|hn) = g(hn), (1.8)

where g is a function that maps the hidden state hn to the outputs.

As for the more recent autoregressive models, like PixelRNN [OKK16] and Pix-

celCNN [VdOKE+16]. They model the conditional distribution of each individual

pixel givens all the previous ones using a neural network. And the idea have been

successfully extend for language modeling and audio generation in NLP area.

1.2 Contribution of the dissertation

Deep Generative Models Data Type Tasks
VZSL [WPV+18] Vision Zero-Shot Learning

TCNLM [WGW+17] Language Neural Language Modeling
TGVAE [WGX+19] Language Neural Text Generation

VHE Graph Textural Network Embedding
GDVAE Graph Heterogeneous Multi-taskLearning

Table 1.1: Summary of thesis contributions.

Table 1.2 summarizes the contribution of this dissertation. All the three models

are built upon variational autoencoders (VAE) based generative model. The first
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model is designed for vision data. The second and the third models are proposed for

language data. And the last two are focus on the more general graph data type. I

briefly summarize the key point for each individual as follows:

1.2.1 Deep Generative Model for Zero-Shot Learning

We present a deep generative model for Zero-Shot Learning (ZSL). Unlike most

existing methods for this problem, that represent each class as a point (via a semantic

embedding), we represent each seen/unseen class using a class-specific latent-space

distribution, conditioned on class attributes. We use these latent-space distributions

as a prior for a supervised variational autoencoder (VAE), which also facilitates learn-

ing highly discriminative feature representations for the inputs. The entire framework

is learned end-to-end using only the seen-class training data. At test time, the label

for an unseen-class test input is the class that maximizes the VAE lower bound. We

further extend the model to a (1) semi-supervised/transductive setting by leveraging

unlabeled unseen-class data via an unsupervised learning module, and (2) few-shot

learning where we also have a small number of labeled inputs from the unseen classes.

We compare our model with several state-of-the-art methods through a comprehen-

sive set of experiments on a variety of benchmark data sets.

1.2.2 Deep Generative Model for Neural Language Model

We propose a Topic Compositional Neural Language Model (TCNLM), a novel

method designed to simultaneously capture both the global semantic meaning and the

local word-ordering structure in a document. The TCNLM learns the global semantic

coherence of a document via a neural topic model, and the probability of each learned

latent topic is further used to build a Mixture-of-Experts (MoE) language model,
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where each expert (corresponding to one topic) is a recurrent neural network (RNN)

that accounts for learning the local structure of a word sequence. In order to train the

MoE model efficiently, a matrix factorization method is applied, by extending each

weight matrix of the RNN to be an ensemble of topic-dependent weight matrices.

The degree to which each member of the ensemble is used is tied to the document-

dependent probability of the corresponding topics. Experimental results on several

corpora show that the proposed approach outperforms both a pure RNN-based model

and other topic-guided language models. Further, our model yields sensible topics,

and also has the capacity to generate meaningful sentences conditioned on given

topics.

1.2.3 Deep Generative Model for Neural Text Generation

We propose a topic-guided variational autoencoder (TGVAE) model for text gen-

eration. Distinct from existing variational autoencoder (VAE) based approaches,

which assume a simple Gaussian prior for the latent code, our model specifies the

prior as a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) parametrized by a neural topic module.

Each mixture component corresponds to a latent topic, which provides guidance to

generate sentences under the topic. The neural topic module and the VAE-based

neural sequence module in our model are learned jointly. In particular, a sequence

of invertible Householder transformations is applied to endow the approximate pos-

terior of the latent code with high flexibility during model inference. Experimental

results show that our TGVAE outperforms alternative approaches on both uncondi-

tional and conditional text generation, which can generate semantically-meaningful

sentences with various topics.
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1.2.4 Deep Generative Model for Textural Network Embed-

ding

The performance of many network learning applications crucially hinges on the

success of network embedding algorithms, which aim to encode rich network informa-

tion into low-dimensional vertex-based vector representations. This paper considers

a novel variational formulation of network embeddings, with special focus on textual

networks. Different from most existing methods that optimize a discriminative ob-

jective, we introduce Variational Homophilic Embedding (VHE), a fully generative

model that learns network embeddings by modeling the semantic (textual) informa-

tion with a variational autoencoder, while accounting for the structural (topology)

information through a novel homophilic prior design. Homophilic vertex embeddings

encourage similar embedding vectors for related (connected) vertices. The VHE

encourages better generalization for downstream tasks, robustness to incomplete ob-

servations, and the ability to generalize to unseen vertices. Extensive experiments

on real-world networks, for multiple tasks, demonstrate that the proposed method

achieves consistently superior performance relative to competing state-of-the-art ap-

proaches.

1.2.5 Deep Generative Model for Heterogeneous Multi-task

Learning

We propose a novel graph-driven generative model, that unifies multiple hetero-
geneous learning tasks into the same framework. The proposed model is based on the
fact that heterogeneous learning tasks, which correspond to different generative pro-
cesses, often rely on data with a shared graph structure. Accordingly, our model com-
bines a graph convolutional network (GCN) with multiple variational autoencoders,
thus embedding the nodes of the graph in a uniform manner while specializing their
organization and usage to different tasks. With a focus on healthcare applications
(tasks), including clinical topic modeling, procedure recommendation and admission-
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type prediction, we demonstrate that our method successfully leverages information
across different tasks, boosting performance in all tasks and outperforming state-of-
the-art methods.
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Chapter 2

Deep Generative Model for Zero-Shot
Learning

2.1 Introduction

A goal of autonomous learning systems is the ability to learn new concepts even

when the amount of supervision for such concepts is scarce or non-existent. This

is a task that humans are able to perform effortlessly. Endowing machines with

similar capability, however, has been challenging. Although machine learning and

deep learning algorithms can learn reliable classification rules when supplied with

abundant labeled training examples per class, their generalization ability remains

poor for classes that are not well-represented (or not present) in the training data.

This limitation has led to significant recent interest in zero-shot learning (ZSL) and

one-shot/few-shot learning [SGMN13, LNH14, LST15, VBL+16, RL17]. We provide

a more detailed overview of existing work on these methods in the Related Work

section.

In order to generalize to previously unseen classes with no labeled training data, a

common assumption is the availability of side information about the classes. The side

information is usually provided in the form of class attributes (human-provided or

learned from external sources such as Wikipedia) representing semantic information

about the classes, or in the form of the similarities of the unseen classes with each

of the seen classes. The side information can then be leveraged to design learning

algorithms [SGMN13] that try to transfer knowledge from the seen classes to unseen

classes (by linking corresponding attributes).
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Figure 2.1: A diagram of our basic model.

Although this approach has shown promise, it has several limitations. For exam-

ple, most of the existing ZSL methods assume that each class is represented as a fixed

point (e.g., an embedding) in some semantic space, which does not adequately account

for intra-class variability [ARW+15]. Another limitation of most existing methods is

that they usually lack a proper generative model [KW14, RMW14, KMRW14] of the

data. Having a generative model has several advantages [KW14, RMW14, KMRW14],

such as unraveling the complex structure in the data by learning expressive feature

representations and the ability to seamlessly integrate unlabeled data, leading to a

transductive/semi-supervised estimation procedure. This, in the context of ZSL, may

be especially useful when the amount of labeled data for the seen classes is small,

but otherwise there may be plenty of unlabeled data from the seen/unseen classes.

Motivated by these desiderata, we design a deep generative model for the ZSL

problem. Our model (summarized in Figure 2.1) learns a set of attribute-specific

latent space distributions (modeled by Gaussians), whose parameters are outputs of

a trainable deep neural network (defined by pψ in Figure 2.1). The attribute vector

is denoted as a, and is assumed given for each training image, and it is inferred for
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test images. The class label is linked to the attributes, and therefore by inferring

attributes of a test image, there is an opportunity to recognize classes at test time

that were not seen when training. These latent-space distributions serve as a prior

for a variational autoencoder (VAE) [KW14] model (defined by a decoder pθ and

an encoder qφ in Figure 2.1). This combination further helps the VAE to learn

discriminative feature representations for the inputs. Moreover, the generative aspect

also facilitates extending our model to semi-supervised/transductive settings (omitted

in Figure 2.1 for brevity, but discussed in detail in the Transductive ZSL section)

using a deep unsupervised learning module. All the parameters defining the model,

including the deep neural-network parameters ψ and the VAE decoder and encoder

parameters θ, φ, are learned end-to-end, using only the seen-class labeled data (and,

optionally, the available unlabeled data when using the semi-supervised/transductive

setting).

Once the model has been trained, it can be used in the ZSL setting as follows.

Assume that there are classes we wish to identify at test time that have not been seen

when training. While we have not seen images before from such classes, it is assumed

that we know the attributes of these previously unseen classes. The latent space

distributions pψ(z|a) for all the unseen classes (Figure 2.1, best seen in color, shows

this distribution for one such unseen class using a red-dotted ellipse) are inferred by

conditioning on the respective class attribute vectors a (including attribute vectors

for classes not seen when training). Given a test input x∗ from some unseen class,

the associated class attributes a∗ are predicted by first mapping x∗ to the latent

space via the VAE recognition model qφ(z∗|x∗), and then finding a∗ that maximizes

the VAE lower bound. The test image is assigned a class label y∗ linked with a∗.

This is equivalent to finding the class latent distribution pψ that has the smallest KL

divergence w.r.t. the variational distribution qφ(z∗|x∗).
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2.2 Background

The variational autoencoder (VAE) is a deep generative model [KW14, RMW14],

capable of learning complex density models for data via latent variables. Given a

nonlinear generative model pθ(x|z) with input x ∈ RD and associated latent variable

z ∈ RL drawn from a prior distribution p0(z), the goal of the VAE is to use a

recognition model qφ(z|x) (also called an inference network) to approximate the

posterior distribution of the latent variables, i.e., pθ(z|x), by maximizing the following

variational lower bound

Lv
θ,φ(x) = Eqφ(z|x)[log pθ(x|z)]−KL(qφ(z|x)||p0(z)) . (2.1)

Typically, qφ(z|x) is defined as an isotropic normal distribution with its mean and

standard deviation the output of a deep neural network, which takes x as input.

After learning the VAE, a probabilistic “encoding” z for the input x can be generated

efficiently from the recognition model qφ(z|x).

We leverage the flexibility of the VAE to design a structured, supervised VAE

that allows us to incorporate class-specific information (given in the form of class

attribute vectors a). This enables one to learn a deep generative model that can be

used to predict the labels for examples from classes that were not seen at training

time (by linking inferred attributes to associated labels, even labels not seen when

training).

2.3 Model Formulation

We consider two settings for ZSL learning: inductive and transductive. In the

standard inductive setting, during training, we only assume access to labeled data
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from the seen classes. In the transductive setting [KXFG15], we also assume access

to the unlabeled test inputs from the unseen classes. In what follows, under the In-

ductive ZSL section, we first describe our deep generative model for the inductive

setting. Then, in the Transductive ZSL section, we extend this model for the trans-

ductive setting, in which we incorporate an unsupervised deep embedding module

to help leverage the unlabeled inputs from the unseen classes. Both of our models

are built on top of a variational autoencoder [KW14, RMW14]. However, unlike the

standard VAE [KW14, RMW14], our framework leverages attribute-specific latent

space distributions which act as the prior (Figure 2.1) on the latent codes of the

inputs. This enables us to adapt the VAE framework for the problem of ZSL.

Notation In the ZSL setting, we assume there are S seen classes and U unseen

classes. For each seen/unseen class, we are given side information, in the form of

M -dimensional class-attribute vectors [SGMN13]. The side information is leveraged

for ZSL. We collectively denote the attribute vectors of all the classes using a matrix

A ∈ RM×(S+U). During training, images are available only for the seen classes, and

the labeled data are denoted Ds = {(xn,an)}Nn=1, where xn ∈ RD and an = Ayn ,

Ayn ∈ RM denotes the ythn column of A and yn ∈ {1, . . . , S} is the corresponding

label for xn. The remaining classes, indexed as {S + 1, . . . , S + U}, represent the

unseen classes (while we know the U associated attribute vectors, at training we have

no corresponding images available). Note that each class has a unique associated

attribute vector, and we infer unseen classes/labels by inferring the attributes at

test, and linking them to a label.
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2.3.1 Inductive ZSL

We model the data {xn}Nn=1 using a VAE-based deep generative model, defined by

a decoder pθ(xn|zn) and an encoder qφ(zn|xn). As in the standard VAE, the decoder

pθ(xn|zn) represents the generative model for the inputs xn, and θ represents the

parameters of the deep neural network that define the decoder. Likewise, the encoder

qφ(zn|xn) is the VAE recognition model, and φ represents the parameters of the deep

neural network that define the encoder.

However, in contrast to the standard VAE prior that assumes each latent em-

bedding zn to be drawn from the same latent Gaussian (e.g., pψ(zn) = N (0, I)), we

assume each zn to be drawn from a attribute-specific latent Gaussian, pψ(zn|an) =

N (µ(an),Σ(an)), where

µ(an) = fµ(an), Σ(an) = diag(exp (fσ(an))) (2.2)

where we assume fµ(·) and fσ(·) to be linear functions, i.e., fµ(an) = Wµan and

fσ(an) = Wσan; Wµ and Wσ are learned parameters. One may also consider

fµ(·) and fσ(·) to be a deep neural network; this added complexity was not found

necessary for the experiments considered. Note that once Wµ and Wσ are learned,

the parameters {µ(a),Σ(a)} of the latent Gaussians of unseen classes c = S +

1, . . . , S + U can be obtained by plugging in their associated class attribute vectors

{Ac}S+Uc=S+1, and inferring which provides a better fit to the data.

Given the class-specific priors pψ(zn|an) on the latent code zn of each input, we

can define the following variational lower bound for our VAE based model (we omit

the subscript n for simplicity)

Lθ,φ,ψ(x,a) = Eqφ(z|x)[log pθ(x|z)]−KL(qφ(z|x)||pψ(z|a)) (2.3)
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Margin Regularizer The objective in (2.3) naturally encourages the inferred vari-

ational distribution qφ(z|x) to be close to the class-specific latent space distribution

pψ(z|a). However, since our goal is classification, we augment this objective with a

maximum-margin criterion that promotes qφ(z|x) to be as far away as possible from

all other class-specific latent space distributions pψ(z|Ac), Ac 6= a. To this end,

we replace the −KL(qφ(z|x)||pψ(z|a)) term in our original VAE objective (2.3) by

−[KL(qφ(z|x)||pψ(z|a))− R∗] where “margin regularizer” term R∗ is defined as the

minimum of the KL divergence between qφ(z|x) and all other class-specific latent

space distributions:

R∗ = min
c:c∈{1..,y−1,y+1,..,S}

{KL(qφ(z|x)||pψ(z|Ac))}

= − max
c:c∈{1..,y−1,y+1,..,S}

{−KL(qφ(z|x)||pψ(z|Ac))} (2.4)

Intuitively, the regularizer −[KL(qφ(z|x)||pψ(z|a)) − R∗] encourages the true

class and the next best class to be separated maximally. However, since R∗ is non-

differentiable, making the objective difficult to optimize in practice, we approximate

R∗ by the following surrogate:

R = − log
S∑
c=1

exp(−KL(qφ(z|x)||pψ(z|Ac))) (2.5)

It can be easily shown that

R∗ ≤ R ≤ R∗ + logS (2.6)

Therefore when we maximize R, it is equivalent to maximizing a lower bound

on R∗. Finally, we optimize the variational lower bound together with the margin
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regularizer as

L̂θ,φ,ψ(x,a) = Eqφ(z|x)[log pθ(x|z)]−KL(qφ(z|x)||pψ(z|a))

−λ log
S∑
c=1

exp(−KL(qφ(z|x)||pψ(z|Ac)))︸ ︷︷ ︸
R

(2.7)

where λ is a hyper-parameter controlling the extent of regularization. We train

the model using the seen-class labeled examples Ds = {(xn,an)}Nn=1 and learn the

parameters (θ, φ, ψ) by maximizing the objective in (2.7). Once the model parameters

have been learned, the label for a new input x̂ from an unseen class can be predicted

by first predicting its latent embedding ẑ using the VAE recognition model, and then

finding the “best” label by solving

ŷ = arg max
y∈Yu
Lθ,φ,ψ(x̂,Ay)

= arg min
y∈Yu

KL(qφ(ẑ|x̂)||pψ(ẑ|Ay)) (2.8)

where Yu = {S + 1, . . . , S + U} denotes the set of unseen classes. Intuitively, the

prediction rule assigns x̂ to that unseen class whose class-specific latent space dis-

tribution pψ(ẑ|a) is most similar to the VAE posterior distribution qφ(ẑ|x̂) of the

latent embeddings. Unlike the prediction rule of most ZSL algorithms that are based

on simple Euclidean distance calculations of a point embedding to a set of “class

prototypes” [SGMN13], our prediction rule naturally takes into account the possi-

ble multi-modal nature of the class distributions and therefore is expected to result

in better prediction, especially when there is a considerable amount of intra-class

variability in the data.
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2.3.2 Transductive ZSL

We now present an extension of the model for the transductive ZSL setting [KXFG15],

which assumes that the test inputs {x̂i}N ′i=1 from the unseen classes are also available

while training the model. Note that, for the inductive ZSL setting (using the objective

in (2.7), the KL term between an unseen class test input x̂i and its class based prior is

given by −KL(qφ(z|x̂i)||pψ(z|a))). If we had access to the true labels of these inputs,

we could add those directly to the original optimization problem ((2.7)). However,

since we do not know these labels, we propose an unsupervised method that can still

use these unlabeled inputs to refine the inductive model presented in the previous

section.

A näıve approach for directly leveraging the unlabeled inputs in (2.7) without

their labels would be to add the following reconstruction error term to the objective

L̃θ,φ,ψ(x̂,a) = Eqφ(z|x)[log pθ(x̂|z)] (2.9)

However, since this objective completely ignores the label information of x̂, it is not

expected to work well in practice and only leads to marginal improvements over the

purely inductive case (as corroborated in our experiments).

To better leverage the unseen class test inputs in the transductive setting, we

augment the inductive ZSL objective (2.7) with an additional unlabeled data based

regularizer that uses only the unseen class test inputs.

This regularizer is motivated by the fact that the inductive model is able to make

reasonably confident predictions (as measured by the predicted class distributions

for these inputs) for unseen class test inputs, and these confident predicted class

distributions can be emphasized in this regularizer to guide those ambiguous test

inputs. To elaborate the regularizer, we first define the inductive model’s predicted
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probability of assigning an unseen class test input x̂i to class c ∈ {S + 1, . . . , S + U}

to be

q(x̂i, c) =
exp(−KL(qφ(z|x̂i)||pψ(z|Ac)))∑
c exp(−KL(qφ(z|x̂i)||pψ(z|Ac)))

(2.10)

Our proposed regularizer (defined below in (2.11)) promotes these class probabil-

ity estimates q(x̂i, c) to be sharper, i.e., the most likely class should dominate the

predicted class distribution q(x̂i, c)) for the unseen class test input x̂i.

Specifically, we define a sharper version of the predicted class probabilities q(x̂i, c)

as p(x̂i, c) = q(x̂i,c)
2/g(c)∑

c′ q(x̂i,c
′)2/g(c′)

, where g(c) =
∑N ′

i=1 q(x̂i, c) is the marginal probability of

unseen class c. Note that normalizing the probabilities by g(c) prevents large classes

from distorting the latent space.

We then introduce our KL based regularizer that encourages q(x̂i, c) to be close to

p(x̂i, c). This can be formalized by defining the sum of the KL divergences between

q(x̂i, c) and p(x̂i, c) for all the unseen class test inputs, i.e,

KL(P (X̂)||Q(X̂)) ,
N ′∑
i=1

S+U∑
c=S+1

p(x̂i, c) log
p(x̂i, c)

q(x̂i, c)
(2.11)

A similar approach of sharpening was recently utilized in the context of learning

deep embeddings for clustering problems [XGF16] and data summarization [WCC+16],

and is reminiscent of self-training algorithms used in semi-supervised learning [NG00].

Intuitively, unseen class test inputs with sharp probability estimates will have

a more significant impact on the gradient norm of (2.11), which in turn leads to

improved predictions on the ambiguous test examples (our experimental results cor-

roborate this). Combining (2.9) and (2.11), we have the following objective (which

we seek to maximize) defined exclusively over the unseen class unlabeled inputs
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U(X̂) =
N ′∑
i=1

Eqφ(z|x̂i)[log pθ(x̂i|z)]−KL(P (X̂)||Q(X̂)) (2.12)

We finally combine this objective with the original objective ((2.7)) for the in-

ductive setting, which leads to the overall objective
∑N

n=1 L̂θ,φ,ψ(xn,an) + U(X̂),

defined over the seen class labeled training inputs {(xn,an)}Nn=1 and the unseen class

unlabeled test inputs {x̂i}N ′i=1.

Under our proposed framework, it is also straightforward to perform few-shot

learning [LST15, VBL+16, RL17] which refers to the setting when a small number

of labeled inputs may also be available for classes c = S + 1, . . . , S + U . For these

inputs, we can directly optimize (2.7) on classes c = S + 1, . . . , S + U .

2.4 Related Work

Several prior methods for zero-shot learning (ZSL) are based on embedding the

inputs into a semantic vector space, where nearest-neighbor methods can be applied

to find the most likely class, which is represented as a point in the same semantic

space [SGMN13, NMB+13]. Such approaches can largely be categorized into three

types: (i) methods that learn the projection from the input space to the semantic

space using either a linear regression or a ranking model [ARW+15, LNH14], or using

a deep neural network[SGMN13]; (ii) methods that perform a “reverse” projection

from the semantic space to the input space[ZS16a], which helps to reduce the hub-

ness problem encountered when doing nearest neighbor search at test time [RNI10];

and (iii) methods that learn a shared embedding space for the inputs and the class

attributes [ZS16b, CCGS16a].

Another popular approach to ZSL is based on modeling each unseen class as a
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linear/convex combination of seen classes [NMB+13], or of a set of shared “abstract”

or “basis” classes [RPT15, CCGS16a]. Our framework can be seen as a flexible

generalization to the latter type of models since the parameters Wµ and Wσ defining

the latent space distributions are shared by the seen and unseen classes.

One general issue in ZSL is the domain shift problem – when the seen and unseen

classes come from very different domains. Standard ZSL models perform poorly under

these situations. However, utilizing some additional unlabeled data from those unseen

domains can somewhat alleviates the problem. To this end, [KXFG15] presented a

transductive ZSL model which uses a dictionary-learning-based approach for learning

unseen-class classifiers. In their approach, the dictionary is adapted to the unseen-

class domain using the unlabeled test inputs from unseen classes. Other methods

that can leverage unlabeled data include [FHXG15, RES13, LGS15, ZWWW16].

Our model is robust to the domain shift problem due to its ability to incorporate

unlabeled data from unseen classes.

Somewhat similar to our VAE based approach, recently [KXG17] proposed a se-

mantic autoencoder for ZSL. However, their method does not have a proper generative

model. Moreover, it assumes each class to be represented as a fixed point and cannot

extend to the transductive setting.

Deep encoder-decoder based models have recently gained much attention for

a variety of problems, ranging from image generation [RDG+16] and text match-

ing [SZH+17]. A few recent works exploited the idea of applying sematic regulariza-

tion to the latent embedding spaced shared between encoder and decoder to make

it suitable for ZSL tasks [KXG17, THS17]. However, these methods lack a proper

generative model; moreover (i) these methods assume each class to be represented

as a fixed point, and (ii) these methods cannot extend to the transductive setting.

Variational autoencoder (VAE) [KW14] offers an elegant probabilistic framework to
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generate continues samples from a latent gaussian distribution and its supervised

extensions [KMRW14] can be used in supervised and semi-supervised tasks. How-

ever, supervised/semi-supervised VAE [KMRW14] assumes all classes to be seen at

the training time and the label space p(y) to be discrete, which makes it unsuit-

able for the ZSL setting. In contrast to these methods, our approach is based on a

deep generative framework using a supervised variant of VAE, treating each class as

a distribution in a latent space. This naturally allows us to handle the intra-class

variability. Moreover, the supervised VAE model helps learning highly discriminative

representations of the inputs.

Some other recent works have explored the idea of generative models for zero-

shot learning [LW17, VR17]. However, these are primarily based on linear generative

models, unlike our model which can learn discriminative and highly nonlinear em-

beddings of the inputs. In our experiments, we have found this to lead to significant

improvements over linear models [LW17, VR17].

Deep generative models have also been proposed recently for tasks involving learn-

ing from limited supervision, such as one-shot learning [RDG+16]. These models are

primarily based on feedback and attention mechanisms. However, while the goal of

our work is to develop methods to help recognize previously unseen classes, the focus

of methods such as [RDG+16] is on tasks such as generation, or learning from a very

small number of labeled examples. It will be interesting to combine the expressiveness

of such models within the context of ZSL.

2.5 Experiments

We evaluate our framework for ZSL on several benchmark datasets and compare it

with a number of state-of-the-art baselines. Specifically, we conduct our experiments
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on the following datasets: (i) Animal with Attributes (AwA) [LNH14]; (ii) Caltech-

UCSD Birds-200-2011 (CUB-200) [WBW+11]; and (iii) SUN attribute (SUN) [PH12].

For the large-scale dataset (ImageNet), we follow [FS16], for which 1000 classes from

ILSVRC2012 [RDS+15] are used as seen classes, while 360 non-overlapped classes of

ILSVRC2010 [DDS+09] are used as unseen classes. The statistics of these datasets

are listed in Table 2.1.

Dataset # Attribute
training(+validation) testing

# of images # of classes # of images # of classes

AwA 85 24,295 40 6,180 10
CUB 312 8,855 150 2,933 50
SUN 102 14,140 707 200 10
ImageNet 1,000 200,000 1,000 54,000 360

Table 2.1: Summary of datasets used in the evaluation

Method AwA CUB-200 SUN Average Method ImageNet

[LNH14] 57.23 − 72.00 − DeViSE [FCS+13] 12.8
ESZSL [RPT15] 75.32± 2.28 − 82.10± 0.32 − ConSE [NMB+13] 15.5
MLZSC [BHJ16] 77.32± 1.03 43.29± 0.38 84.41± 0.71 68.34 AMP [FXKG15] 13.1
SDL [ZS16b] 80.46± 0.53 42.11± 0.55 83.83± 0.29 68.80 SS-Voc [FS16] 16.8
BiDiLEL [WC16a] 79.20 46.70 − −
SSE-ReLU [ZS15] 76.33± 0.83 30.41± 0.20 82.50± 1.32 63.08
JFA [ZS16a] 81.03± 0.88 46.48± 1.67 84.10± 1.51 70.53
SAE [KXG17] 83.40 56.60 84.50 74.83
GFZSL [VR17] 80.83 56.53 86.50 74.59

VZSL# 84.45± 0.74 55.37± 0.59 85.75± 1.93 74.52 - 22.88
VZSL 85.28± 0.76 57.42± 0.63 86.75± 2.02 76.48 - 23.08

Table 2.2: Top-1 classification accuracy (%) on AwA, CUB-200, SUN and Top-5
accuracy on ImageNet.

In all our experiments, we consider VGG-19 fc7 features [SZ14] as our raw input

representation, which is a 4096-dimensional feature vector. For the semantic space,

we adopt the default class attribute features provided for each of these datasets. The

only exception is ImageNet, for which the semantic word vector representation is

obtained from word2vec embeddings [MSC+13] trained on a skip-gram text model on
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4.6 million Wikipedia documents. For the reported experiments, we use the standard

train/test split for each dataset, as done in the prior work. For hyper-parameter

selection, we divide the training set into training and validation set; the validation

set is used for hyper-parameter tuning, while setting λ = 1 across all our experiments.

For the VAE model, a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is used for both encoder

qφ(z|x) and decoder pθ(x|z). The encoder and decoder are defined by an MLP with

two hidden layers, with 1000 nodes in each layer. ReLU is used as the nonlinear

activation function on each hidden layer and dropout with constant rate 0.8 is used

to avoid overfitting. The latent space z was set to be 100 for small datasets and 500

for ImageNet. Our results with variance are reported by repeating with 10 runs. Our

model is written in Tensorflow and trained on NVIDIA GTX TITAN X with 3072

cores and 11GB global memory.

We compare our method (referred to as VZSL) with a variety of state-of-the-art

baselines using VGG-19 fc7 features and specifically we conduct our experiments on

the following tasks:

• Inductive ZSL: This is the standard ZSL setting where the unseen class latent

space distributions are learned using only seen class data.

• Transductive ZSL: In this setting, we also use the unlabeled test data while

learning the unseen class latent space distributions. Note that, while this set-

ting has access to more information about the unseen class, it is only through

unlabeled data.

• Few-Shot Learning: In this setting [LST15, VBL+16, RL17], we also use a

small number of labeled examples from each unseen class.

In addition, through a visualization experiment (using t-SNE [MH08]), we also
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illustrate our model’s behavior in terms its ability to separate the different classes in

the latent space.

2.5.1 Inductive ZSL

Table 2.2 shows our results for the inductive ZSL setting. The results of the

various baselines are taken from the corresponding papers or reproduced using the

publicly available implementations. From Table 2.2, we can see that: (i) our model

performs better than all the baselines, by a reasonable margin on the small-scale

datasets; (ii) On large-scale datasets, the margin of improvement is even more sig-

nificant and we outperform the best-performing state-of-the art baseline by a margin

of 37.4%; (iii) Our model is superior when including the reconstruction term, which

shows the effectiveness of the generative model; (iv) Even without the reconstruction

term, our model is comparable with most of the other baselines. The effectiveness

of our model can be attributed to the following aspects. First, as compared to the

methods that embed the test inputs in the semantic space and then find the most

similar class by doing a Euclidean distance based nearest neighbor search, or methods

that are based on constructing unseen class classified using a weighted combination of

seen class classifiers [ZS15], our model finds the ”most probable class” by computing

the distance of each test input from class distributions. This naturally takes into ac-

count the shape (possibly multi-modal) and spread of the class distribution. Second,

the reconstruction term in the VAE formulation further strengthens the model. It

helps leverage the intrinsic structure of the inputs while projecting them to the la-

tent space. This aspect has been shown to also help other methods such as [KXG17]

(which we use as one of the baseline), but the approach in [KXG17] lacks a generative

model. This explains the favorable performance of our model as compared to such

methods.
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2.5.2 Transductive ZSL

Our next set of experiments consider the transductive setting. Table 2.3 reports

our results for the transductive setting, where we compare with various state-of-the-

art baselines that are designed to work in the transductive setting. As Table 2.3

shows, our model again outperforms the other state-of-the-art methods by a signifi-

cant margin. We observe that the generative framework is able to effectively leverage

unlabeled data and significantly improve upon the results of inductive setting. On

average, we obtain about 8% better accuracies as compared to the inductive setting.

Also note that in some cases, such as CUB-200, the classification accuracies drop

significantly once we remove the VAE reconstruction term. A possible explanation to

this behavior is that the CUB-200 is a relative difficult dataset with many classes are

very similar to each other, and the inductive setting may not achieve very confident

predictions on the unseen class examples during the inductive pre-training process.

However, adding the reconstruction term back into the model significantly improves

the accuracies. Further, compare our entire model with the one having only (2.9) for

the unlabeled, there is a margin for about 5% on AwA and CUB-200, which indicates

the necessity of introduced KL term on unlabeled data.

2.5.3 Few-Shot Learning (FSL)

In this section, we report results on the task of FSL [STT13, MGS14] and trans-

ductive FSL [FCS+13] [SGMN13]. In contrast to standard ZSL, FSL allows leveraging

a few labeled inputs from the unseen classes, while the transductive FSL addition-

ally also allows leveraging unseen class unlabeled test inputs. To see the effect of

knowledge transfer from the seen classes, we use a multiclass SVM as a baseline that

is provided the same number of labeled examples from each unseen class. In this
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Method AwA CUB-200 SUN Average

SMS [GDJW16] 78.47 − 82.00 −
ESZSL [RPT15] 84.30 − 37.50 −
JFA+SP-ZSR [ZS16a] 88.04± 0.69 55.81± 1.37 85.35± 1.56 77.85
SDL [ZS16b] 92.08± 0.14 55.34± 0.77 86.12± 0.99 76.40
DMaP [LW17] 85.66 61.79 − −
TASTE [YJGP17] 89.74 54.25 − −
TSTD [YJL+17] 90.30 58.20 − −
GFZSL [VR17] 94.25 63.66 87.00 80.63

VZSL# 93.49± 0.54 59.69± 1.22 86.37± 1.88 79.85
VZSL? 87.59± 0.21 61.44± 0.98 86.66± 1.67 77.56
VZSL 94.80± 0.17 66.45± 0.88 87.75± 1.43 83.00

Table 2.3: Top-1 classification accuracy (%) obtained on AwA, CUB-200 and SUN
under transductive setting.

setting, we vary the number of labeled examples from 2 to 20 (for SUN, we only use

2, 5 and 10 due to the small number of labeled examples). In Figure 2.2, we also

compared with standard inductive ZSL which does not have access to the labeled

examples from the unseen classes. Our results are shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Accuracies (%) in FSL setting.

As can be seen, even with as few as 2 or 5 additional labeled examples per class,

the FSL significantly improves over ZSL. We also observe that the FSL outperform a

multiclass SVM which demonstrates the advantage of the knowledge transfer from the

seen class data. Table 2.4 reports our results for the transductive FSL setting where

we compare with other state-of-the-art baselines. In this setting too, our approach
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outperforms the baselines.

Method AwA CUB-200 Average

DeViSE [FCS+13] 92.60 57.50 75.05
CMT [SGMN13] 90.60 62.50 76.55
ReViSE [THS17] 94.20 68.40 81.30

VZSL 95.62± 0.24 68.85± 0.69 82.24

Table 2.4: Transductive few-shot recognition comparison.

2.5.4 t-SNE Visualization

To show the model’s ability to learn highly discriminative representations in the

latent embedding space, we perform a visualization experiment. Figure 2.3 shows the

t-SNE [MH08] visualization for the raw inputs, the learn latent embeddings, and the

reconstructed inputs on AwA dataset, for both inductive ZSL and transductive ZSL

setting.

As can be seen, both the reconstructions and the latent embeddings lead to rea-

sonably separated classes, which indicates that our generative model is able to learn

a highly discriminative latent representations. We also observe that the inherent

correlation between classes might change after we learn the latent embeddings of

the inputs. For example, ”giant+panda” is close to ”persian+cat” in the original

CNN features space but far away from each other in our learned latent space un-

der transductive setting. A possible explanation could be that the sematic features

and image features express information from different views and our model learns a

representation that is sort of a compromise of these two representations.
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Figure 2.3: t-SNE visualization for AwA dataset.

2.6 Discussion

We have presented a deep generative framework for learning to predict unseen

classes, focusing on inductive and transductive zero-shot learning (ZSL). In contrast

to most of the existing methods for ZSL, our framework models each seen/unseen

class using a class-specific latent-space distribution and also models each input using

a VAE-based decoder model. Prediction for the label of a test input from any unseen

class is done by matching the VAE posterior distribution for the latent represen-

tation of this input with the latent-space distributions of each of the unseen class.

This distribution matching method in the latent space provides more robustness as

compared to other existing ZSL methods that simply use a point-based Euclidean

distance metric. Our VAE based framework leverages the intrinsic structure of the

input space through the generative model. Moreover, we naturally extend our model

to the transductive setting by introducing an additional regularizer for the unlabeled

inputs from unseen classes. We demonstrate through extensive experiments that our

generative framework yields superior classification accuracies as compared to exist-

ing ZSL methods, on both inductive ZSL as well as transductive ZSL tasks. Finally,

although we use isotropic Gaussian to model each model each seen/unseen class, it

is possible to model with more general Gaussian or any other distribution depending

on the data type. We leave this possibility as a direction for future work.
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Chapter 3

Deep Generative Model for Neural
Language Model

3.1 Introduction

A language model is a fundamental component to natural language processing

(NLP). It plays a key role in many traditional NLP tasks, ranging from speech recog-

nition [MKB+10, ASKR12, SJSC17], machine translation [SRA12, VZFC13] to image

captioning [MXY+14, DCF+15]. Training a good language model often improves the

underlying metrics of these applications, e.g., word error rates for speech recognition

and BLEU scores [PRWZ02] for machine translation. Hence, learning a powerful

language model has become a central task in NLP. Typically, the primary goal of a

language model is to predict distributions over words, which has to encode both the

semantic knowledge and grammatical structure in the documents. RNN-based neu-

ral language models have yielded state-of-the-art performance [JVS+16, SMM+17].

However, they are typically applied only at the sentence level, without access to the

broad document context. Such models may consequently fail to capture long-term

dependencies of a document [DWGP16].

Fortunately, such broader context information is of a semantic nature, and can

be captured by a topic model. Topic models have been studied for decades and

have become a powerful tool for extracting high-level semantic structure of docu-

ment collections, by inferring latent topics. The classical Latent Dirichlet Allocation

(LDA) method [BNJ03] and its variants, including recent work on neural topic mod-

els [WZF12, CLL+15, MGB17], have been useful for a plethora of applications in
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NLP.

Although language models that leverage topics have shown promise, they also

have several limitations. For example, some of the existing methods use only pre-

trained topic models [MZ12], without considering the word-sequence prediction task

of interest. Another key limitation of the existing methods lies in the integration

of the learned topics into the language model; e.g., either through concatenating

the topic vector as an additional feature of RNNs [MZ12, LBC17], or re-scoring the

predicted distribution over words using the topic vector [DWGP16]. The former

requires a balance between the number of RNN hidden units and the number of

topics, while the latter has to carefully design the vocabulary of the topic model.

Motivated by the aforementioned goals and limitations of existing approaches,

we propose the Topic Compositional Neural Language Model (TCNLM), a new ap-

proach to simultaneously learn a neural topic model and a neural language model. As

depicted in Figure 3.1, TCNLM learns the latent topics within a variational autoen-

coder [KW13] framework, and the designed latent code t quantifies the probability of

topic usage within a document. Latent code t is further used in a Mixture-of-Experts

model [HPT97], where each latent topic has a corresponding language model (expert).

A combination of these “experts,” weighted by the topic-usage probabilities, results

in our prediction for the sentences. A matrix factorization approach is further uti-

lized to reduce computational cost as well as prevent overfitting. The entire model

is trained end-to-end by maximizing the variational lower bound. Through a com-

prehensive set of experiments, we demonstrate that the proposed model is able to

significantly reduce the perplexity of a language model and effectively assemble the

meaning of topics to generate meaningful sentences. Both quantitative and qualita-

tive comparisons are provided to verify the superiority of our model.
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Figure 3.1: The overall architecture of the proposed model.

3.2 Background

We briefly review RNN-based language models and traditional probabilistic topic

models.

Language Model A language model aims to learn a probability distribution over

a sequence of words in a pre-defined vocabulary. We denote V as the vocabulary set

and {y1, ..., yM} to be a sequence of words, with each ym ∈ V . A language model

defines the likelihood of the sequence through a joint probability distribution

p(y1, ..., yM) = p(y1)
M∏
m=2

p(ym|y1:m−1) . (3.1)

RNN-based language models define the conditional probabiltiy of each word ym

given all the previous words y1:m−1 through the hidden state hm:

p(ym|y1:m−1) = p(ym|hm) (3.2)

hm = f(hm−1, xm) . (3.3)

The function f(·) is typically implemented as a basic RNN cell, a Long Short-Term

Memory (LSTM) cell [HS97], or a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) cell [CVMG+14].

The input and output words are related via the relation xm = ym−1.
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Topic Model A topic model is a probabilistic graphical representation for uncov-

ering the underlying semantic structure of a document collection. Latent Dirichlet

Allocation (LDA) [BNJ03], for example, provides a robust and scalable approach

for document modeling, by introducing latent variables for each token, indicating its

topic assignment. Specifically, let t denote the topic proportion for document d, and

zn represent the topic assignment for word wn. The Dirichlet distribution is employed

as the prior of t. The generative process of LDA may be summarized as:

t ∼ Dir(α0), zn ∼ Discrete(t) , wn ∼ Discrete(βzn) , (3.4)

where βzn represents the distribution over words for topic zn, α0 is the hyper-

parameter of the Dirichlet prior, n ∈ [1, Nd], and Nd is the number of words in

document d. The marginal likelihood for document d can be expressed as

p(d|α0,β) =

∫
t

p(t|α0)
∏
n

∑
zn

p(wn|βzn)p(zn|t)dt . (3.5)

3.3 Model Formulation

We describe the proposed TCNLM, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. Our model con-

sists of two key components: (i) a neural topic model (NTM), and (ii) a neural

language model (NLM). The NTM aims to capture the long-range semantic mean-

ings across the document, while the NLM is designed to learn the local semantic and

syntactic relationships between words.
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3.3.1 Neural Topic Model

Let d ∈ ZD+ denote the bag-of-words representation of a document, with Z+

denoting nonnegative integers. D is the vocabulary size, and each element of d reflects

a count of the number of times the corresponding word occurs in the document.

Distinct from LDA [BNJ03], we pass a Gaussian random vector through a softmax

function to parameterize the multinomial document topic distributions [MGB17].

Specifically, the generative process of the NTM is

θ ∼ N (µ0, σ
2
0) t = g(θ)

zn ∼ Discrete(t) wn ∼ Discrete(βzn) , (3.6)

where N (µ0, σ
2
0) is an isotropic Gaussian distribution, with mean µ0 and variance σ2

0

in each dimension; g(·) is a transformation function that maps sample θ to the topic

embedding t, defined here as g(θ) = softmax(Ŵθ+ b̂), where Ŵ and b̂ are trainable

parameters.

The marginal likelihood for document d is:

p(d|µ0, σ0,β) =

∫
t

p(t|µ0, σ
2
0)
∏
n

∑
zn

p(wn|βzn)p(zn|t)dt

=

∫
t

p(t|µ0, σ
2
0)
∏
n

p(wn|β, t)dt

=

∫
t

p(t|µ0, σ
2
0)p(d|β, t)dt . (3.7)

The second equation in (3.7) holds because we can readily marginalized out the

sampled topic words zn by

p(wn|β, t) =
∑
zn

p(wn|βzn)p(zn|t) = βt . (3.8)
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β = {β1,β2, ...,βT} is the transition matrix from the topic distribution to the word

distribution, which are trainable parameters of the decoder; T is the number of topics

and βi ∈ RD is the topic distribution over words (all elements of βi are nonnegative,

and they sum to one).

The re-parameterization trick [KW13] can be applied to build an unbiased and

low-variance gradient estimator for the variational distribution. The parameter up-

dates can still be derived directly from the variational lower bound, as discussed in

Section 3.3.3.

Diversity Regularizer Redundance in inferred topics is a common issue exisit-

ing in general topic models. In order to address this issue, it is straightforward to

regularize the row-wise distance between each paired topics to diversify the topics.

Following [XDX15, MGB17], we apply a topic diversity regularization while carrying

out the inference.

Specifically, the distance between a pair of topics are measured by their cosine

distance a(βi,βj) = arccos
(

|βi·βj |
||βi||2||βj ||2

)
. The mean angle of all pairs of T topics is

φ = 1
T 2

∑
i

∑
j a(βi,βj), and the variance is ν = 1

T 2

∑
i

∑
j(a(βi,βj) − φ)2. Finally,

the topic diversity regularization is defined as R = φ− ν.

3.3.2 Neural Language Model

We propose a Mixture-of-Experts (MoE) language model, which consists a set of

“expert networks”, i.e., E1, E2, ..., ET . Each expert is itself an RNN with its own

parameters corresponding to a latent topic.

Without loss of generality, we begin by discussing an RNN with a simple tran-

sition function, which is then generalized to the LSTM. Specifically, we define two

weight tensors W ∈ Rnh×nx×T and U ∈ Rnh×nh×T , where nh is the number of hidden
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units and nx is the dimension of word embedding. Each expert Ek corresponds to

a set of parameters W [k] and U [k], which denotes the k-th 2D “slice” of W and U ,

respectively. All T experts work cooperatively to generate an output ym. Sepcifically,

p(ym) =
T∑
k=1

tk · softmax(V h(k)
m ) (3.9)

h(k)
m = σ(W [k]xm + U [k]hm−1) , (3.10)

where tk is the usage of topic k (component k of t), and σ(·) is a sigmoid function;

V is the weight matrix connecting the RNN’s hidden state, used for computing a

distribution over words. Bias terms are omitted for simplicity.

However, such an MoE module is computationally prohibitive and storage exces-

sive. The training process is inefficient and even infeasible in practice. To remedy

this, instead of ensembling the output of the T experts as in (3.9), we extend the

weight matrix of the RNN to be an ensemble of topic-dependent weight matrices.

Specifically, the T experts work together as follows:

p(ym) = softmax(V hm) (3.11)

hm = σ(W (t)xm +U (t)hm−1) , (3.12)

and

W (t) =
T∑
k=1

tk · W [k], U(t) =
T∑
k=1

tk · U [k] . (3.13)

In order to reduce the number of model parameters, motivated by [GGH+16,

SGC16], instead of implementing a tensor as in (3.13), we decompose W (t) into a

multiplication of three terms W a ∈ Rnh×nf , W b ∈ Rnf×T and W c ∈ Rnf×nx , where
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nf is the number of factors. Specifically,

W (t) = W a · diag(W bt) ·W c

= W a · (W bt�W c) , (3.14)

where � represents the Hadamard operator. W a and W c are shared parameters

across all topics, to capture the common linguistic patterns. W b are the factors

which are weighted by the learned topic embedding t. The same factorization is

also applied for U(t). The topic distribution t affects RNN parameters associated

with the document when predicting the succeeding words, which implicitly defines an

ensemble of T language models. In this factorized model, the RNN weight matrices

that correspond to each topic share “structure”.

Now we generalize the above analysis by using LSTM units. Specifically, we

summarize the new topic compositional LSTM cell as:

im = σ(W iax̃i,m−1 +U iah̃i,m−1)

fm = σ(W fax̃f,m−1 +U fah̃f,m−1)

om = σ(W oax̃o,m−1 +U oah̃o,m−1)

c̃m = σ(W cax̃c,m−1 +U cah̃c,m−1)

cm = im � c̃m + fm · cm−1

hm = om � tanh(cm) . (3.15)

For ∗ = i, f, o, c, we define

x̃∗,m−1 = W ∗bt�W ∗cxm−1 (3.16)

h̃∗,m−1 = U ∗bt�U ∗chm−1 . (3.17)
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Compared with a standard LSTM cell, our LSTM unit has a total number of param-

eters in size of 4nf · (nx + 2T + 3nh) and the additional computational cost comes

from (3.16) and (3.17). Further, empirical comparison has been conducted in Sec-

tion 5.6 to verify that our proposed model is superior than using the naive MoE

implementation as in (3.9).

3.3.3 Model Inference

The proposed model (see Figure 3.1) follows the variational autoencoder [KW13]

framework, which takes the bag-of-words as input and embeds a document into the

topic vector. This vector is then used to reconstruct the bag-of-words input, and also

to learn an ensemble of RNNs for predicting a sequence of words in the document.

The joint marginal likelihood can be written as:

p(y1:M ,d|µ0, σ
2
0,β) =

∫
t

p(t|µ0, σ
2
0)p(d|β, t)

M∏
m=1

p(ym|y1:m−1, t)dt . (3.18)

Since the direct optimization of (3.18) is intractable, we employ variational infer-

ence [JGJS99]. We denote q(t|d) to be the variational distribution for t. Hence,

we construct the variational objective function, also called the evidence lower bound

(ELBO), as

L = Eq(t|d) (log p(d|t))−KL
(
q(t|d)||p(t|µ0, σ

2
0)
)︸ ︷︷ ︸

neural topic model

+ Eq(t|d)

(
M∑
m=1

log p(ym|y1:m−1, t)
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
neural language model

(3.19)
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≤ log p(y1:M ,d|µ0, σ
2
0,β) .

More details can be found in the Supplementary Material. In experiments, we opti-

mize the ELBO together with the diversity regularisation:

J = L+ λ ·R . (3.20)

3.4 Related Work

Topic Model Topic models have been studied for a variety of applications in

document modeling. Beyond LDA [BNJ03], significant extensions have been pro-

posed, including capturing topic correlations [BL07], modeling temporal dependen-

cies [BL06], discovering an unbounded number of topics [TJBB05], learning deep

architectures [HGLC15, ZCC15], among many others. Recently, neural topic models

have attracted much attention, building upon the successful usage of restricted Boltz-

mann machines [HS09], auto-regressive models [LL12], sigmoid belief networks [GCH+15],

and variational autoencoders [MYB16].

Variational inference has been successfully applied in a variety of applications [PGH+16,

WPV+17, CLC+17]. The recent work of [MGB17] employs variational inference to

train topic models, and is closely related to our work. Their model follows the original

LDA formulation and extends it by parameterizing the multinomial distribution with

neural networks. In contrast, our model enforces the neural network not only model-

ing documents as bag-of-words, but also transfering the inferred topic knowledge to

a language model for word-sequence generation.
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Language Model Neural language models have recently achieved remarkable ad-

vances [MKB+10]. The RNN-based language model (RNNLM) is superior for its

ability to model longer-term temporal dependencies without imposing a strong condi-

tional independence assumption; it has recently been shown to outperform carefully-

tuned traditional n-gram-based language models [JVS+16].

An RNNLM can be further improved by utilizing the broad document context [MZ12].

Such models typically extract latent topics via a topic model, and then send the topic

vector to a language model for sentence generation. Important work in this direction

include [MZ12, DWGP16, LBC17, ACPB16]. The key differences of these methods

is in either the topic model itself or the method of integrating the topic vector into

the language model. In terms of the topic model, [MZ12] uses a pre-trained LDA

model; [DWGP16] uses a variational autoencoder; [LBC17] introduces an attention-

based convolutional neural network to extract semantic topics; and [ACPB16] utilizes

the topic associated to the fact pairs derived from a knowledge graph [VL15].

Concerning the method of incorporating the topic vector into the language model, [MZ12]

and [LBC17] extend the RNN cell with additional topic features. [DWGP16] and [ACPB16]

use a hybrid model combining the predicted word distribution given by both a topic

model and a standard RNNLM. Distinct from these approaches, our model learns

the topic model and the language model jointly under the VAE framework, allow-

ing an efficient end-to-end training process. Further, the topic information is used

as guidance for a Mixture-of-Experts (MoE) model design. Under our factorization

method, the model can yield boosted performance efficiently (as corroborated in the

experiments).

Recently, [SMM+17] proposes a MoE model for large-scale language modeling.

Different from ours, they introduce a MoE layer, in which each expert stands for

a small feed-forward neural network on the previous output of the LSTM layer.
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Therefore, it yields a significant quantity of additional parameters and computational

cost, which is infeasible to train on a single GPU machine. Moreover, they provide no

semantic meanings for each expert, and all experts are treated equally; the proposed

model can generate meaningful sentences conditioned on given topics.

Our TCNLM is similar to [GGH+16]. However, [GGH+16] uses a two-step pipline,

first learning a multi-label classifier on a group of pre-defined image tags, and then

generating image captions conditioned on them. In comparison, our model jointly

learns a topic model and a language model, and focuses on the language modeling

task.

3.5 Experiments

Datasets We present experimental results on three publicly available corpora: AP-

NEWS, IMDB and BNC. APNEWS1 is a collection of Associated Press news arti-

cles from 2009 to 2016. IMDB is a set of movie reviews collected by [MDP+11], and

BNC [BC07] is the written portion of the British National Corpus, which contains

excerpts from journals, books, letters, essays, memoranda, news and other types of

text. These three datasets can be downloaded from GitHub2.

We follow the preprocessing steps in [LBC17]. Specifically, words and sentences

are tokenized using Stanford CoreNLP [MSB+14]. We lowercase all word tokens,

and filter out word tokens that occur less than 10 times. For topic modeling, we

additionally remove stopwords3 in the documents and exclude the top 0.1% most

frequent words and also words that appear in less than 100 documents. All these

1https://www.ap.org/en-gb/

2https://github.com/jhlau/topically-driven-language-model

3We use the following stopwords list: https://github.
com/mimno/Mallet/blob/master/stoplists/en.txt
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datasets are divided into training, development and testing sets. A summary statistic

of these datasets is provided in Table 3.1.

Dataset
Vocabulary Training Development Testing
LM TM # Docs # Sents # Tokens # Docs # Sents # Tokens # Docs # Sents # Tokens

APNEWS 32, 400 7, 790 50K 0.7M 15M 2K 27.4K 0.6M 2K 26.3K 0.6M
IMDB 34, 256 8, 713 75K 0.9M 20M 12.5K 0.2M 0.3M 12.5K 0.2M 0.3M
BNC 41, 370 9, 741 15K 0.8M 18M 1K 44K 1M 1K 52K 1M

Table 3.1: Summary statistics for the datasets used in the experiments.

Setup For the NTM part, we consider a 2-layer feed-forward neural network to

model q(t|d), with 256 hidden units in each layer; ReLU [NH10] is used as the

activation function. The hyper-parameter λ for the diversity regularizer is fixed to

0.1 across all the experiments. All the sentences in a paragraph, excluding the one

being predicted, are used to obtain the bag-of-words document representation d. The

maximum number of words in a paragraph is set to 300.

In terms of the NLM part, we consider 2 settings: (i) a small 1-layer LSTM

model with 600 hidden units, and (ii) a large 2-layer LSTM model with 900 hidden

units in each layer. The sequence length is fixed to 30. In order to alleviate overfit-

ting, dropout with a rate of 0.4 is used in each LSTM layer. In addition, adaptive

softmax [GJC+16] is used to speed up the training process.

During training, the NTM and NLM parameters are jointly learned using Adam [KB14].

All the hyper-parameters are tuned based on the performance on the development set.

We empirically find that the optimal settings are fairly robust across the 3 datasets.

All the experiments were conducted using Tensorflow and trained on NVIDIA GTX

TITAN X with 3072 cores and 12GB global memory.
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Dataset
LSTM

basic-LSTM
LDA+LSTM

LCLM
Topic-RNN TCNLM

type 50 100 150 50 100 150 50 100 150

APNEWS
small 64.13 57.05 55.52 54.83 54.18 56.77 54.54 54.12 52.75 52.63 52.59
large 58.89 52.72 50.75 50.17 50.63 53.19 50.24 50.01 48.07 47.81 47.74

IMDB
small 72.14 69.58 69.64 69.62 67.78 68.74 67.83 66.45 63.98 62.64 62.59
large 66.47 63.48 63.04 62.78 67.86 63.02 61.59 60.14 57.06 56.38 56.12

BNC
small 102.89 96.42 96.50 96.38 87.47 94.66 93.57 93.55 87.98 86.44 86.21
large 94.23 88.42 87.77 87.28 80.68 85.90 84.62 84.12 80.29 80.14 80.12

Table 3.2: Test perplexities of different language models.

3.5.1 Language Model Evaluation

Perplexity is used as the metric to evaluate the performance of the language

model. In order to demonstrate the advantage of the proposed model, we compare

TCNLM with the following baselines:

• basic-LSTM: A baseline LSTM-based language model, using the same archi-

tecture and hyper-parameters as TCNLM wherever applicable.

• LDA+LSTM: A topic-enrolled LSTM-based language model. We first pre-

train an LDA model [BNJ03] to learn 50/100/150 topics for APNEWS, IMDB

and BNC. Given a document, the LDA topic distribution is incorporated by

concatenating with the output of the hidden states to predict the next word.

• LCLM [WC16b]: A context-based language model, which incorporates context

information from preceding sentences. The preceding sentences are treated as

bag-of-words, and an attention mechanism is used when predicting the next

word. All hyper-parameters are set to be the same as in our TCNLM. The

number of preceding sentences is tuned on the development set (4 in general).

• Topic-RNN [DWGP16]: A joint learning framework that learns a topic model

and a language model simutaneously. The topic information is incorporated

through a linear transformation to rescore the prediction of the next word.
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Dataset army animal medical market lottory terrorism law art transportation education

APNEWS

afghanistan animals patients zacks casino syria lawsuit album airlines students
veterans dogs drug cents mega iran damages music fraud math
soldiers zoo fda earnings lottery militants plaintiffs film scheme schools
brigade bear disease keywords gambling al-qaida filed songs conspiracy education
infantry wildlife virus share jackpot korea suit comedy flights teachers

IMDB

horror action family children war detective sci-fi negative ethic epsiode
zombie martial rampling kids war eyre alien awful gay season
slasher kung relationship snoopy che rochester godzilla unfunny school episodes

massacre li binoche santa documentary book tarzan sex girls series
chainsaw chan marie cartoon muslims austen planet poor women columbo

gore fu mother parents jews holmes aliens worst sex batman

BNC

environment education politics business facilities sports art award expression crime
pollution courses elections corp bedrooms goal album john eye police
emissions training economic turnover hotel score band award looked murder
nuclear students minister unix garden cup guitar research hair killed
waste medau political net situated ball music darlington lips jury

environmental education democratic profits rooms season film speaker stared trail

Table 3.3: 10 topics learned from our TCNLM on APNEWS, IMDB and BNC.

Results are presented in Table 3.2. We highlight some observations. (i) All the

topic-enrolled methods outperform the basic-LSTM model, indicating the effective-

ness of incorporating global semantic topic information. (ii) Our TCNLM performs

the best across all datasets, and the trend keeps improving with the increase of

topic numbers. (iii) The improved performance of TCNLM over LCLM implies that

encoding the document context into meaningful topics provides a better way to im-

prove the language model compared with using the extra context words directly. (iv)

The margin between LDA+LSTM/Topic-RNN and our TCNLM indicates that our

model supplies a more efficient way to utilize the topic information through the joint

variational learning framework to implicitly train an ensemble model.

3.5.2 Topic Model Evaluation

We evaluate the topic model by inspecting the coherence of inferred topics [CGW+09,

NLGB10, MWT+11]. Following [LNB14], we compute topic coherence using normal-

ized PMI (NPMI). Given the top n words of a topic, the coherence is calculated based

on the sum of pairwise NPMI scores between topic words, where the word probabil-

ities used in the NPMI calculation are based on co-occurrence statistics mined from
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# Topic Model
Coherence

APNEWS IMDB BNC

50

LDA 0.125 0.084 0.106
NTM 0.075 0.064 0.081

Topic-RNN(s) 0.134 0.103 0.102
Topic-RNN(l) 0.127 0.096 0.100

TCNLM(s) 0.159 0.106 0.114
TCNLM(l) 0.152 0.100 0.101

100

LDA 0.136 0.092 0.119
NTM 0.085 0.071 0.070

Topic-RNN(s) 0.158 0.096 0.108
Topic-RNN(l) 0.143 0.093 0.105

TCNLM(s) 0.160 0.101 0.111
TCNLM(l) 0.152 0.098 0.104

150

LDA 0.134 0.094 0.119
NTM 0.078 0.075 0.072

Topic-RNN(s) 0.146 0.089 0.102
Topic-RNN(l) 0.137 0.092 0.097

TCNLM(s) 0.153 0.096 0.107
TCNLM(l) 0.155 0.093 0.102

Table 3.4: Topic coherence scores of different models on APNEWS, IMDB and
BNC. (s) and (l) indicate small and large model, respectively.

English Wikipedia with a sliding window. In practice, we average topic coherence

over the top 5/10/15/20 topic words. To aggregate topic coherence score for a trained

model, we then further average the coherence scores over topics. For comparison, we

use the following baseline topic models:

• LDA: LDA [BNJ03] is used as a baseline topic model. We use LDA to learn

the topic distributions for LDA+LSTM.

• NTM: We evaluate the neural topic model proposed in [CLL+15]. The document-

topic and topic-words multinomials are expressed using neural networks. N-

grams embeddings are incorporated as inputs of the model.

• Topic-RNN [DWGP16]: The same model as used in the language model eval-

uation.

Results are summarized in Table 4. Our TCNLM achieves promising results. Specif-
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Figure 3.2: Inferred topic distributions on one sample document in each dataset.

ically, (i) we achieve the best coherence performance over APNEWS and IMDB,

and are relatively competitive with LDA on BNC. (ii) We also observe that a larger

model may result in a slightly worse coherence performance. One possible explana-

tion is that a larger language model may have more impact on the topic model, and

the inherited stronger sequential information may be harmful to the coherence mea-

surement. (iii) Additionally, the advantage of our TCNLM over Topic-RNN indicates

that our TCNLM supplies a more powerful topic guidance.

In order to better understand the topic model, we provide the top 5 words for

10 randomly chosen topics on each dataset (the boldface word is the topic name

summarized by us), as shown in Table 3. These results correspond to the small

network with 100 neurons. We also present some inferred topic distributions for

several documents from our TCNLM in Figure 2. The topic usage for a specific

document is sparse, demonstrating the effectiveness of our NTM. More inferred topic

distribution examples are provided in the Supplementary Material.

3.5.3 Sentence Generation

Another advantage of our TCNLM is its capacity to generate meaningful sentences

conditioned on given topics. Given topic i, we construct an LSTM generator by

using only the i-th factor of W b and U b. Then we start from a zero hidden state,

and greedily sample words until an end token occurs. Table 5 shows the generated
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Data Topic Generated Sentences

APNEWS

army
• a female sergeant, serving in the fort worth, has served as she served in
the military in iraq .

animal • most of the bear will have stumbled to the lake .

medical
• physicians seeking help in utah and the nih has had any solutions to using
the policy and uses offline to be fitted with a testing or body .

market
• the company said it expects revenue of $ <unk> million to $ <unk> million
in the third quarter .

lottory • where the winning numbers drawn up for a mega ball was sold .

army+terrorism
• the taliban ’s presence has earned a degree from the 1950-53 korean war in
pakistan ’s historic life since 1964 , with two example of <unk> soldiers
from wounded iraqi army shootings and bahrain in the eastern army .

animal+lottory
• she told the newspaper that she was concerned that the buyer was in a
neighborhood last year and had a gray wolf .

IMDB

horror • the killer is a guy who is n’t even a zombie .
action • the action is a bit too much , but the action is n’t very good .

family
• the film is also the story of a young woman whose <unk> and <unk> and
very yet ultimately sympathetic , <unk> relationship , <unk> , and palestine
being equal , and the old man , a <unk> .

children • i consider this movie to be a children ’s film for kids .
war • the documentary is a documentary about the war and the <unk> of the war .

horror+negative • if this movie was indeed a horrible movie i think i will be better off the film .

sci-fi+children
• paul thinks him has to make up when the <unk> eugene discovers defeat in
order to take too much time without resorting to mortal bugs, and then finds
his wife and boys .

BNC

environment • environmentalists immediate base calls to defend the world .

education
• the school has recently been founded by a <unk> of the next generation for
two years .

politics • a new economy in which privatization was announced on july 4 .

business
• net earnings per share rose <unk> % to $ <unk> in the quarter , and $ <unk>
m , on turnover that rose <unk> % to $ <unk> m.

facilities • all rooms have excellent amenities .

environment+politics
• the commission ’s report on oct. 2 , 1990 , on jan. 7 denied the government ’s
grant to ” the national level of water ” .

art+crime
• as well as 36, he is returning freelance into the red army of drama where
he has finally been struck for their premiere .

Table 3.5: Generated sentences from given topics. More examples are provided in
the Supplementary Material.
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sentences from our TCNLM learned with 50 topics using the small network. Most of

the sentences are strongly correlated with the given topics. More interestingly, we can

also generate reasonable sentences conditioned on a mixed combination of topics, even

if the topic pairs are divergent, e.g., “animal” and “lottory” for APNEWS. More

examples are provided in the Supplementary Material. It shows that our TCNLM is

able to generate topic-related sentences, providing an interpretable way to understand

the topic model and the language model simultaneously. These qualitative analysis

further demonstrate that our model effectively assembles the meaning of topics to

generate sentences.

3.5.4 Empirical Comparison with Naive MoE

We explore the usage of a naive MoE language model as in (3.9). In order to fit

the model on a single GPU machine, we train a NTM with 30 topics and each NLM of

the MoE is a 1-layer LSTM with 100 hidden units. Results are summarized in Table

6. Both the naive MoE and our TCNLM provide better performance than the basic

LSTM. Interestingly, though requiring less computational cost and storage usage,

our TCNLM outperforms the naive MoE by a non-trivial margin. We attribute this

boosted performance to the “structure” design of our matrix factorization method.

The inherent topic-guided factor control significantly prevents overfitting, and yields

efficient training, demonstrating the advantage of our model for transferring semantic

knowledge learned from the topic model to the language model.

3.6 Discussion

We have presented Topic Compositional Neural Language Model (TCNLM), a

new method to learn a topic model and a language model simultaneously. The topic
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Dataset basic-LSTM naive MoE TCNLM
APNEWS 101.62 85.87 82.67
IMDB 105.29 96.16 94.64
BNC 146.50 130.01 125.09

Table 3.6: Test perplexity comparison between the naive MoE implementation and
our TCNLM on APNEWS, IMDB and BNC.

model part captures the global semantic meaning in a document, while the language

model part learns the local semantic and syntactic relationships between words. The

inferred topic information is incorporated into the language model through a Mixture-

of-Experts model design. Experiments conducted on three corpora validate the su-

periority of the proposed approach. Further, our model infers sensible topics, and

has the capacity to generate meaningful sentences conditioned on given topics. One

possible future direction is to extend the TCNLM to a conditional model and apply

it for the machine translation task.

3.7 Supplementary Material

3.7.1 Detailed model inference

We provide the detailed derivation for the model inference. Start from (3.18), we

have

log p(y1:M ,d|µ0, σ
2
0,β)

= log

∫
t

p(t)

q(t|d)
q(t|d)p(d|t)

M∏
m=1

p(ym|y1:m−1, t)dt

= logEq(t|d)

(
p(t)

q(t|d)
p(d|t)

M∏
m=1

p(ym|y1:m−1, t)
)
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Figure 3.3: Inferred topic distributions for the first 5 documents in the development
set over each dataset.
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.

3.7.2 Documents used to infer topic distributions

The documents used to infer the topic distributions plotted in Figure 2 are pro-

vided below.

Apnews : colombia ’s police director says six police officers have been killed and a

seventh wounded in ambush in a rural southwestern area where leftist rebels operate

. gen. jose roberto leon tells the associated press that the officers were riding on four

motorcycles when they were attacked with gunfire monday afternoon on a rural stret

ch of highway in the cauca state town of padilla . he said a front of the revolutionary
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armed forces of colombia , or farc , operates in the area . if the farc is r esponsible

, the deaths would bring to 15 the number of security force members killed since the

government and rebels formally opened peace talks in norway on oct. 18 . the talks

to end a nearly five-decade-old conflict are set to begin in earnest in cuba on nov.15.

IMDB : having just watched this movie for a second time , some years after my

initial viewing , my feelings remain unchanged . this is a solid sci-fi drama that i enjoy

very much . what sci-fi elements there are , are primarily of added interest rather

than the main substance of the film . what this movie is really about is wartime confl

ict , but in a sci-fi setting . it has a solid cast , from the ever reliable david warner to

the up and coming freddie prinze jr , also including many british tv regu lars ( that

obviously add a touch of class :) , not forgetting the superb tcheky karyo . i feel this

is more of an ensemble piece than a starring vehicle . reminisc ent of wwii films based

around submarine combat and air-combat ( the fighters seem like adaptations of wwii

corsairs in their design , evoking a retro feel ) this is one of few american films that

i felt was not overwhelmed by sentiment or saccharine . the sets and special effects

are all well done , never detracting form the bel ievability of the story , although the

kilrathi themselves are rather under developed and one dimensional . this is a film

more about humanity in conflict rather than a film about exploring a new and original

alien race or high-brow sci-fi concepts . forget that it ’s sci-fi , just watch and enjoy .

BNC : an army and civilian exercise went ahead in secret yesterday a casualty of the

general election . the simulated disaster in exercise gryphon ’s lift was a midair coll

ision between military and civilian planes over catterick garrison . hamish lumsden ,

the ministry of defence ’s chief press officer who arrived from london , said : ’ there

’s an absolute ban on proactive pr during an election . ’ journalists who reported to
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gaza barracks at 7.15 am as instructed were told they would not be all owed to witness

the exercise , which involved 24 airmobile brigade , north yorkshire police , fire and

ambulance services , the county emergency planning department a nd ’ casualties ’

from longlands college , middlesbrough . the aim of the gryphon lift was to test army

support for civil emergencies . brief details supplied to th e press outlined the disaster

. a fully loaded civilian plane crashes in mid-air with an armed military plane over

catterick garrison . the 1st battalion the green ho wards and a bomb disposal squad

cordon and clear an area scattered with armaments . 24 airmobile field ambulance

, which served in the gulf war , tends a burning , pa cked youth hostel hit by pieces

of aircraft . 38 engineer regiment from claro barracks , ripon , search a lake where

a light aircraft crashed when hit by flying wreck age . civilian emergency services ,

including the police underwater team , were due to work alongside military personnel

under the overall co-ordination of the police . mr lumsden said : ’ there is a very

very strict rule that during a general election nothing that the government does can

intrude on the election process . ’

3.7.3 More inferred topic distribution examples

We present the inferred topic distributions for the first 5 documents in the devel-

opment set over each dataset in Figure 3.
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Chapter 4

Deep Generative Model for Neural Text
Generation

4.1 Introduction

Text generation plays an important role in various natural language processing

(NLP) applications, such as machine translation [CVMG+14, SVL14], dialogue gen-

eration [LMS+17], and text summarization [NZG+16, RCW15]. As a competitive

solution to this task, the variational autoencoder (VAE) [KW13, RMW14] has been

widely used in text-generation systems [BVV+15, HYL+17b, SSL+17a]. In particular,

VAE defines a generative model that propagates latent codes drawn from a simple

prior through a decoder to manifest data samples. The generative model is further

augmented with an inference network, that feeds observed data samples through an

encoder to yield a distribution on the corresponding latent codes.

Compared with other potential methods, e.g., those based on generative adversar-

ial networks (GANs) [YZWY17, GLC+17, ZGF+17, ZCG+18, CDT+18], VAE is of

particular interest when one desires not only text generation, but also the capacity to

infer meaningful latent codes from text. Ideally, semantically-meaningful latent codes

can provide high-level guidance while generating sentences. For example, when gen-

erating text, the vocabulary could potentially be narrowed down if the input latent

code corresponds to a certain topic (e.g., the word “military” is unlikely to appear

in a sports-related document).

However, in practice this desirable property is not fully achieved by existing

VAE-based text generative models, because of the following two challenges. First,
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the sentences in documents may associate with different semantic information (e.g.,

topic, sentiment, etc.) while the latent codes of existing VAE-based text genera-

tive models often employ a simple Gaussian prior, which cannot indicate the se-

mantic structure among sentences and may reduce the generative power of the de-

coder. Although some variants of VAE try to impose some structure on the latent

codes [JZT+16, DMG+16], they are often designed with pre-defined parameter set-

tings without incorporating semantic meanings into the latent codes, which may lead

to over-regularization [DMG+16].

The second issue associated with VAE-based text generation is “posterior col-

lapse,” first identified in [BVV+15]. With a strong auto-regressive decoder net-

work (e.g., LSTM), the model tends to ignore the information from the latent code

and merely depends on previous generated tokens for prediction. Several strate-

gies are proposed to mitigate this problem, including making the decoder network

less auto-regressive (i.e., using less conditional information while generating each

word) [YHSBK17, SZH+17], or bridging the amortization gap (between the log-

likelihood and the ELBO) using semi-amortized inference networks [KWM+18]. How-

ever, these methods mitigate the issue by weakening the conditional dependency on

the decoder, which may fail to generate high-quality continuous sentences.

To overcome the two problems mentioned above, we propose a topic-guided vari-

ational autoencoder (TGVAE) model, permitting text generation with designated

topic guidance. As illustrated in Figure 4.1(a), TGVAE specifies a Gaussian mixture

model (GMM) as the prior of the latent code, where each mixture component corre-

sponds to a topic. The GMM is learnable based on a neural topic model — the mean

and diagonal covariance of each mixture component is parameterized by the corre-

sponding topic. Accordingly, the degree to which each component of the GMM is used

to generate the latent code and the corresponding sentence is tied to the usage of the
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<latexit sha1_base64="2Unl4NNJRPXauugMuc4EVmZ8mA8=">AAAB+nicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/1Xn0EhyCp9GKoN6GXjxOsDpYy0jTdAtL05L8Ko6yr+LFg4pXP4k3v43p1oNuPgh5vPf7kZcXZoJrcJxvq7ayura+Ud9sbG3v7O7Z+817neaKMo+mIlW9kGgmuGQecBCslylGklCwh3B8XfoPj0xpnso7mGQsSMhQ8phTAkYa2E0/TEWkJ4m5sA8jBmRgt5y2MwNeJm5FWqhCd2B/+VFK84RJoIJo3XedDIKCKOBUsGnDzzXLCB2TIesbKknCdFDMsk/xsVEiHKfKHAl4pv7eKEiiy3hmMiEw0oteKf7n9XOIL4KCyywHJun8oTgXGFJcFoEjrhgFMTGEUMVNVkxHRBEKpq6GKcFd/PIy8U7bl2339qzVuaraqKNDdIROkIvOUQfdoC7yEEVP6Bm9ojdrar1Y79bHfLRmVTsH6A+szx+WQZRY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2Unl4NNJRPXauugMuc4EVmZ8mA8=">AAAB+nicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/1Xn0EhyCp9GKoN6GXjxOsDpYy0jTdAtL05L8Ko6yr+LFg4pXP4k3v43p1oNuPgh5vPf7kZcXZoJrcJxvq7ayura+Ud9sbG3v7O7Z+817neaKMo+mIlW9kGgmuGQecBCslylGklCwh3B8XfoPj0xpnso7mGQsSMhQ8phTAkYa2E0/TEWkJ4m5sA8jBmRgt5y2MwNeJm5FWqhCd2B/+VFK84RJoIJo3XedDIKCKOBUsGnDzzXLCB2TIesbKknCdFDMsk/xsVEiHKfKHAl4pv7eKEiiy3hmMiEw0oteKf7n9XOIL4KCyywHJun8oTgXGFJcFoEjrhgFMTGEUMVNVkxHRBEKpq6GKcFd/PIy8U7bl2339qzVuaraqKNDdIROkIvOUQfdoC7yEEVP6Bm9ojdrar1Y79bHfLRmVTsH6A+szx+WQZRY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2Unl4NNJRPXauugMuc4EVmZ8mA8=">AAAB+nicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/1Xn0EhyCp9GKoN6GXjxOsDpYy0jTdAtL05L8Ko6yr+LFg4pXP4k3v43p1oNuPgh5vPf7kZcXZoJrcJxvq7ayura+Ud9sbG3v7O7Z+817neaKMo+mIlW9kGgmuGQecBCslylGklCwh3B8XfoPj0xpnso7mGQsSMhQ8phTAkYa2E0/TEWkJ4m5sA8jBmRgt5y2MwNeJm5FWqhCd2B/+VFK84RJoIJo3XedDIKCKOBUsGnDzzXLCB2TIesbKknCdFDMsk/xsVEiHKfKHAl4pv7eKEiiy3hmMiEw0oteKf7n9XOIL4KCyywHJun8oTgXGFJcFoEjrhgFMTGEUMVNVkxHRBEKpq6GKcFd/PIy8U7bl2339qzVuaraqKNDdIROkIvOUQfdoC7yEEVP6Bm9ojdrar1Y79bHfLRmVTsH6A+szx+WQZRY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2Unl4NNJRPXauugMuc4EVmZ8mA8=">AAAB+nicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/1Xn0EhyCp9GKoN6GXjxOsDpYy0jTdAtL05L8Ko6yr+LFg4pXP4k3v43p1oNuPgh5vPf7kZcXZoJrcJxvq7ayura+Ud9sbG3v7O7Z+817neaKMo+mIlW9kGgmuGQecBCslylGklCwh3B8XfoPj0xpnso7mGQsSMhQ8phTAkYa2E0/TEWkJ4m5sA8jBmRgt5y2MwNeJm5FWqhCd2B/+VFK84RJoIJo3XedDIKCKOBUsGnDzzXLCB2TIesbKknCdFDMsk/xsVEiHKfKHAl4pv7eKEiiy3hmMiEw0oteKf7n9XOIL4KCyywHJun8oTgXGFJcFoEjrhgFMTGEUMVNVkxHRBEKpq6GKcFd/PIy8U7bl2339qzVuaraqKNDdIROkIvOUQfdoC7yEEVP6Bm9ojdrar1Y79bHfLRmVTsH6A+szx+WQZRY</latexit>

Neural Topic Model (NTM)

d

t<latexit sha1_base64="uo7Nne94DtvoMifd7muodOj9QXM=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVQb0VvXis4GqhXUo2m21Ds8maZAtl6e/w4kHFq3/Gm//GbLsHbR0Iebw3w7x5YcqZNq777VRWVtfWN6qbta3tnd29+v7Bg5aZItQnkkvVCbGmnAnqG2Y47aSK4iTk9DEc3RT645gqzaS4N5OUBgkeCBYzgo2lgl4oeaQnif2Q6dcbbtOdFVoGXgkaUFa7X//qRZJkCRWGcKx113NTE+RYGUY4ndZ6maYpJiM8oF0LBU6oDvKZ6Sk6sUyEYqnsEwbN2N8TOU504cx2JtgM9aJWkP9p3czEl0HORJoZKsh8UZzZ+yQqEkARU5QYPrEAE8WsV0SGWGFibE41G4K3ePIy8M+aV03v7rzRui7TqMIRHMMpeHABLbiFNvhA4Ame4RXenLHz4rw7H/PWilPOHMKfcj5/AESMkfc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uo7Nne94DtvoMifd7muodOj9QXM=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVQb0VvXis4GqhXUo2m21Ds8maZAtl6e/w4kHFq3/Gm//GbLsHbR0Iebw3w7x5YcqZNq777VRWVtfWN6qbta3tnd29+v7Bg5aZItQnkkvVCbGmnAnqG2Y47aSK4iTk9DEc3RT645gqzaS4N5OUBgkeCBYzgo2lgl4oeaQnif2Q6dcbbtOdFVoGXgkaUFa7X//qRZJkCRWGcKx113NTE+RYGUY4ndZ6maYpJiM8oF0LBU6oDvKZ6Sk6sUyEYqnsEwbN2N8TOU504cx2JtgM9aJWkP9p3czEl0HORJoZKsh8UZzZ+yQqEkARU5QYPrEAE8WsV0SGWGFibE41G4K3ePIy8M+aV03v7rzRui7TqMIRHMMpeHABLbiFNvhA4Ame4RXenLHz4rw7H/PWilPOHMKfcj5/AESMkfc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uo7Nne94DtvoMifd7muodOj9QXM=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVQb0VvXis4GqhXUo2m21Ds8maZAtl6e/w4kHFq3/Gm//GbLsHbR0Iebw3w7x5YcqZNq777VRWVtfWN6qbta3tnd29+v7Bg5aZItQnkkvVCbGmnAnqG2Y47aSK4iTk9DEc3RT645gqzaS4N5OUBgkeCBYzgo2lgl4oeaQnif2Q6dcbbtOdFVoGXgkaUFa7X//qRZJkCRWGcKx113NTE+RYGUY4ndZ6maYpJiM8oF0LBU6oDvKZ6Sk6sUyEYqnsEwbN2N8TOU504cx2JtgM9aJWkP9p3czEl0HORJoZKsh8UZzZ+yQqEkARU5QYPrEAE8WsV0SGWGFibE41G4K3ePIy8M+aV03v7rzRui7TqMIRHMMpeHABLbiFNvhA4Ame4RXenLHz4rw7H/PWilPOHMKfcj5/AESMkfc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uo7Nne94DtvoMifd7muodOj9QXM=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVQb0VvXis4GqhXUo2m21Ds8maZAtl6e/w4kHFq3/Gm//GbLsHbR0Iebw3w7x5YcqZNq777VRWVtfWN6qbta3tnd29+v7Bg5aZItQnkkvVCbGmnAnqG2Y47aSK4iTk9DEc3RT645gqzaS4N5OUBgkeCBYzgo2lgl4oeaQnif2Q6dcbbtOdFVoGXgkaUFa7X//qRZJkCRWGcKx113NTE+RYGUY4ndZ6maYpJiM8oF0LBU6oDvKZ6Sk6sUyEYqnsEwbN2N8TOU504cx2JtgM9aJWkP9p3czEl0HORJoZKsh8UZzZ+yQqEkARU5QYPrEAE8WsV0SGWGFibE41G4K3ePIy8M+aV03v7rzRui7TqMIRHMMpeHABLbiFNvhA4Ame4RXenLHz4rw7H/PWilPOHMKfcj5/AESMkfc=</latexit>

Encoder Decoder

�
<latexit sha1_base64="5jP2hO2BTr5egXKws66hWIXXUpM=">AAAB+XicbVC9TsMwGPxS/kr5S2FksaiQmKoEIQFbBQtjkQit1EaV4zitVceJbAdUhT4KCwMgVt6EjbfBaTNAy0mWT3ffJ58vSDlT2nG+rcrK6tr6RnWztrW9s7tn1/fvVZJJQj2S8ER2A6woZ4J6mmlOu6mkOA447QTj68LvPFCpWCLu9CSlfoyHgkWMYG2kgV3vBwkP1SQ2F+oHVOOB3XCazgxombglaUCJ9sD+6ocJyWIqNOFYqZ7rpNrPsdSMcDqt9TNFU0zGeEh7hgocU+Xns+hTdGyUEEWJNEdoNFN/b+Q4VkU6MxljPVKLXiH+5/UyHV34ORNppqkg84eijCOdoKIHFDJJieYTQzCRzGRFZIQlJtq0VTMluItfXibeafOy6d6eNVpXZRtVOIQjOAEXzqEFN9AGDwg8wjO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHfLRilTsH8AfW5w+xsZPU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5jP2hO2BTr5egXKws66hWIXXUpM=">AAAB+XicbVC9TsMwGPxS/kr5S2FksaiQmKoEIQFbBQtjkQit1EaV4zitVceJbAdUhT4KCwMgVt6EjbfBaTNAy0mWT3ffJ58vSDlT2nG+rcrK6tr6RnWztrW9s7tn1/fvVZJJQj2S8ER2A6woZ4J6mmlOu6mkOA447QTj68LvPFCpWCLu9CSlfoyHgkWMYG2kgV3vBwkP1SQ2F+oHVOOB3XCazgxombglaUCJ9sD+6ocJyWIqNOFYqZ7rpNrPsdSMcDqt9TNFU0zGeEh7hgocU+Xns+hTdGyUEEWJNEdoNFN/b+Q4VkU6MxljPVKLXiH+5/UyHV34ORNppqkg84eijCOdoKIHFDJJieYTQzCRzGRFZIQlJtq0VTMluItfXibeafOy6d6eNVpXZRtVOIQjOAEXzqEFN9AGDwg8wjO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHfLRilTsH8AfW5w+xsZPU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5jP2hO2BTr5egXKws66hWIXXUpM=">AAAB+XicbVC9TsMwGPxS/kr5S2FksaiQmKoEIQFbBQtjkQit1EaV4zitVceJbAdUhT4KCwMgVt6EjbfBaTNAy0mWT3ffJ58vSDlT2nG+rcrK6tr6RnWztrW9s7tn1/fvVZJJQj2S8ER2A6woZ4J6mmlOu6mkOA447QTj68LvPFCpWCLu9CSlfoyHgkWMYG2kgV3vBwkP1SQ2F+oHVOOB3XCazgxombglaUCJ9sD+6ocJyWIqNOFYqZ7rpNrPsdSMcDqt9TNFU0zGeEh7hgocU+Xns+hTdGyUEEWJNEdoNFN/b+Q4VkU6MxljPVKLXiH+5/UyHV34ORNppqkg84eijCOdoKIHFDJJieYTQzCRzGRFZIQlJtq0VTMluItfXibeafOy6d6eNVpXZRtVOIQjOAEXzqEFN9AGDwg8wjO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHfLRilTsH8AfW5w+xsZPU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5jP2hO2BTr5egXKws66hWIXXUpM=">AAAB+XicbVC9TsMwGPxS/kr5S2FksaiQmKoEIQFbBQtjkQit1EaV4zitVceJbAdUhT4KCwMgVt6EjbfBaTNAy0mWT3ffJ58vSDlT2nG+rcrK6tr6RnWztrW9s7tn1/fvVZJJQj2S8ER2A6woZ4J6mmlOu6mkOA447QTj68LvPFCpWCLu9CSlfoyHgkWMYG2kgV3vBwkP1SQ2F+oHVOOB3XCazgxombglaUCJ9sD+6ocJyWIqNOFYqZ7rpNrPsdSMcDqt9TNFU0zGeEh7hgocU+Xns+hTdGyUEEWJNEdoNFN/b+Q4VkU6MxljPVKLXiH+5/UyHV34ORNppqkg84eijCOdoKIHFDJJieYTQzCRzGRFZIQlJtq0VTMluItfXibeafOy6d6eNVpXZRtVOIQjOAEXzqEFN9AGDwg8wjO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHfLRilTsH8AfW5w+xsZPU</latexit>

y0
<latexit sha1_base64="B5TiSo82PjIhie7nADau34mRpN8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpftxze9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2FZzBUySY3peG6KQU41Cib5pNLNDE8pG9EB71iqaMxNkM9OnZATq/RJlGhbCslM/T2R09iYcRzazpji0Cx6U/E/r5NhdBnkQqUZcsXmi6JMEkzI9G/SF5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0KZTsSF4iy8vE/+sflX37s5rjesijTIcwTGcggcX0IBbaIIPDAbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/AHl3jXQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B5TiSo82PjIhie7nADau34mRpN8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpftxze9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2FZzBUySY3peG6KQU41Cib5pNLNDE8pG9EB71iqaMxNkM9OnZATq/RJlGhbCslM/T2R09iYcRzazpji0Cx6U/E/r5NhdBnkQqUZcsXmi6JMEkzI9G/SF5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0KZTsSF4iy8vE/+sflX37s5rjesijTIcwTGcggcX0IBbaIIPDAbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/AHl3jXQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B5TiSo82PjIhie7nADau34mRpN8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpftxze9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2FZzBUySY3peG6KQU41Cib5pNLNDE8pG9EB71iqaMxNkM9OnZATq/RJlGhbCslM/T2R09iYcRzazpji0Cx6U/E/r5NhdBnkQqUZcsXmi6JMEkzI9G/SF5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0KZTsSF4iy8vE/+sflX37s5rjesijTIcwTGcggcX0IBbaIIPDAbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/AHl3jXQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B5TiSo82PjIhie7nADau34mRpN8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpftxze9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2FZzBUySY3peG6KQU41Cib5pNLNDE8pG9EB71iqaMxNkM9OnZATq/RJlGhbCslM/T2R09iYcRzazpji0Cx6U/E/r5NhdBnkQqUZcsXmi6JMEkzI9G/SF5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0KZTsSF4iy8vE/+sflX37s5rjesijTIcwTGcggcX0IBbaIIPDAbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/AHl3jXQ=</latexit>

y1
<latexit sha1_base64="WeBUFxbqoF6jD1k2X+8UvevYq30=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T941EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mfqtJ1SaJ/LBjFMMYjqQPOKMGivdj3ter1pz6+4MZJl4BalBgWav+tXtJyyLURomqNYdz01NkFNlOBM4qXQzjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDfHbqhJxYpU+iRNmShszU3xM5jbUex6HtjKkZ6kVvKv7ndTITXQY5l2lmULL5oigTxCRk+jfpc4XMiLEllClubyVsSBVlxqZTsSF4iy8vE/+sflX37s5rjesijTIcwTGcggcX0IBbaIIPDAbwDK/w5gjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/AHr6jXU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WeBUFxbqoF6jD1k2X+8UvevYq30=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T941EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mfqtJ1SaJ/LBjFMMYjqQPOKMGivdj3ter1pz6+4MZJl4BalBgWav+tXtJyyLURomqNYdz01NkFNlOBM4qXQzjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDfHbqhJxYpU+iRNmShszU3xM5jbUex6HtjKkZ6kVvKv7ndTITXQY5l2lmULL5oigTxCRk+jfpc4XMiLEllClubyVsSBVlxqZTsSF4iy8vE/+sflX37s5rjesijTIcwTGcggcX0IBbaIIPDAbwDK/w5gjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/AHr6jXU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WeBUFxbqoF6jD1k2X+8UvevYq30=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T941EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mfqtJ1SaJ/LBjFMMYjqQPOKMGivdj3ter1pz6+4MZJl4BalBgWav+tXtJyyLURomqNYdz01NkFNlOBM4qXQzjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDfHbqhJxYpU+iRNmShszU3xM5jbUex6HtjKkZ6kVvKv7ndTITXQY5l2lmULL5oigTxCRk+jfpc4XMiLEllClubyVsSBVlxqZTsSF4iy8vE/+sflX37s5rjesijTIcwTGcggcX0IBbaIIPDAbwDK/w5gjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/AHr6jXU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WeBUFxbqoF6jD1k2X+8UvevYq30=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T941EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mfqtJ1SaJ/LBjFMMYjqQPOKMGivdj3ter1pz6+4MZJl4BalBgWav+tXtJyyLURomqNYdz01NkFNlOBM4qXQzjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDfHbqhJxYpU+iRNmShszU3xM5jbUex6HtjKkZ6kVvKv7ndTITXQY5l2lmULL5oigTxCRk+jfpc4XMiLEllClubyVsSBVlxqZTsSF4iy8vE/+sflX37s5rjesijTIcwTGcggcX0IBbaIIPDAbwDK/w5gjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/AHr6jXU=</latexit>

yM
<latexit sha1_base64="hbgBFf+tPeK6WpkQRVFCQT6n2xY=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FL16ECsYW2lA220m7dLMJuxuhhP4GLx5UvPqHvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1PBtXHdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcPHnWSKYY+S0Si2iHVKLhE33AjsJ0qpHEosBWObqZ+6wmV5ol8MOMUg5gOJI84o8ZK/riX30161Zpbd2cgy8QrSA0KNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3ks2Mn5MQqfRIlypY0ZKb+nshprPU4Dm1nTM1QL3pT8T+vk5noMsi5TDODks0XRZkgJiHTz0mfK2RGjC2hTHF7K2FDqigzNp+KDcFbfHmZ+Gf1q7p3f15rXBdplOEIjuEUPLiABtxCE3xgwOEZXuHNkc6L8+58zFtLTjFzCH/gfP4AaReOnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hbgBFf+tPeK6WpkQRVFCQT6n2xY=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FL16ECsYW2lA220m7dLMJuxuhhP4GLx5UvPqHvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1PBtXHdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcPHnWSKYY+S0Si2iHVKLhE33AjsJ0qpHEosBWObqZ+6wmV5ol8MOMUg5gOJI84o8ZK/riX30161Zpbd2cgy8QrSA0KNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3ks2Mn5MQqfRIlypY0ZKb+nshprPU4Dm1nTM1QL3pT8T+vk5noMsi5TDODks0XRZkgJiHTz0mfK2RGjC2hTHF7K2FDqigzNp+KDcFbfHmZ+Gf1q7p3f15rXBdplOEIjuEUPLiABtxCE3xgwOEZXuHNkc6L8+58zFtLTjFzCH/gfP4AaReOnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hbgBFf+tPeK6WpkQRVFCQT6n2xY=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FL16ECsYW2lA220m7dLMJuxuhhP4GLx5UvPqHvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1PBtXHdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcPHnWSKYY+S0Si2iHVKLhE33AjsJ0qpHEosBWObqZ+6wmV5ol8MOMUg5gOJI84o8ZK/riX30161Zpbd2cgy8QrSA0KNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3ks2Mn5MQqfRIlypY0ZKb+nshprPU4Dm1nTM1QL3pT8T+vk5noMsi5TDODks0XRZkgJiHTz0mfK2RGjC2hTHF7K2FDqigzNp+KDcFbfHmZ+Gf1q7p3f15rXBdplOEIjuEUPLiABtxCE3xgwOEZXuHNkc6L8+58zFtLTjFzCH/gfP4AaReOnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hbgBFf+tPeK6WpkQRVFCQT6n2xY=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FL16ECsYW2lA220m7dLMJuxuhhP4GLx5UvPqHvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1PBtXHdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcPHnWSKYY+S0Si2iHVKLhE33AjsJ0qpHEosBWObqZ+6wmV5ol8MOMUg5gOJI84o8ZK/riX30161Zpbd2cgy8QrSA0KNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3ks2Mn5MQqfRIlypY0ZKb+nshprPU4Dm1nTM1QL3pT8T+vk5noMsi5TDODks0XRZkgJiHTz0mfK2RGjC2hTHF7K2FDqigzNp+KDcFbfHmZ+Gf1q7p3f15rXBdplOEIjuEUPLiABtxCE3xgwOEZXuHNkc6L8+58zFtLTjFzCH/gfP4AaReOnQ==</latexit>

yM�1
<latexit sha1_base64="R3rac+CwYmQS8s7vxV1IB1+5n9I=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSQiqLeiFy9CBWMLbSib7aZdutmE3YlQQn+EFw8qXv0/3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhakUBl3321laXlldWy9tlDe3tnd2K3v7jybJNOM+S2SiWyE1XArFfRQoeSvVnMah5M1weDPxm09cG5GoBxylPIhpX4lIMIpWao66+d2pN+5Wqm7NnYIsEq8gVSjQ6Fa+Or2EZTFXyCQ1pu25KQY51SiY5ONyJzM8pWxI+7xtqaIxN0E+PXdMjq3SI1GibSkkU/X3RE5jY0ZxaDtjigMz703E/7x2htFlkAuVZsgVmy2KMkkwIZPfSU9ozlCOLKFMC3srYQOqKUObUNmG4M2/vEj8s9pVzbs/r9avizRKcAhHcAIeXEAdbqEBPjAYwjO8wpuTOi/Ou/Mxa11yipkD+APn8wdE448P</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="R3rac+CwYmQS8s7vxV1IB1+5n9I=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSQiqLeiFy9CBWMLbSib7aZdutmE3YlQQn+EFw8qXv0/3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhakUBl3321laXlldWy9tlDe3tnd2K3v7jybJNOM+S2SiWyE1XArFfRQoeSvVnMah5M1weDPxm09cG5GoBxylPIhpX4lIMIpWao66+d2pN+5Wqm7NnYIsEq8gVSjQ6Fa+Or2EZTFXyCQ1pu25KQY51SiY5ONyJzM8pWxI+7xtqaIxN0E+PXdMjq3SI1GibSkkU/X3RE5jY0ZxaDtjigMz703E/7x2htFlkAuVZsgVmy2KMkkwIZPfSU9ozlCOLKFMC3srYQOqKUObUNmG4M2/vEj8s9pVzbs/r9avizRKcAhHcAIeXEAdbqEBPjAYwjO8wpuTOi/Ou/Mxa11yipkD+APn8wdE448P</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="R3rac+CwYmQS8s7vxV1IB1+5n9I=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSQiqLeiFy9CBWMLbSib7aZdutmE3YlQQn+EFw8qXv0/3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhakUBl3321laXlldWy9tlDe3tnd2K3v7jybJNOM+S2SiWyE1XArFfRQoeSvVnMah5M1weDPxm09cG5GoBxylPIhpX4lIMIpWao66+d2pN+5Wqm7NnYIsEq8gVSjQ6Fa+Or2EZTFXyCQ1pu25KQY51SiY5ONyJzM8pWxI+7xtqaIxN0E+PXdMjq3SI1GibSkkU/X3RE5jY0ZxaDtjigMz703E/7x2htFlkAuVZsgVmy2KMkkwIZPfSU9ozlCOLKFMC3srYQOqKUObUNmG4M2/vEj8s9pVzbs/r9avizRKcAhHcAIeXEAdbqEBPjAYwjO8wpuTOi/Ou/Mxa11yipkD+APn8wdE448P</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="R3rac+CwYmQS8s7vxV1IB1+5n9I=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSQiqLeiFy9CBWMLbSib7aZdutmE3YlQQn+EFw8qXv0/3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhakUBl3321laXlldWy9tlDe3tnd2K3v7jybJNOM+S2SiWyE1XArFfRQoeSvVnMah5M1weDPxm09cG5GoBxylPIhpX4lIMIpWao66+d2pN+5Wqm7NnYIsEq8gVSjQ6Fa+Or2EZTFXyCQ1pu25KQY51SiY5ONyJzM8pWxI+7xtqaIxN0E+PXdMjq3SI1GibSkkU/X3RE5jY0ZxaDtjigMz703E/7x2htFlkAuVZsgVmy2KMkkwIZPfSU9ozlCOLKFMC3srYQOqKUObUNmG4M2/vEj8s9pVzbs/r9avizRKcAhHcAIeXEAdbqEBPjAYwjO8wpuTOi/Ou/Mxa11yipkD+APn8wdE448P</latexit>

yM
<latexit sha1_base64="hbgBFf+tPeK6WpkQRVFCQT6n2xY=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FL16ECsYW2lA220m7dLMJuxuhhP4GLx5UvPqHvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1PBtXHdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcPHnWSKYY+S0Si2iHVKLhE33AjsJ0qpHEosBWObqZ+6wmV5ol8MOMUg5gOJI84o8ZK/riX30161Zpbd2cgy8QrSA0KNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3ks2Mn5MQqfRIlypY0ZKb+nshprPU4Dm1nTM1QL3pT8T+vk5noMsi5TDODks0XRZkgJiHTz0mfK2RGjC2hTHF7K2FDqigzNp+KDcFbfHmZ+Gf1q7p3f15rXBdplOEIjuEUPLiABtxCE3xgwOEZXuHNkc6L8+58zFtLTjFzCH/gfP4AaReOnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hbgBFf+tPeK6WpkQRVFCQT6n2xY=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FL16ECsYW2lA220m7dLMJuxuhhP4GLx5UvPqHvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1PBtXHdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcPHnWSKYY+S0Si2iHVKLhE33AjsJ0qpHEosBWObqZ+6wmV5ol8MOMUg5gOJI84o8ZK/riX30161Zpbd2cgy8QrSA0KNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3ks2Mn5MQqfRIlypY0ZKb+nshprPU4Dm1nTM1QL3pT8T+vk5noMsi5TDODks0XRZkgJiHTz0mfK2RGjC2hTHF7K2FDqigzNp+KDcFbfHmZ+Gf1q7p3f15rXBdplOEIjuEUPLiABtxCE3xgwOEZXuHNkc6L8+58zFtLTjFzCH/gfP4AaReOnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hbgBFf+tPeK6WpkQRVFCQT6n2xY=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FL16ECsYW2lA220m7dLMJuxuhhP4GLx5UvPqHvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1PBtXHdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcPHnWSKYY+S0Si2iHVKLhE33AjsJ0qpHEosBWObqZ+6wmV5ol8MOMUg5gOJI84o8ZK/riX30161Zpbd2cgy8QrSA0KNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3ks2Mn5MQqfRIlypY0ZKb+nshprPU4Dm1nTM1QL3pT8T+vk5noMsi5TDODks0XRZkgJiHTz0mfK2RGjC2hTHF7K2FDqigzNp+KDcFbfHmZ+Gf1q7p3f15rXBdplOEIjuEUPLiABtxCE3xgwOEZXuHNkc6L8+58zFtLTjFzCH/gfP4AaReOnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hbgBFf+tPeK6WpkQRVFCQT6n2xY=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FL16ECsYW2lA220m7dLMJuxuhhP4GLx5UvPqHvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1PBtXHdb6e0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcPHnWSKYY+S0Si2iHVKLhE33AjsJ0qpHEosBWObqZ+6wmV5ol8MOMUg5gOJI84o8ZK/riX30161Zpbd2cgy8QrSA0KNHvVr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCnCrDmcBJpZtpTCkb0QF2LJU0Rh3ks2Mn5MQqfRIlypY0ZKb+nshprPU4Dm1nTM1QL3pT8T+vk5noMsi5TDODks0XRZkgJiHTz0mfK2RGjC2hTHF7K2FDqigzNp+KDcFbfHmZ+Gf1q7p3f15rXBdplOEIjuEUPLiABtxCE3xgwOEZXuHNkc6L8+58zFtLTjFzCH/gfP4AaReOnQ==</latexit>

y1
<latexit sha1_base64="QlpJwAve1KURFhYQWfK18h100tg=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQQ+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN0vp7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O7V9w8eTJJpxn2WyER3Q2q4FIr7KFDybqo5jUPJO+HkZuZ3Hrk2IlH3mKc8iOlIiUgwilby80HhTQf1htt05yB/iVeSBpRoD+qf/WHCspgrZJIa0/PcFIOCahRM8mmtnxmeUjahI96zVNGYm6CYHzslJ1YZkijRthSSufpzoqCxMXkc2s6Y4tgsezPxP6+XYXQZFEKlGXLFFouiTBJMyOxzMhSaM5S5JZRpYW8lbEw1ZWjzqdkQvOWX/xL/rHnV9O7OG63rMo0qHMExnIIHF9CCW2iDDwwEPMELvDrKeXbenPdFa8UpZw7hF5yPbz6njoE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QlpJwAve1KURFhYQWfK18h100tg=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQQ+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN0vp7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O7V9w8eTJJpxn2WyER3Q2q4FIr7KFDybqo5jUPJO+HkZuZ3Hrk2IlH3mKc8iOlIiUgwilby80HhTQf1htt05yB/iVeSBpRoD+qf/WHCspgrZJIa0/PcFIOCahRM8mmtnxmeUjahI96zVNGYm6CYHzslJ1YZkijRthSSufpzoqCxMXkc2s6Y4tgsezPxP6+XYXQZFEKlGXLFFouiTBJMyOxzMhSaM5S5JZRpYW8lbEw1ZWjzqdkQvOWX/xL/rHnV9O7OG63rMo0qHMExnIIHF9CCW2iDDwwEPMELvDrKeXbenPdFa8UpZw7hF5yPbz6njoE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QlpJwAve1KURFhYQWfK18h100tg=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQQ+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN0vp7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O7V9w8eTJJpxn2WyER3Q2q4FIr7KFDybqo5jUPJO+HkZuZ3Hrk2IlH3mKc8iOlIiUgwilby80HhTQf1htt05yB/iVeSBpRoD+qf/WHCspgrZJIa0/PcFIOCahRM8mmtnxmeUjahI96zVNGYm6CYHzslJ1YZkijRthSSufpzoqCxMXkc2s6Y4tgsezPxP6+XYXQZFEKlGXLFFouiTBJMyOxzMhSaM5S5JZRpYW8lbEw1ZWjzqdkQvOWX/xL/rHnV9O7OG63rMo0qHMExnIIHF9CCW2iDDwwEPMELvDrKeXbenPdFa8UpZw7hF5yPbz6njoE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QlpJwAve1KURFhYQWfK18h100tg=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQQ+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN0vp7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O7V9w8eTJJpxn2WyER3Q2q4FIr7KFDybqo5jUPJO+HkZuZ3Hrk2IlH3mKc8iOlIiUgwilby80HhTQf1htt05yB/iVeSBpRoD+qf/WHCspgrZJIa0/PcFIOCahRM8mmtnxmeUjahI96zVNGYm6CYHzslJ1YZkijRthSSufpzoqCxMXkc2s6Y4tgsezPxP6+XYXQZFEKlGXLFFouiTBJMyOxzMhSaM5S5JZRpYW8lbEw1ZWjzqdkQvOWX/xL/rHnV9O7OG63rMo0qHMExnIIHF9CCW2iDDwwEPMELvDrKeXbenPdFa8UpZw7hF5yPbz6njoE=</latexit>

y2
<latexit sha1_base64="Oc+V6QQqcSK5Yo3AhEKYafaRFnk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMLbQhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0qJNMMfRZIhLVCalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8O/PbT6g0T+SDmaQYxHQoecQZNVbyJ/28Me1Xa27dnYOsEq8gNSjQ6le/eoOEZTFKwwTVuuu5qQlyqgxnAqeVXqYxpWxMh9i1VNIYdZDPj52SM6sMSJQoW9KQufp7Iqex1pM4tJ0xNSO97M3E/7xuZqKrIOcyzQxKtlgUZYKYhMw+JwOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYfCo2BG/55VXiN+rXde/+ota8KdIowwmcwjl4cAlNuIMW+MCAwzO8wpsjnRfn3flYtJacYuYY/sD5/AFAK46C</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Oc+V6QQqcSK5Yo3AhEKYafaRFnk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMLbQhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0qJNMMfRZIhLVCalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8O/PbT6g0T+SDmaQYxHQoecQZNVbyJ/28Me1Xa27dnYOsEq8gNSjQ6le/eoOEZTFKwwTVuuu5qQlyqgxnAqeVXqYxpWxMh9i1VNIYdZDPj52SM6sMSJQoW9KQufp7Iqex1pM4tJ0xNSO97M3E/7xuZqKrIOcyzQxKtlgUZYKYhMw+JwOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYfCo2BG/55VXiN+rXde/+ota8KdIowwmcwjl4cAlNuIMW+MCAwzO8wpsjnRfn3flYtJacYuYY/sD5/AFAK46C</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Oc+V6QQqcSK5Yo3AhEKYafaRFnk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMLbQhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0qJNMMfRZIhLVCalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8O/PbT6g0T+SDmaQYxHQoecQZNVbyJ/28Me1Xa27dnYOsEq8gNSjQ6le/eoOEZTFKwwTVuuu5qQlyqgxnAqeVXqYxpWxMh9i1VNIYdZDPj52SM6sMSJQoW9KQufp7Iqex1pM4tJ0xNSO97M3E/7xuZqKrIOcyzQxKtlgUZYKYhMw+JwOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYfCo2BG/55VXiN+rXde/+ota8KdIowwmcwjl4cAlNuIMW+MCAwzO8wpsjnRfn3flYtJacYuYY/sD5/AFAK46C</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Oc+V6QQqcSK5Yo3AhEKYafaRFnk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoN6KXjxWMLbQhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0qJNMMfRZIhLVCalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8O/PbT6g0T+SDmaQYxHQoecQZNVbyJ/28Me1Xa27dnYOsEq8gNSjQ6le/eoOEZTFKwwTVuuu5qQlyqgxnAqeVXqYxpWxMh9i1VNIYdZDPj52SM6sMSJQoW9KQufp7Iqex1pM4tJ0xNSO97M3E/7xuZqKrIOcyzQxKtlgUZYKYhMw+JwOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYfCo2BG/55VXiN+rXde/+ota8KdIowwmcwjl4cAlNuIMW+MCAwzO8wpsjnRfn3flYtJacYuYY/sD5/AFAK46C</latexit>

y0
<latexit sha1_base64="B5TiSo82PjIhie7nADau34mRpN8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpftxze9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2FZzBUySY3peG6KQU41Cib5pNLNDE8pG9EB71iqaMxNkM9OnZATq/RJlGhbCslM/T2R09iYcRzazpji0Cx6U/E/r5NhdBnkQqUZcsXmi6JMEkzI9G/SF5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0KZTsSF4iy8vE/+sflX37s5rjesijTIcwTGcggcX0IBbaIIPDAbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/AHl3jXQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B5TiSo82PjIhie7nADau34mRpN8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpftxze9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2FZzBUySY3peG6KQU41Cib5pNLNDE8pG9EB71iqaMxNkM9OnZATq/RJlGhbCslM/T2R09iYcRzazpji0Cx6U/E/r5NhdBnkQqUZcsXmi6JMEkzI9G/SF5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0KZTsSF4iy8vE/+sflX37s5rjesijTIcwTGcggcX0IBbaIIPDAbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/AHl3jXQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B5TiSo82PjIhie7nADau34mRpN8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpftxze9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2FZzBUySY3peG6KQU41Cib5pNLNDE8pG9EB71iqaMxNkM9OnZATq/RJlGhbCslM/T2R09iYcRzazpji0Cx6U/E/r5NhdBnkQqUZcsXmi6JMEkzI9G/SF5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0KZTsSF4iy8vE/+sflX37s5rjesijTIcwTGcggcX0IBbaIIPDAbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/AHl3jXQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B5TiSo82PjIhie7nADau34mRpN8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpftxze9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2FZzBUySY3peG6KQU41Cib5pNLNDE8pG9EB71iqaMxNkM9OnZATq/RJlGhbCslM/T2R09iYcRzazpji0Cx6U/E/r5NhdBnkQqUZcsXmi6JMEkzI9G/SF5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0KZTsSF4iy8vE/+sflX37s5rjesijTIcwTGcggcX0IBbaIIPDAbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/AHl3jXQ=</latexit>

y1
<latexit sha1_base64="QlpJwAve1KURFhYQWfK18h100tg=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQQ+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN0vp7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O7V9w8eTJJpxn2WyER3Q2q4FIr7KFDybqo5jUPJO+HkZuZ3Hrk2IlH3mKc8iOlIiUgwilby80HhTQf1htt05yB/iVeSBpRoD+qf/WHCspgrZJIa0/PcFIOCahRM8mmtnxmeUjahI96zVNGYm6CYHzslJ1YZkijRthSSufpzoqCxMXkc2s6Y4tgsezPxP6+XYXQZFEKlGXLFFouiTBJMyOxzMhSaM5S5JZRpYW8lbEw1ZWjzqdkQvOWX/xL/rHnV9O7OG63rMo0qHMExnIIHF9CCW2iDDwwEPMELvDrKeXbenPdFa8UpZw7hF5yPbz6njoE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QlpJwAve1KURFhYQWfK18h100tg=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQQ+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN0vp7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O7V9w8eTJJpxn2WyER3Q2q4FIr7KFDybqo5jUPJO+HkZuZ3Hrk2IlH3mKc8iOlIiUgwilby80HhTQf1htt05yB/iVeSBpRoD+qf/WHCspgrZJIa0/PcFIOCahRM8mmtnxmeUjahI96zVNGYm6CYHzslJ1YZkijRthSSufpzoqCxMXkc2s6Y4tgsezPxP6+XYXQZFEKlGXLFFouiTBJMyOxzMhSaM5S5JZRpYW8lbEw1ZWjzqdkQvOWX/xL/rHnV9O7OG63rMo0qHMExnIIHF9CCW2iDDwwEPMELvDrKeXbenPdFa8UpZw7hF5yPbz6njoE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QlpJwAve1KURFhYQWfK18h100tg=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQQ+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN0vp7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O7V9w8eTJJpxn2WyER3Q2q4FIr7KFDybqo5jUPJO+HkZuZ3Hrk2IlH3mKc8iOlIiUgwilby80HhTQf1htt05yB/iVeSBpRoD+qf/WHCspgrZJIa0/PcFIOCahRM8mmtnxmeUjahI96zVNGYm6CYHzslJ1YZkijRthSSufpzoqCxMXkc2s6Y4tgsezPxP6+XYXQZFEKlGXLFFouiTBJMyOxzMhSaM5S5JZRpYW8lbEw1ZWjzqdkQvOWX/xL/rHnV9O7OG63rMo0qHMExnIIHF9CCW2iDDwwEPMELvDrKeXbenPdFa8UpZw7hF5yPbz6njoE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QlpJwAve1KURFhYQWfK18h100tg=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQQ+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN0vp7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O7V9w8eTJJpxn2WyER3Q2q4FIr7KFDybqo5jUPJO+HkZuZ3Hrk2IlH3mKc8iOlIiUgwilby80HhTQf1htt05yB/iVeSBpRoD+qf/WHCspgrZJIa0/PcFIOCahRM8mmtnxmeUjahI96zVNGYm6CYHzslJ1YZkijRthSSufpzoqCxMXkc2s6Y4tgsezPxP6+XYXQZFEKlGXLFFouiTBJMyOxzMhSaM5S5JZRpYW8lbEw1ZWjzqdkQvOWX/xL/rHnV9O7OG63rMo0qHMExnIIHF9CCW2iDDwwEPMELvDrKeXbenPdFa8UpZw7hF5yPbz6njoE=</latexit>

GRU

GRU

�(�T )
<latexit sha1_base64="9DhBjRKF/pa55Rch5C95tzAgp6c=">AAACEHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVEhlqRKEBGwVLIxFamilJoocx22t2nFkO0hV1F9g4VdYGACxMrLxNzhtBtpyJMtH59yre++JUkaVdpwfa2V1bX1js7JV3d7Z3du3Dw4flMgkJh4WTMhuhBRhNCGeppqRbioJ4hEjnWh0W/idRyIVFUlbj1MScDRIaJ9ipI0U2nU/EixWY24+6Cs64AjOaxHRKGyfhXbNaThTwGXilqQGSrRC+9uPBc44STRmSKme66Q6yJHUFDMyqfqZIinCIzQgPUMTxIkK8ulFE3hqlBj2hTQv0XCq/u3IEVfFgqaSIz1Ui14h/uf1Mt2/CnKapJkmCZ4N6mcMagGLeGBMJcGajQ1BWFKzK8RDJBHWJsSqCcFdPHmZeOeN64Z7f1Fr3pRpVMAxOAF14IJL0AR3oAU8gMETeAFv4N16tl6tD+tzVrpilT1HYA7W1y9+VZz+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9DhBjRKF/pa55Rch5C95tzAgp6c=">AAACEHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVEhlqRKEBGwVLIxFamilJoocx22t2nFkO0hV1F9g4VdYGACxMrLxNzhtBtpyJMtH59yre++JUkaVdpwfa2V1bX1js7JV3d7Z3du3Dw4flMgkJh4WTMhuhBRhNCGeppqRbioJ4hEjnWh0W/idRyIVFUlbj1MScDRIaJ9ipI0U2nU/EixWY24+6Cs64AjOaxHRKGyfhXbNaThTwGXilqQGSrRC+9uPBc44STRmSKme66Q6yJHUFDMyqfqZIinCIzQgPUMTxIkK8ulFE3hqlBj2hTQv0XCq/u3IEVfFgqaSIz1Ui14h/uf1Mt2/CnKapJkmCZ4N6mcMagGLeGBMJcGajQ1BWFKzK8RDJBHWJsSqCcFdPHmZeOeN64Z7f1Fr3pRpVMAxOAF14IJL0AR3oAU8gMETeAFv4N16tl6tD+tzVrpilT1HYA7W1y9+VZz+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9DhBjRKF/pa55Rch5C95tzAgp6c=">AAACEHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVEhlqRKEBGwVLIxFamilJoocx22t2nFkO0hV1F9g4VdYGACxMrLxNzhtBtpyJMtH59yre++JUkaVdpwfa2V1bX1js7JV3d7Z3du3Dw4flMgkJh4WTMhuhBRhNCGeppqRbioJ4hEjnWh0W/idRyIVFUlbj1MScDRIaJ9ipI0U2nU/EixWY24+6Cs64AjOaxHRKGyfhXbNaThTwGXilqQGSrRC+9uPBc44STRmSKme66Q6yJHUFDMyqfqZIinCIzQgPUMTxIkK8ulFE3hqlBj2hTQv0XCq/u3IEVfFgqaSIz1Ui14h/uf1Mt2/CnKapJkmCZ4N6mcMagGLeGBMJcGajQ1BWFKzK8RDJBHWJsSqCcFdPHmZeOeN64Z7f1Fr3pRpVMAxOAF14IJL0AR3oAU8gMETeAFv4N16tl6tD+tzVrpilT1HYA7W1y9+VZz+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9DhBjRKF/pa55Rch5C95tzAgp6c=">AAACEHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVEhlqRKEBGwVLIxFamilJoocx22t2nFkO0hV1F9g4VdYGACxMrLxNzhtBtpyJMtH59yre++JUkaVdpwfa2V1bX1js7JV3d7Z3du3Dw4flMgkJh4WTMhuhBRhNCGeppqRbioJ4hEjnWh0W/idRyIVFUlbj1MScDRIaJ9ipI0U2nU/EixWY24+6Cs64AjOaxHRKGyfhXbNaThTwGXilqQGSrRC+9uPBc44STRmSKme66Q6yJHUFDMyqfqZIinCIzQgPUMTxIkK8ulFE3hqlBj2hTQv0XCq/u3IEVfFgqaSIz1Ui14h/uf1Mt2/CnKapJkmCZ4N6mcMagGLeGBMJcGajQ1BWFKzK8RDJBHWJsSqCcFdPHmZeOeN64Z7f1Fr3pRpVMAxOAF14IJL0AR3oAU8gMETeAFv4N16tl6tD+tzVrpilT1HYA7W1y9+VZz+</latexit>

�(�1)<latexit sha1_base64="ZnSZL6YAI0t2EL87t1428X7nafk=">AAACEHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFokIqS5UgJGCrYGEsEqGVmihyXKe1aseR7SBVUX+BhV9hYQDEysjG3+C0GWjLkSwfnXOv7r0nShlV2nF+rMrK6tr6RnWztrW9s7tn7x88KJFJTDwsmJDdCCnCaEI8TTUj3VQSxCNGOtHopvA7j0QqKpJ7PU5JwNEgoTHFSBsptBt+JFhfjbn5oK/ogCM4r0VEo9A9De2603SmgMvELUkdlGiH9rffFzjjJNGYIaV6rpPqIEdSU8zIpOZniqQIj9CA9AxNECcqyKcXTeCJUfowFtK8RMOp+rcjR1wVC5pKjvRQLXqF+J/Xy3R8GeQ0STNNEjwbFGcMagGLeGCfSoI1GxuCsKRmV4iHSCKsTYg1E4K7ePIy8c6aV0337rzeui7TqIIjcAwawAUXoAVuQRt4AIMn8ALewLv1bL1aH9bnrLRilT2HYA7W1y9JSZzb</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZnSZL6YAI0t2EL87t1428X7nafk=">AAACEHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFokIqS5UgJGCrYGEsEqGVmihyXKe1aseR7SBVUX+BhV9hYQDEysjG3+C0GWjLkSwfnXOv7r0nShlV2nF+rMrK6tr6RnWztrW9s7tn7x88KJFJTDwsmJDdCCnCaEI8TTUj3VQSxCNGOtHopvA7j0QqKpJ7PU5JwNEgoTHFSBsptBt+JFhfjbn5oK/ogCM4r0VEo9A9De2603SmgMvELUkdlGiH9rffFzjjJNGYIaV6rpPqIEdSU8zIpOZniqQIj9CA9AxNECcqyKcXTeCJUfowFtK8RMOp+rcjR1wVC5pKjvRQLXqF+J/Xy3R8GeQ0STNNEjwbFGcMagGLeGCfSoI1GxuCsKRmV4iHSCKsTYg1E4K7ePIy8c6aV0337rzeui7TqIIjcAwawAUXoAVuQRt4AIMn8ALewLv1bL1aH9bnrLRilT2HYA7W1y9JSZzb</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZnSZL6YAI0t2EL87t1428X7nafk=">AAACEHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFokIqS5UgJGCrYGEsEqGVmihyXKe1aseR7SBVUX+BhV9hYQDEysjG3+C0GWjLkSwfnXOv7r0nShlV2nF+rMrK6tr6RnWztrW9s7tn7x88KJFJTDwsmJDdCCnCaEI8TTUj3VQSxCNGOtHopvA7j0QqKpJ7PU5JwNEgoTHFSBsptBt+JFhfjbn5oK/ogCM4r0VEo9A9De2603SmgMvELUkdlGiH9rffFzjjJNGYIaV6rpPqIEdSU8zIpOZniqQIj9CA9AxNECcqyKcXTeCJUfowFtK8RMOp+rcjR1wVC5pKjvRQLXqF+J/Xy3R8GeQ0STNNEjwbFGcMagGLeGCfSoI1GxuCsKRmV4iHSCKsTYg1E4K7ePIy8c6aV0337rzeui7TqIIjcAwawAUXoAVuQRt4AIMn8ALewLv1bL1aH9bnrLRilT2HYA7W1y9JSZzb</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZnSZL6YAI0t2EL87t1428X7nafk=">AAACEHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFokIqS5UgJGCrYGEsEqGVmihyXKe1aseR7SBVUX+BhV9hYQDEysjG3+C0GWjLkSwfnXOv7r0nShlV2nF+rMrK6tr6RnWztrW9s7tn7x88KJFJTDwsmJDdCCnCaEI8TTUj3VQSxCNGOtHopvA7j0QqKpJ7PU5JwNEgoTHFSBsptBt+JFhfjbn5oK/ogCM4r0VEo9A9De2603SmgMvELUkdlGiH9rffFzjjJNGYIaV6rpPqIEdSU8zIpOZniqQIj9CA9AxNECcqyKcXTeCJUfowFtK8RMOp+rcjR1wVC5pKjvRQLXqF+J/Xy3R8GeQ0STNNEjwbFGcMagGLeGCfSoI1GxuCsKRmV4iHSCKsTYg1E4K7ePIy8c6aV0337rzeui7TqIIjcAwawAUXoAVuQRt4AIMn8ALewLv1bL1aH9bnrLRilT2HYA7W1y9JSZzb</latexit>

µ(�1)<latexit sha1_base64="cTHblGTiW5xjL8aMGw/iZVUvPEk=">AAACDXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFoqpUlipBSMBWwcJYJEIrNVHkOG5r1Y4j20Gqon4BC7/CwgCIlZ2Nv8FpM0DLkSwfnXOv7r0nShlV2nG+rcrK6tr6RnWztrW9s7tn7x/cK5FJTDwsmJC9CCnCaEI8TTUjvVQSxCNGutH4uvC7D0QqKpI7PUlJwNEwoQOKkTZSaDf8SLBYTbj5oM8z2PwjRESj0D0J7brTcmaAy8QtSR2U6IT2lx8LnHGSaMyQUn3XSXWQI6kpZmRa8zNFUoTHaEj6hiaIExXks3OmsGGUGA6ENC/RcKb+7sgRV8WCppIjPVKLXiH+5/UzPbgIcpqkmSYJng8aZAxqAYtsYEwlwZpNDEFYUrMrxCMkEdYmwZoJwV08eZl4p63Llnt7Vm9flWlUwRE4Bk3ggnPQBjegAzyAwSN4Bq/gzXqyXqx362NeWrHKnkPwB9bnD+Ifm44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cTHblGTiW5xjL8aMGw/iZVUvPEk=">AAACDXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFoqpUlipBSMBWwcJYJEIrNVHkOG5r1Y4j20Gqon4BC7/CwgCIlZ2Nv8FpM0DLkSwfnXOv7r0nShlV2nG+rcrK6tr6RnWztrW9s7tn7x/cK5FJTDwsmJC9CCnCaEI8TTUjvVQSxCNGutH4uvC7D0QqKpI7PUlJwNEwoQOKkTZSaDf8SLBYTbj5oM8z2PwjRESj0D0J7brTcmaAy8QtSR2U6IT2lx8LnHGSaMyQUn3XSXWQI6kpZmRa8zNFUoTHaEj6hiaIExXks3OmsGGUGA6ENC/RcKb+7sgRV8WCppIjPVKLXiH+5/UzPbgIcpqkmSYJng8aZAxqAYtsYEwlwZpNDEFYUrMrxCMkEdYmwZoJwV08eZl4p63Llnt7Vm9flWlUwRE4Bk3ggnPQBjegAzyAwSN4Bq/gzXqyXqx362NeWrHKnkPwB9bnD+Ifm44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cTHblGTiW5xjL8aMGw/iZVUvPEk=">AAACDXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFoqpUlipBSMBWwcJYJEIrNVHkOG5r1Y4j20Gqon4BC7/CwgCIlZ2Nv8FpM0DLkSwfnXOv7r0nShlV2nG+rcrK6tr6RnWztrW9s7tn7x/cK5FJTDwsmJC9CCnCaEI8TTUjvVQSxCNGutH4uvC7D0QqKpI7PUlJwNEwoQOKkTZSaDf8SLBYTbj5oM8z2PwjRESj0D0J7brTcmaAy8QtSR2U6IT2lx8LnHGSaMyQUn3XSXWQI6kpZmRa8zNFUoTHaEj6hiaIExXks3OmsGGUGA6ENC/RcKb+7sgRV8WCppIjPVKLXiH+5/UzPbgIcpqkmSYJng8aZAxqAYtsYEwlwZpNDEFYUrMrxCMkEdYmwZoJwV08eZl4p63Llnt7Vm9flWlUwRE4Bk3ggnPQBjegAzyAwSN4Bq/gzXqyXqx362NeWrHKnkPwB9bnD+Ifm44=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cTHblGTiW5xjL8aMGw/iZVUvPEk=">AAACDXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFoqpUlipBSMBWwcJYJEIrNVHkOG5r1Y4j20Gqon4BC7/CwgCIlZ2Nv8FpM0DLkSwfnXOv7r0nShlV2nG+rcrK6tr6RnWztrW9s7tn7x/cK5FJTDwsmJC9CCnCaEI8TTUjvVQSxCNGutH4uvC7D0QqKpI7PUlJwNEwoQOKkTZSaDf8SLBYTbj5oM8z2PwjRESj0D0J7brTcmaAy8QtSR2U6IT2lx8LnHGSaMyQUn3XSXWQI6kpZmRa8zNFUoTHaEj6hiaIExXks3OmsGGUGA6ENC/RcKb+7sgRV8WCppIjPVKLXiH+5/UzPbgIcpqkmSYJng8aZAxqAYtsYEwlwZpNDEFYUrMrxCMkEdYmwZoJwV08eZl4p63Llnt7Vm9flWlUwRE4Bk3ggnPQBjegAzyAwSN4Bq/gzXqyXqx362NeWrHKnkPwB9bnD+Ifm44=</latexit>

µ(�T )
<latexit sha1_base64="s1frxKRAsjIeooFr6Od94vp6ocA=">AAACDXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFoqpUlipBSMBWwcJYpIZWaqLIcZzWqhNHtoNURf0CFn6FhQEQKzsbf4PTZqAtR7J8dM69uveeIGVUKsv6MSpr6xubW9Xt2s7u3v6BeXj0IHkmMHEwZ1z0AyQJowlxFFWM9FNBUBww0gvGt4XfeyRCUp501SQlXoyGCY0oRkpLvtlwA85COYn1B904g80FISAK+d0z36xbLWsGuErsktRBiY5vfrshx1lMEoUZknJgW6nyciQUxYxMa24mSYrwGA3JQNMExUR6+eycKWxoJYQRF/olCs7Uvx05imWxoK6MkRrJZa8Q//MGmYquvJwmaaZIgueDooxBxWGRDQypIFixiSYIC6p3hXiEBMJKJ1jTIdjLJ68S57x13bLvL+rtmzKNKjgBp6AJbHAJ2uAOdIADMHgCL+ANvBvPxqvxYXzOSytG2XMMFmB8/QIXOpux</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s1frxKRAsjIeooFr6Od94vp6ocA=">AAACDXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFoqpUlipBSMBWwcJYpIZWaqLIcZzWqhNHtoNURf0CFn6FhQEQKzsbf4PTZqAtR7J8dM69uveeIGVUKsv6MSpr6xubW9Xt2s7u3v6BeXj0IHkmMHEwZ1z0AyQJowlxFFWM9FNBUBww0gvGt4XfeyRCUp501SQlXoyGCY0oRkpLvtlwA85COYn1B904g80FISAK+d0z36xbLWsGuErsktRBiY5vfrshx1lMEoUZknJgW6nyciQUxYxMa24mSYrwGA3JQNMExUR6+eycKWxoJYQRF/olCs7Uvx05imWxoK6MkRrJZa8Q//MGmYquvJwmaaZIgueDooxBxWGRDQypIFixiSYIC6p3hXiEBMJKJ1jTIdjLJ68S57x13bLvL+rtmzKNKjgBp6AJbHAJ2uAOdIADMHgCL+ANvBvPxqvxYXzOSytG2XMMFmB8/QIXOpux</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s1frxKRAsjIeooFr6Od94vp6ocA=">AAACDXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFoqpUlipBSMBWwcJYpIZWaqLIcZzWqhNHtoNURf0CFn6FhQEQKzsbf4PTZqAtR7J8dM69uveeIGVUKsv6MSpr6xubW9Xt2s7u3v6BeXj0IHkmMHEwZ1z0AyQJowlxFFWM9FNBUBww0gvGt4XfeyRCUp501SQlXoyGCY0oRkpLvtlwA85COYn1B904g80FISAK+d0z36xbLWsGuErsktRBiY5vfrshx1lMEoUZknJgW6nyciQUxYxMa24mSYrwGA3JQNMExUR6+eycKWxoJYQRF/olCs7Uvx05imWxoK6MkRrJZa8Q//MGmYquvJwmaaZIgueDooxBxWGRDQypIFixiSYIC6p3hXiEBMJKJ1jTIdjLJ68S57x13bLvL+rtmzKNKjgBp6AJbHAJ2uAOdIADMHgCL+ANvBvPxqvxYXzOSytG2XMMFmB8/QIXOpux</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s1frxKRAsjIeooFr6Od94vp6ocA=">AAACDXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFoqpUlipBSMBWwcJYpIZWaqLIcZzWqhNHtoNURf0CFn6FhQEQKzsbf4PTZqAtR7J8dM69uveeIGVUKsv6MSpr6xubW9Xt2s7u3v6BeXj0IHkmMHEwZ1z0AyQJowlxFFWM9FNBUBww0gvGt4XfeyRCUp501SQlXoyGCY0oRkpLvtlwA85COYn1B904g80FISAK+d0z36xbLWsGuErsktRBiY5vfrshx1lMEoUZknJgW6nyciQUxYxMa24mSYrwGA3JQNMExUR6+eycKWxoJYQRF/olCs7Uvx05imWxoK6MkRrJZa8Q//MGmYquvJwmaaZIgueDooxBxWGRDQypIFixiSYIC6p3hXiEBMJKJ1jTIdjLJ68S57x13bLvL+rtmzKNKjgBp6AJbHAJ2uAOdIADMHgCL+ANvBvPxqvxYXzOSytG2XMMFmB8/QIXOpux</latexit>

µ1<latexit sha1_base64="GNtLLECxTg9u9MuzKFXqo3mq/M0=">AAAB+XicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/dXr0EhyCp9GKoN6GXjxOsG6wlpKm6RaWJiVJlVH3Ubx4UPHqN/HmtzHdetDNByGP934/8vKijFGlHefbqq2srq1v1DcbW9s7u3t2c/9eiVxi4mHBhOxHSBFGOfE01Yz0M0lQGjHSi8bXpd97IFJRwe/0JCNBioacJhQjbaTQbvqRYLGapOaCfpqHbmi3nLYzA1wmbkVaoEI3tL/8WOA8JVxjhpQauE6mgwJJTTEj04afK5IhPEZDMjCUo5SooJhFn8Jjo8QwEdIcruFM/b1RoFSV6cxkivRILXql+J83yHVyERSUZ7kmHM8fSnIGtYBlDzCmkmDNJoYgLKnJCvEISYS1aathSnAXv7xMvNP2Zdu9PWt1rqo26uAQHIET4IJz0AE3oAs8gMEjeAav4M16sl6sd+tjPlqzqp0D8AfW5w9yX5Oq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GNtLLECxTg9u9MuzKFXqo3mq/M0=">AAAB+XicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/dXr0EhyCp9GKoN6GXjxOsG6wlpKm6RaWJiVJlVH3Ubx4UPHqN/HmtzHdetDNByGP934/8vKijFGlHefbqq2srq1v1DcbW9s7u3t2c/9eiVxi4mHBhOxHSBFGOfE01Yz0M0lQGjHSi8bXpd97IFJRwe/0JCNBioacJhQjbaTQbvqRYLGapOaCfpqHbmi3nLYzA1wmbkVaoEI3tL/8WOA8JVxjhpQauE6mgwJJTTEj04afK5IhPEZDMjCUo5SooJhFn8Jjo8QwEdIcruFM/b1RoFSV6cxkivRILXql+J83yHVyERSUZ7kmHM8fSnIGtYBlDzCmkmDNJoYgLKnJCvEISYS1aathSnAXv7xMvNP2Zdu9PWt1rqo26uAQHIET4IJz0AE3oAs8gMEjeAav4M16sl6sd+tjPlqzqp0D8AfW5w9yX5Oq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GNtLLECxTg9u9MuzKFXqo3mq/M0=">AAAB+XicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/dXr0EhyCp9GKoN6GXjxOsG6wlpKm6RaWJiVJlVH3Ubx4UPHqN/HmtzHdetDNByGP934/8vKijFGlHefbqq2srq1v1DcbW9s7u3t2c/9eiVxi4mHBhOxHSBFGOfE01Yz0M0lQGjHSi8bXpd97IFJRwe/0JCNBioacJhQjbaTQbvqRYLGapOaCfpqHbmi3nLYzA1wmbkVaoEI3tL/8WOA8JVxjhpQauE6mgwJJTTEj04afK5IhPEZDMjCUo5SooJhFn8Jjo8QwEdIcruFM/b1RoFSV6cxkivRILXql+J83yHVyERSUZ7kmHM8fSnIGtYBlDzCmkmDNJoYgLKnJCvEISYS1aathSnAXv7xMvNP2Zdu9PWt1rqo26uAQHIET4IJz0AE3oAs8gMEjeAav4M16sl6sd+tjPlqzqp0D8AfW5w9yX5Oq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GNtLLECxTg9u9MuzKFXqo3mq/M0=">AAAB+XicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/dXr0EhyCp9GKoN6GXjxOsG6wlpKm6RaWJiVJlVH3Ubx4UPHqN/HmtzHdetDNByGP934/8vKijFGlHefbqq2srq1v1DcbW9s7u3t2c/9eiVxi4mHBhOxHSBFGOfE01Yz0M0lQGjHSi8bXpd97IFJRwe/0JCNBioacJhQjbaTQbvqRYLGapOaCfpqHbmi3nLYzA1wmbkVaoEI3tL/8WOA8JVxjhpQauE6mgwJJTTEj04afK5IhPEZDMjCUo5SooJhFn8Jjo8QwEdIcruFM/b1RoFSV6cxkivRILXql+J83yHVyERSUZ7kmHM8fSnIGtYBlDzCmkmDNJoYgLKnJCvEISYS1aathSnAXv7xMvNP2Zdu9PWt1rqo26uAQHIET4IJz0AE3oAs8gMEjeAav4M16sl6sd+tjPlqzqp0D8AfW5w9yX5Oq</latexit>

µT<latexit sha1_base64="JTPax7ncV7KsN3liwRKxTzWlHMA=">AAAB+XicbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/To9egkPwNFoR1NvQi8cJqxuspaRpuoWlSUlSZdR9FC8eVLz6Tbz5bUy3HnTzQcjjvd+PvLwoY1Rpx/m2VlbX1jc2a1v17Z3dvX27cXCvRC4x8bBgQvYjpAijnHiaakb6mSQojRjpReOb0u89EKmo4F09yUiQoiGnCcVIGym0G34kWKwmqbmgn+ZhN7SbTsuZAS4TtyJNUKET2l9+LHCeEq4xQ0oNXCfTQYGkppiRad3PFckQHqMhGRjKUUpUUMyiT+GJUWKYCGkO13Cm/t4oUKrKdGYyRXqkFr1S/M8b5Dq5DArKs1wTjucPJTmDWsCyBxhTSbBmE0MQltRkhXiEJMLatFU3JbiLX14m3lnrquXenTfb11UbNXAEjsEpcMEFaINb0AEewOARPINX8GY9WS/Wu/UxH12xqp1D8AfW5w+nSJPN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JTPax7ncV7KsN3liwRKxTzWlHMA=">AAAB+XicbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/To9egkPwNFoR1NvQi8cJqxuspaRpuoWlSUlSZdR9FC8eVLz6Tbz5bUy3HnTzQcjjvd+PvLwoY1Rpx/m2VlbX1jc2a1v17Z3dvX27cXCvRC4x8bBgQvYjpAijnHiaakb6mSQojRjpReOb0u89EKmo4F09yUiQoiGnCcVIGym0G34kWKwmqbmgn+ZhN7SbTsuZAS4TtyJNUKET2l9+LHCeEq4xQ0oNXCfTQYGkppiRad3PFckQHqMhGRjKUUpUUMyiT+GJUWKYCGkO13Cm/t4oUKrKdGYyRXqkFr1S/M8b5Dq5DArKs1wTjucPJTmDWsCyBxhTSbBmE0MQltRkhXiEJMLatFU3JbiLX14m3lnrquXenTfb11UbNXAEjsEpcMEFaINb0AEewOARPINX8GY9WS/Wu/UxH12xqp1D8AfW5w+nSJPN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JTPax7ncV7KsN3liwRKxTzWlHMA=">AAAB+XicbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/To9egkPwNFoR1NvQi8cJqxuspaRpuoWlSUlSZdR9FC8eVLz6Tbz5bUy3HnTzQcjjvd+PvLwoY1Rpx/m2VlbX1jc2a1v17Z3dvX27cXCvRC4x8bBgQvYjpAijnHiaakb6mSQojRjpReOb0u89EKmo4F09yUiQoiGnCcVIGym0G34kWKwmqbmgn+ZhN7SbTsuZAS4TtyJNUKET2l9+LHCeEq4xQ0oNXCfTQYGkppiRad3PFckQHqMhGRjKUUpUUMyiT+GJUWKYCGkO13Cm/t4oUKrKdGYyRXqkFr1S/M8b5Dq5DArKs1wTjucPJTmDWsCyBxhTSbBmE0MQltRkhXiEJMLatFU3JbiLX14m3lnrquXenTfb11UbNXAEjsEpcMEFaINb0AEewOARPINX8GY9WS/Wu/UxH12xqp1D8AfW5w+nSJPN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JTPax7ncV7KsN3liwRKxTzWlHMA=">AAAB+XicbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/To9egkPwNFoR1NvQi8cJqxuspaRpuoWlSUlSZdR9FC8eVLz6Tbz5bUy3HnTzQcjjvd+PvLwoY1Rpx/m2VlbX1jc2a1v17Z3dvX27cXCvRC4x8bBgQvYjpAijnHiaakb6mSQojRjpReOb0u89EKmo4F09yUiQoiGnCcVIGym0G34kWKwmqbmgn+ZhN7SbTsuZAS4TtyJNUKET2l9+LHCeEq4xQ0oNXCfTQYGkppiRad3PFckQHqMhGRjKUUpUUMyiT+GJUWKYCGkO13Cm/t4oUKrKdGYyRXqkFr1S/M8b5Dq5DArKs1wTjucPJTmDWsCyBxhTSbBmE0MQltRkhXiEJMLatFU3JbiLX14m3lnrquXenTfb11UbNXAEjsEpcMEFaINb0AEewOARPINX8GY9WS/Wu/UxH12xqp1D8AfW5w+nSJPN</latexit>

�1
<latexit sha1_base64="I+39O6taaHdy5Zc45b8ziGbrYPw=">AAAB/HicbVDNS8MwHE3n15xf9ePmJTgET6MVQb0NvXicYN1gLSVN0y0saUqSCrMM/xUvHlS8+od4878x3XrQzQchj/d+P/LyooxRpR3n26otLa+srtXXGxubW9s79u7evRK5xMTDggnZi5AijKbE01Qz0sskQTxipBuNrku/+0CkoiK90+OMBBwNUppQjLSRQvvAjwSL1ZibC/qKDjgK3dBuOi1nCrhI3Io0QYVOaH/5scA5J6nGDCnVd51MBwWSmmJGJg0/VyRDeIQGpG9oijhRQTFNP4HHRolhIqQ5qYZT9fdGgbgqA5pJjvRQzXul+J/Xz3VyERQ0zXJNUjx7KMkZ1AKWVcCYSoI1GxuCsKQmK8RDJBHWprCGKcGd//Ii8U5bly339qzZvqraqINDcAROgAvOQRvcgA7wAAaP4Bm8gjfryXqx3q2P2WjNqnb2wR9Ynz/BVpT3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I+39O6taaHdy5Zc45b8ziGbrYPw=">AAAB/HicbVDNS8MwHE3n15xf9ePmJTgET6MVQb0NvXicYN1gLSVN0y0saUqSCrMM/xUvHlS8+od4878x3XrQzQchj/d+P/LyooxRpR3n26otLa+srtXXGxubW9s79u7evRK5xMTDggnZi5AijKbE01Qz0sskQTxipBuNrku/+0CkoiK90+OMBBwNUppQjLSRQvvAjwSL1ZibC/qKDjgK3dBuOi1nCrhI3Io0QYVOaH/5scA5J6nGDCnVd51MBwWSmmJGJg0/VyRDeIQGpG9oijhRQTFNP4HHRolhIqQ5qYZT9fdGgbgqA5pJjvRQzXul+J/Xz3VyERQ0zXJNUjx7KMkZ1AKWVcCYSoI1GxuCsKQmK8RDJBHWprCGKcGd//Ii8U5bly339qzZvqraqINDcAROgAvOQRvcgA7wAAaP4Bm8gjfryXqx3q2P2WjNqnb2wR9Ynz/BVpT3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I+39O6taaHdy5Zc45b8ziGbrYPw=">AAAB/HicbVDNS8MwHE3n15xf9ePmJTgET6MVQb0NvXicYN1gLSVN0y0saUqSCrMM/xUvHlS8+od4878x3XrQzQchj/d+P/LyooxRpR3n26otLa+srtXXGxubW9s79u7evRK5xMTDggnZi5AijKbE01Qz0sskQTxipBuNrku/+0CkoiK90+OMBBwNUppQjLSRQvvAjwSL1ZibC/qKDjgK3dBuOi1nCrhI3Io0QYVOaH/5scA5J6nGDCnVd51MBwWSmmJGJg0/VyRDeIQGpG9oijhRQTFNP4HHRolhIqQ5qYZT9fdGgbgqA5pJjvRQzXul+J/Xz3VyERQ0zXJNUjx7KMkZ1AKWVcCYSoI1GxuCsKQmK8RDJBHWprCGKcGd//Ii8U5bly339qzZvqraqINDcAROgAvOQRvcgA7wAAaP4Bm8gjfryXqx3q2P2WjNqnb2wR9Ynz/BVpT3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I+39O6taaHdy5Zc45b8ziGbrYPw=">AAAB/HicbVDNS8MwHE3n15xf9ePmJTgET6MVQb0NvXicYN1gLSVN0y0saUqSCrMM/xUvHlS8+od4878x3XrQzQchj/d+P/LyooxRpR3n26otLa+srtXXGxubW9s79u7evRK5xMTDggnZi5AijKbE01Qz0sskQTxipBuNrku/+0CkoiK90+OMBBwNUppQjLSRQvvAjwSL1ZibC/qKDjgK3dBuOi1nCrhI3Io0QYVOaH/5scA5J6nGDCnVd51MBwWSmmJGJg0/VyRDeIQGpG9oijhRQTFNP4HHRolhIqQ5qYZT9fdGgbgqA5pJjvRQzXul+J/Xz3VyERQ0zXJNUjx7KMkZ1AKWVcCYSoI1GxuCsKQmK8RDJBHWprCGKcGd//Ii8U5bly339qzZvqraqINDcAROgAvOQRvcgA7wAAaP4Bm8gjfryXqx3q2P2WjNqnb2wR9Ynz/BVpT3</latexit>

�T
<latexit sha1_base64="amphJBIYk0Ji2ImoQqXZCEuCtOw=">AAAB/HicbVDNS8MwHE3n15xf9ePmJTgET6MVQb0NvXicsOpgLSVN0y0saUqSCrMM/xUvHlS8+od4878x3XrQzQchj/d+P/LyooxRpR3n26otLa+srtXXGxubW9s79u7enRK5xMTDggnZi5AijKbE01Qz0sskQTxi5D4aXZf+/QORioq0q8cZCTgapDShGGkjhfaBHwkWqzE3F/QVHXAUdkO76bScKeAicSvSBBU6of3lxwLnnKQaM6RU33UyHRRIaooZmTT8XJEM4REakL6hKeJEBcU0/QQeGyWGiZDmpBpO1d8bBeKqDGgmOdJDNe+V4n9eP9fJRVDQNMs1SfHsoSRnUAtYVgFjKgnWbGwIwpKarBAPkURYm8IapgR3/suLxDttXbbc27Nm+6pqow4OwRE4AS44B21wAzrAAxg8gmfwCt6sJ+vFerc+ZqM1q9rZB39gff4A9j+VGg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="amphJBIYk0Ji2ImoQqXZCEuCtOw=">AAAB/HicbVDNS8MwHE3n15xf9ePmJTgET6MVQb0NvXicsOpgLSVN0y0saUqSCrMM/xUvHlS8+od4878x3XrQzQchj/d+P/LyooxRpR3n26otLa+srtXXGxubW9s79u7enRK5xMTDggnZi5AijKbE01Qz0sskQTxi5D4aXZf+/QORioq0q8cZCTgapDShGGkjhfaBHwkWqzE3F/QVHXAUdkO76bScKeAicSvSBBU6of3lxwLnnKQaM6RU33UyHRRIaooZmTT8XJEM4REakL6hKeJEBcU0/QQeGyWGiZDmpBpO1d8bBeKqDGgmOdJDNe+V4n9eP9fJRVDQNMs1SfHsoSRnUAtYVgFjKgnWbGwIwpKarBAPkURYm8IapgR3/suLxDttXbbc27Nm+6pqow4OwRE4AS44B21wAzrAAxg8gmfwCt6sJ+vFerc+ZqM1q9rZB39gff4A9j+VGg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="amphJBIYk0Ji2ImoQqXZCEuCtOw=">AAAB/HicbVDNS8MwHE3n15xf9ePmJTgET6MVQb0NvXicsOpgLSVN0y0saUqSCrMM/xUvHlS8+od4878x3XrQzQchj/d+P/LyooxRpR3n26otLa+srtXXGxubW9s79u7enRK5xMTDggnZi5AijKbE01Qz0sskQTxi5D4aXZf+/QORioq0q8cZCTgapDShGGkjhfaBHwkWqzE3F/QVHXAUdkO76bScKeAicSvSBBU6of3lxwLnnKQaM6RU33UyHRRIaooZmTT8XJEM4REakL6hKeJEBcU0/QQeGyWGiZDmpBpO1d8bBeKqDGgmOdJDNe+V4n9eP9fJRVDQNMs1SfHsoSRnUAtYVgFjKgnWbGwIwpKarBAPkURYm8IapgR3/suLxDttXbbc27Nm+6pqow4OwRE4AS44B21wAzrAAxg8gmfwCt6sJ+vFerc+ZqM1q9rZB39gff4A9j+VGg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="amphJBIYk0Ji2ImoQqXZCEuCtOw=">AAAB/HicbVDNS8MwHE3n15xf9ePmJTgET6MVQb0NvXicsOpgLSVN0y0saUqSCrMM/xUvHlS8+od4878x3XrQzQchj/d+P/LyooxRpR3n26otLa+srtXXGxubW9s79u7enRK5xMTDggnZi5AijKbE01Qz0sskQTxi5D4aXZf+/QORioq0q8cZCTgapDShGGkjhfaBHwkWqzE3F/QVHXAUdkO76bScKeAicSvSBBU6of3lxwLnnKQaM6RU33UyHRRIaooZmTT8XJEM4REakL6hKeJEBcU0/QQeGyWGiZDmpBpO1d8bBeKqDGgmOdJDNe+V4n9eP9fJRVDQNMs1SfHsoSRnUAtYVgFjKgnWbGwIwpKarBAPkURYm8IapgR3/suLxDttXbbc27Nm+6pqow4OwRE4AS44B21wAzrAAxg8gmfwCt6sJ+vFerc+ZqM1q9rZB39gff4A9j+VGg==</latexit>

z0
<latexit sha1_base64="Y1bbwV2pFQWpA/EELDrX3/o6TyQ=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP11/pvzz6oevQSH4Gm0Iqi3oRePE6wbbKWkabqFpWlJUmEb+yRePKh49at489uYbj3o5oOQx3u/H3l5YcaZ0o7zbVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf26fXD4qNJcEuqRlKeyG2JFORPU00xz2s0kxUnIaScc3RZ+54lKxVLxoMcZ9RM8ECxmBGsjBXa9H6Y8UuPEXGgSOIHdcJrOHGiVuCVpQIl2YH/1o5TkCRWacKxUz3Uy7U+x1IxwOqv1c0UzTEZ4QHuGCpxQ5U/nwWfo1CgRilNpjtBorv7emOJEFdnMZIL1UC17hfif18t1fOVPmchyTQVZPBTnHOkUFS2giElKNB8bgolkJisiQywx0aarminBXf7yKvHOm9dN9/6i0bop26jCMZzAGbhwCS24gzZ4QCCHZ3iFN2tivVjv1sditGKVO0fwB9bnD/IhktE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y1bbwV2pFQWpA/EELDrX3/o6TyQ=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP11/pvzz6oevQSH4Gm0Iqi3oRePE6wbbKWkabqFpWlJUmEb+yRePKh49at489uYbj3o5oOQx3u/H3l5YcaZ0o7zbVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf26fXD4qNJcEuqRlKeyG2JFORPU00xz2s0kxUnIaScc3RZ+54lKxVLxoMcZ9RM8ECxmBGsjBXa9H6Y8UuPEXGgSOIHdcJrOHGiVuCVpQIl2YH/1o5TkCRWacKxUz3Uy7U+x1IxwOqv1c0UzTEZ4QHuGCpxQ5U/nwWfo1CgRilNpjtBorv7emOJEFdnMZIL1UC17hfif18t1fOVPmchyTQVZPBTnHOkUFS2giElKNB8bgolkJisiQywx0aarminBXf7yKvHOm9dN9/6i0bop26jCMZzAGbhwCS24gzZ4QCCHZ3iFN2tivVjv1sditGKVO0fwB9bnD/IhktE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y1bbwV2pFQWpA/EELDrX3/o6TyQ=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP11/pvzz6oevQSH4Gm0Iqi3oRePE6wbbKWkabqFpWlJUmEb+yRePKh49at489uYbj3o5oOQx3u/H3l5YcaZ0o7zbVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf26fXD4qNJcEuqRlKeyG2JFORPU00xz2s0kxUnIaScc3RZ+54lKxVLxoMcZ9RM8ECxmBGsjBXa9H6Y8UuPEXGgSOIHdcJrOHGiVuCVpQIl2YH/1o5TkCRWacKxUz3Uy7U+x1IxwOqv1c0UzTEZ4QHuGCpxQ5U/nwWfo1CgRilNpjtBorv7emOJEFdnMZIL1UC17hfif18t1fOVPmchyTQVZPBTnHOkUFS2giElKNB8bgolkJisiQywx0aarminBXf7yKvHOm9dN9/6i0bop26jCMZzAGbhwCS24gzZ4QCCHZ3iFN2tivVjv1sditGKVO0fwB9bnD/IhktE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y1bbwV2pFQWpA/EELDrX3/o6TyQ=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP11/pvzz6oevQSH4Gm0Iqi3oRePE6wbbKWkabqFpWlJUmEb+yRePKh49at489uYbj3o5oOQx3u/H3l5YcaZ0o7zbVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf26fXD4qNJcEuqRlKeyG2JFORPU00xz2s0kxUnIaScc3RZ+54lKxVLxoMcZ9RM8ECxmBGsjBXa9H6Y8UuPEXGgSOIHdcJrOHGiVuCVpQIl2YH/1o5TkCRWacKxUz3Uy7U+x1IxwOqv1c0UzTEZ4QHuGCpxQ5U/nwWfo1CgRilNpjtBorv7emOJEFdnMZIL1UC17hfif18t1fOVPmchyTQVZPBTnHOkUFS2giElKNB8bgolkJisiQywx0aarminBXf7yKvHOm9dN9/6i0bop26jCMZzAGbhwCS24gzZ4QCCHZ3iFN2tivVjv1sditGKVO0fwB9bnD/IhktE=</latexit>

z1
<latexit sha1_base64="jO25FijPwOO/lyVm1CvRyTQWwPc=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP11/pvzz6oevQSH4Gm0Iqi3oRePE6wbbKWkabqFpWlJUmEb+yRePKh49at489uYbj3o5oOQx3u/H3l5YcaZ0o7zbVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf26fXD4qNJcEuqRlKeyG2JFORPU00xz2s0kxUnIaScc3RZ+54lKxVLxoMcZ9RM8ECxmBGsjBXa9H6Y8UuPEXGgSuIHdcJrOHGiVuCVpQIl2YH/1o5TkCRWacKxUz3Uy7U+x1IxwOqv1c0UzTEZ4QHuGCpxQ5U/nwWfo1CgRilNpjtBorv7emOJEFdnMZIL1UC17hfif18t1fOVPmchyTQVZPBTnHOkUFS2giElKNB8bgolkJisiQywx0aarminBXf7yKvHOm9dN9/6i0bop26jCMZzAGbhwCS24gzZ4QCCHZ3iFN2tivVjv1sditGKVO0fwB9bnD/OkktI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jO25FijPwOO/lyVm1CvRyTQWwPc=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP11/pvzz6oevQSH4Gm0Iqi3oRePE6wbbKWkabqFpWlJUmEb+yRePKh49at489uYbj3o5oOQx3u/H3l5YcaZ0o7zbVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf26fXD4qNJcEuqRlKeyG2JFORPU00xz2s0kxUnIaScc3RZ+54lKxVLxoMcZ9RM8ECxmBGsjBXa9H6Y8UuPEXGgSuIHdcJrOHGiVuCVpQIl2YH/1o5TkCRWacKxUz3Uy7U+x1IxwOqv1c0UzTEZ4QHuGCpxQ5U/nwWfo1CgRilNpjtBorv7emOJEFdnMZIL1UC17hfif18t1fOVPmchyTQVZPBTnHOkUFS2giElKNB8bgolkJisiQywx0aarminBXf7yKvHOm9dN9/6i0bop26jCMZzAGbhwCS24gzZ4QCCHZ3iFN2tivVjv1sditGKVO0fwB9bnD/OkktI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jO25FijPwOO/lyVm1CvRyTQWwPc=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP11/pvzz6oevQSH4Gm0Iqi3oRePE6wbbKWkabqFpWlJUmEb+yRePKh49at489uYbj3o5oOQx3u/H3l5YcaZ0o7zbVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf26fXD4qNJcEuqRlKeyG2JFORPU00xz2s0kxUnIaScc3RZ+54lKxVLxoMcZ9RM8ECxmBGsjBXa9H6Y8UuPEXGgSuIHdcJrOHGiVuCVpQIl2YH/1o5TkCRWacKxUz3Uy7U+x1IxwOqv1c0UzTEZ4QHuGCpxQ5U/nwWfo1CgRilNpjtBorv7emOJEFdnMZIL1UC17hfif18t1fOVPmchyTQVZPBTnHOkUFS2giElKNB8bgolkJisiQywx0aarminBXf7yKvHOm9dN9/6i0bop26jCMZzAGbhwCS24gzZ4QCCHZ3iFN2tivVjv1sditGKVO0fwB9bnD/OkktI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jO25FijPwOO/lyVm1CvRyTQWwPc=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP11/pvzz6oevQSH4Gm0Iqi3oRePE6wbbKWkabqFpWlJUmEb+yRePKh49at489uYbj3o5oOQx3u/H3l5YcaZ0o7zbVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf26fXD4qNJcEuqRlKeyG2JFORPU00xz2s0kxUnIaScc3RZ+54lKxVLxoMcZ9RM8ECxmBGsjBXa9H6Y8UuPEXGgSuIHdcJrOHGiVuCVpQIl2YH/1o5TkCRWacKxUz3Uy7U+x1IxwOqv1c0UzTEZ4QHuGCpxQ5U/nwWfo1CgRilNpjtBorv7emOJEFdnMZIL1UC17hfif18t1fOVPmchyTQVZPBTnHOkUFS2giElKNB8bgolkJisiQywx0aarminBXf7yKvHOm9dN9/6i0bop26jCMZzAGbhwCS24gzZ4QCCHZ3iFN2tivVjv1sditGKVO0fwB9bnD/OkktI=</latexit>

zK�1
<latexit sha1_base64="Y/C32pNahBwahObgcWVnDh/VMRY=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/TXf0EhyCF0crgnobehG8TLBusJWSpukWliYlSYVa5lfx4kHFq1/Em9/GdOtBNx+EPN77/cjLCxJGlbbtb6uytLyyulZdr21sbm3v1Hf37pVIJSYuFkzIXoAUYZQTV1PNSC+RBMUBI91gfFX43QciFRX8TmcJ8WI05DSiGGkj+fXGIBAsVFlsLvjo5zfHzsSvN+2WPQVcJE5JmqBEx69/DUKB05hwjRlSqu/YifZyJDXFjExqg1SRBOExGpK+oRzFRHn5NPwEHholhJGQ5nANp+rvjRzFqshnJmOkR2reK8T/vH6qo3MvpzxJNeF49lCUMqgFLJqAIZUEa5YZgrCkJivEIyQR1qavminBmf/yInFPWhct5/a02b4s26iCfXAAjoADzkAbXIMOcAEGGXgGr+DNerJerHfrYzZascqdBvgD6/MHzi2Uag==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/C32pNahBwahObgcWVnDh/VMRY=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/TXf0EhyCF0crgnobehG8TLBusJWSpukWliYlSYVa5lfx4kHFq1/Em9/GdOtBNx+EPN77/cjLCxJGlbbtb6uytLyyulZdr21sbm3v1Hf37pVIJSYuFkzIXoAUYZQTV1PNSC+RBMUBI91gfFX43QciFRX8TmcJ8WI05DSiGGkj+fXGIBAsVFlsLvjo5zfHzsSvN+2WPQVcJE5JmqBEx69/DUKB05hwjRlSqu/YifZyJDXFjExqg1SRBOExGpK+oRzFRHn5NPwEHholhJGQ5nANp+rvjRzFqshnJmOkR2reK8T/vH6qo3MvpzxJNeF49lCUMqgFLJqAIZUEa5YZgrCkJivEIyQR1qavminBmf/yInFPWhct5/a02b4s26iCfXAAjoADzkAbXIMOcAEGGXgGr+DNerJerHfrYzZascqdBvgD6/MHzi2Uag==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/C32pNahBwahObgcWVnDh/VMRY=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/TXf0EhyCF0crgnobehG8TLBusJWSpukWliYlSYVa5lfx4kHFq1/Em9/GdOtBNx+EPN77/cjLCxJGlbbtb6uytLyyulZdr21sbm3v1Hf37pVIJSYuFkzIXoAUYZQTV1PNSC+RBMUBI91gfFX43QciFRX8TmcJ8WI05DSiGGkj+fXGIBAsVFlsLvjo5zfHzsSvN+2WPQVcJE5JmqBEx69/DUKB05hwjRlSqu/YifZyJDXFjExqg1SRBOExGpK+oRzFRHn5NPwEHholhJGQ5nANp+rvjRzFqshnJmOkR2reK8T/vH6qo3MvpzxJNeF49lCUMqgFLJqAIZUEa5YZgrCkJivEIyQR1qavminBmf/yInFPWhct5/a02b4s26iCfXAAjoADzkAbXIMOcAEGGXgGr+DNerJerHfrYzZascqdBvgD6/MHzi2Uag==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/C32pNahBwahObgcWVnDh/VMRY=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/TXf0EhyCF0crgnobehG8TLBusJWSpukWliYlSYVa5lfx4kHFq1/Em9/GdOtBNx+EPN77/cjLCxJGlbbtb6uytLyyulZdr21sbm3v1Hf37pVIJSYuFkzIXoAUYZQTV1PNSC+RBMUBI91gfFX43QciFRX8TmcJ8WI05DSiGGkj+fXGIBAsVFlsLvjo5zfHzsSvN+2WPQVcJE5JmqBEx69/DUKB05hwjRlSqu/YifZyJDXFjExqg1SRBOExGpK+oRzFRHn5NPwEHholhJGQ5nANp+rvjRzFqshnJmOkR2reK8T/vH6qo3MvpzxJNeF49lCUMqgFLJqAIZUEa5YZgrCkJivEIyQR1qavminBmf/yInFPWhct5/a02b4s26iCfXAAjoADzkAbXIMOcAEGGXgGr+DNerJerHfrYzZascqdBvgD6/MHzi2Uag==</latexit>

zK
<latexit sha1_base64="nUTd1VeURH8KNG6ZFTY7nkGSoj4=">AAAB+XicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/dXr0EhyCp9GKoN6GXgQvE6wbbKWkabqFpUlJUmXWfRQvHlS8+k28+W1Mtx5080HI473fj7y8MGVUacf5tipLyyura9X12sbm1vaOXd+9UyKTmHhYMCG7IVKEUU48TTUj3VQSlISMdMLRZeF37olUVPBbPU6Jn6ABpzHFSBspsOv9ULBIjRNzwccgv54EdsNpOlPAReKWpAFKtAP7qx8JnCWEa8yQUj3XSbWfI6kpZmRS62eKpAiP0ID0DOUoIcrPp9En8NAoEYyFNIdrOFV/b+QoUUU6M5kgPVTzXiH+5/UyHZ/5OeVppgnHs4fijEEtYNEDjKgkWLOxIQhLarJCPEQSYW3aqpkS3PkvLxLvuHnedG9OGq2Lso0q2AcH4Ai44BS0wBVoAw9g8ACewSt4s56sF+vd+piNVqxyZw/8gfX5A+iPk/g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nUTd1VeURH8KNG6ZFTY7nkGSoj4=">AAAB+XicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/dXr0EhyCp9GKoN6GXgQvE6wbbKWkabqFpUlJUmXWfRQvHlS8+k28+W1Mtx5080HI473fj7y8MGVUacf5tipLyyura9X12sbm1vaOXd+9UyKTmHhYMCG7IVKEUU48TTUj3VQSlISMdMLRZeF37olUVPBbPU6Jn6ABpzHFSBspsOv9ULBIjRNzwccgv54EdsNpOlPAReKWpAFKtAP7qx8JnCWEa8yQUj3XSbWfI6kpZmRS62eKpAiP0ID0DOUoIcrPp9En8NAoEYyFNIdrOFV/b+QoUUU6M5kgPVTzXiH+5/UyHZ/5OeVppgnHs4fijEEtYNEDjKgkWLOxIQhLarJCPEQSYW3aqpkS3PkvLxLvuHnedG9OGq2Lso0q2AcH4Ai44BS0wBVoAw9g8ACewSt4s56sF+vd+piNVqxyZw/8gfX5A+iPk/g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nUTd1VeURH8KNG6ZFTY7nkGSoj4=">AAAB+XicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/dXr0EhyCp9GKoN6GXgQvE6wbbKWkabqFpUlJUmXWfRQvHlS8+k28+W1Mtx5080HI473fj7y8MGVUacf5tipLyyura9X12sbm1vaOXd+9UyKTmHhYMCG7IVKEUU48TTUj3VQSlISMdMLRZeF37olUVPBbPU6Jn6ABpzHFSBspsOv9ULBIjRNzwccgv54EdsNpOlPAReKWpAFKtAP7qx8JnCWEa8yQUj3XSbWfI6kpZmRS62eKpAiP0ID0DOUoIcrPp9En8NAoEYyFNIdrOFV/b+QoUUU6M5kgPVTzXiH+5/UyHZ/5OeVppgnHs4fijEEtYNEDjKgkWLOxIQhLarJCPEQSYW3aqpkS3PkvLxLvuHnedG9OGq2Lso0q2AcH4Ai44BS0wBVoAw9g8ACewSt4s56sF+vd+piNVqxyZw/8gfX5A+iPk/g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nUTd1VeURH8KNG6ZFTY7nkGSoj4=">AAAB+XicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/dXr0EhyCp9GKoN6GXgQvE6wbbKWkabqFpUlJUmXWfRQvHlS8+k28+W1Mtx5080HI473fj7y8MGVUacf5tipLyyura9X12sbm1vaOXd+9UyKTmHhYMCG7IVKEUU48TTUj3VQSlISMdMLRZeF37olUVPBbPU6Jn6ABpzHFSBspsOv9ULBIjRNzwccgv54EdsNpOlPAReKWpAFKtAP7qx8JnCWEa8yQUj3XSbWfI6kpZmRS62eKpAiP0ID0DOUoIcrPp9En8NAoEYyFNIdrOFV/b+QoUUU6M5kgPVTzXiH+5/UyHZ/5OeVppgnHs4fijEEtYNEDjKgkWLOxIQhLarJCPEQSYW3aqpkS3PkvLxLvuHnedG9OGq2Lso0q2AcH4Ai44BS0wBVoAw9g8ACewSt4s56sF+vd+piNVqxyZw/8gfX5A+iPk/g=</latexit>

v1
<latexit sha1_base64="r8c1mFVn1liQpC/AUa1BpeavmOI=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP11/pvzz6YevQSH4Gm0Iqi3oRePE6wbbKWkabqFpWlJ0sEs+yRePKh49at489uYbj3o5oOQx3u/H3l5QcqZ0rb9bVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf164+DwUSWZJNQlCU9kL8CKciaoq5nmtJdKiuOA024wvi387oRKxRLxoKcp9WI8FCxiBGsj+Y36IEh4qKaxudDEd/xG027Zc6BV4pSkCSU6fuNrECYki6nQhGOl+o6dai/HUjPC6aw2yBRNMRnjIe0bKnBMlZfPg8/QqVFCFCXSHKHRXP29keNYFdnMZIz1SC17hfif1890dOXlTKSZpoIsHooyjnSCihZQyCQlmk8NwUQykxWREZaYaNNVzZTgLH95lbjnreuWc3/RbN+UbVThGE7gDBy4hDbcQQdcIJDBM7zCm/VkvVjv1sditGKVO0fwB9bnD+2Qks4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r8c1mFVn1liQpC/AUa1BpeavmOI=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP11/pvzz6YevQSH4Gm0Iqi3oRePE6wbbKWkabqFpWlJ0sEs+yRePKh49at489uYbj3o5oOQx3u/H3l5QcqZ0rb9bVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf164+DwUSWZJNQlCU9kL8CKciaoq5nmtJdKiuOA024wvi387oRKxRLxoKcp9WI8FCxiBGsj+Y36IEh4qKaxudDEd/xG027Zc6BV4pSkCSU6fuNrECYki6nQhGOl+o6dai/HUjPC6aw2yBRNMRnjIe0bKnBMlZfPg8/QqVFCFCXSHKHRXP29keNYFdnMZIz1SC17hfif1890dOXlTKSZpoIsHooyjnSCihZQyCQlmk8NwUQykxWREZaYaNNVzZTgLH95lbjnreuWc3/RbN+UbVThGE7gDBy4hDbcQQdcIJDBM7zCm/VkvVjv1sditGKVO0fwB9bnD+2Qks4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r8c1mFVn1liQpC/AUa1BpeavmOI=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP11/pvzz6YevQSH4Gm0Iqi3oRePE6wbbKWkabqFpWlJ0sEs+yRePKh49at489uYbj3o5oOQx3u/H3l5QcqZ0rb9bVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf164+DwUSWZJNQlCU9kL8CKciaoq5nmtJdKiuOA024wvi387oRKxRLxoKcp9WI8FCxiBGsj+Y36IEh4qKaxudDEd/xG027Zc6BV4pSkCSU6fuNrECYki6nQhGOl+o6dai/HUjPC6aw2yBRNMRnjIe0bKnBMlZfPg8/QqVFCFCXSHKHRXP29keNYFdnMZIz1SC17hfif1890dOXlTKSZpoIsHooyjnSCihZQyCQlmk8NwUQykxWREZaYaNNVzZTgLH95lbjnreuWc3/RbN+UbVThGE7gDBy4hDbcQQdcIJDBM7zCm/VkvVjv1sditGKVO0fwB9bnD+2Qks4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r8c1mFVn1liQpC/AUa1BpeavmOI=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP11/pvzz6YevQSH4Gm0Iqi3oRePE6wbbKWkabqFpWlJ0sEs+yRePKh49at489uYbj3o5oOQx3u/H3l5QcqZ0rb9bVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf164+DwUSWZJNQlCU9kL8CKciaoq5nmtJdKiuOA024wvi387oRKxRLxoKcp9WI8FCxiBGsj+Y36IEh4qKaxudDEd/xG027Zc6BV4pSkCSU6fuNrECYki6nQhGOl+o6dai/HUjPC6aw2yBRNMRnjIe0bKnBMlZfPg8/QqVFCFCXSHKHRXP29keNYFdnMZIz1SC17hfif1890dOXlTKSZpoIsHooyjnSCihZQyCQlmk8NwUQykxWREZaYaNNVzZTgLH95lbjnreuWc3/RbN+UbVThGE7gDBy4hDbcQQdcIJDBM7zCm/VkvVjv1sditGKVO0fwB9bnD+2Qks4=</latexit>

v2
<latexit sha1_base64="+IE4LTXqVa0EFz1sz1j6M9MnrU0=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP3Vv3P+WdWjl+AQPI12COpt6MXjBOsGWylpmm5haVqSdDDHPokXDype/Sre/DamWw+6+SDk8d7vR15emHGmtON8W2vrG5tb25Wd6u7e/kHNPjx6VGkuCfVIylPZDbGinAnqaaY57WaS4iTktBOObgu/M6ZSsVQ86ElG/QQPBIsZwdpIgV3rhymP1CQxFxoHzcCuOw1nDrRK3JLUoUQ7sL/6UUryhApNOFaq5zqZ9qdYakY4nVX7uaIZJiM8oD1DBU6o8qfz4DN0ZpQIxak0R2g0V39vTHGiimxmMsF6qJa9QvzP6+U6vvKnTGS5poIsHopzjnSKihZQxCQlmk8MwUQykxWRIZaYaNNV1ZTgLn95lXjNxnXDvb+ot27KNipwAqdwDi5cQgvuoA0eEMjhGV7hzXqyXqx362MxumaVO8fwB9bnD+8Tks8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+IE4LTXqVa0EFz1sz1j6M9MnrU0=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP3Vv3P+WdWjl+AQPI12COpt6MXjBOsGWylpmm5haVqSdDDHPokXDype/Sre/DamWw+6+SDk8d7vR15emHGmtON8W2vrG5tb25Wd6u7e/kHNPjx6VGkuCfVIylPZDbGinAnqaaY57WaS4iTktBOObgu/M6ZSsVQ86ElG/QQPBIsZwdpIgV3rhymP1CQxFxoHzcCuOw1nDrRK3JLUoUQ7sL/6UUryhApNOFaq5zqZ9qdYakY4nVX7uaIZJiM8oD1DBU6o8qfz4DN0ZpQIxak0R2g0V39vTHGiimxmMsF6qJa9QvzP6+U6vvKnTGS5poIsHopzjnSKihZQxCQlmk8MwUQykxWRIZaYaNNV1ZTgLn95lXjNxnXDvb+ot27KNipwAqdwDi5cQgvuoA0eEMjhGV7hzXqyXqx362MxumaVO8fwB9bnD+8Tks8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+IE4LTXqVa0EFz1sz1j6M9MnrU0=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP3Vv3P+WdWjl+AQPI12COpt6MXjBOsGWylpmm5haVqSdDDHPokXDype/Sre/DamWw+6+SDk8d7vR15emHGmtON8W2vrG5tb25Wd6u7e/kHNPjx6VGkuCfVIylPZDbGinAnqaaY57WaS4iTktBOObgu/M6ZSsVQ86ElG/QQPBIsZwdpIgV3rhymP1CQxFxoHzcCuOw1nDrRK3JLUoUQ7sL/6UUryhApNOFaq5zqZ9qdYakY4nVX7uaIZJiM8oD1DBU6o8qfz4DN0ZpQIxak0R2g0V39vTHGiimxmMsF6qJa9QvzP6+U6vvKnTGS5poIsHopzjnSKihZQxCQlmk8MwUQykxWRIZaYaNNV1ZTgLn95lXjNxnXDvb+ot27KNipwAqdwDi5cQgvuoA0eEMjhGV7hzXqyXqx362MxumaVO8fwB9bnD+8Tks8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+IE4LTXqVa0EFz1sz1j6M9MnrU0=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP3Vv3P+WdWjl+AQPI12COpt6MXjBOsGWylpmm5haVqSdDDHPokXDype/Sre/DamWw+6+SDk8d7vR15emHGmtON8W2vrG5tb25Wd6u7e/kHNPjx6VGkuCfVIylPZDbGinAnqaaY57WaS4iTktBOObgu/M6ZSsVQ86ElG/QQPBIsZwdpIgV3rhymP1CQxFxoHzcCuOw1nDrRK3JLUoUQ7sL/6UUryhApNOFaq5zqZ9qdYakY4nVX7uaIZJiM8oD1DBU6o8qfz4DN0ZpQIxak0R2g0V39vTHGiimxmMsF6qJa9QvzP6+U6vvKnTGS5poIsHopzjnSKihZQxCQlmk8MwUQykxWRIZaYaNNV1ZTgLn95lXjNxnXDvb+ot27KNipwAqdwDi5cQgvuoA0eEMjhGV7hzXqyXqx362MxumaVO8fwB9bnD+8Tks8=</latexit>

vK
<latexit sha1_base64="gIqlOOzrBkGuvhgJ+MVKjYhG9v4=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP3Vv3P+WdWjl+AQPI1WBPU29CJ4mWDdYCslTdMtLG1Kkg7m2Cfx4kHFq1/Fm9/GdOtBNx+EPN77/cjLCzPOlHacb2tldW19Y7OyVd3e2d2r2fsHj0rkklCPCC5kJ8SKcpZSTzPNaSeTFCchp+1weFP47RGVion0QY8z6ie4n7KYEayNFNi1Xih4pMaJudAouAvsutNwZkDLxC1JHUq0AvurFwmSJzTVhGOluq6TaX+CpWaE02m1lyuaYTLEfdo1NMUJVf5kFnyKTowSoVhIc1KNZurvjQlOVJHNTCZYD9SiV4j/ed1cx5f+hKVZrmlK5g/FOUdaoKIFFDFJieZjQzCRzGRFZIAlJtp0VTUluItfXibeWeOq4d6f15vXZRsVOIJjOAUXLqAJt9ACDwjk8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/UxH12xyp1D+APr8wcU7ZLo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gIqlOOzrBkGuvhgJ+MVKjYhG9v4=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP3Vv3P+WdWjl+AQPI1WBPU29CJ4mWDdYCslTdMtLG1Kkg7m2Cfx4kHFq1/Fm9/GdOtBNx+EPN77/cjLCzPOlHacb2tldW19Y7OyVd3e2d2r2fsHj0rkklCPCC5kJ8SKcpZSTzPNaSeTFCchp+1weFP47RGVion0QY8z6ie4n7KYEayNFNi1Xih4pMaJudAouAvsutNwZkDLxC1JHUq0AvurFwmSJzTVhGOluq6TaX+CpWaE02m1lyuaYTLEfdo1NMUJVf5kFnyKTowSoVhIc1KNZurvjQlOVJHNTCZYD9SiV4j/ed1cx5f+hKVZrmlK5g/FOUdaoKIFFDFJieZjQzCRzGRFZIAlJtp0VTUluItfXibeWeOq4d6f15vXZRsVOIJjOAUXLqAJt9ACDwjk8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/UxH12xyp1D+APr8wcU7ZLo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gIqlOOzrBkGuvhgJ+MVKjYhG9v4=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP3Vv3P+WdWjl+AQPI1WBPU29CJ4mWDdYCslTdMtLG1Kkg7m2Cfx4kHFq1/Fm9/GdOtBNx+EPN77/cjLCzPOlHacb2tldW19Y7OyVd3e2d2r2fsHj0rkklCPCC5kJ8SKcpZSTzPNaSeTFCchp+1weFP47RGVion0QY8z6ie4n7KYEayNFNi1Xih4pMaJudAouAvsutNwZkDLxC1JHUq0AvurFwmSJzTVhGOluq6TaX+CpWaE02m1lyuaYTLEfdo1NMUJVf5kFnyKTowSoVhIc1KNZurvjQlOVJHNTCZYD9SiV4j/ed1cx5f+hKVZrmlK5g/FOUdaoKIFFDFJieZjQzCRzGRFZIAlJtp0VTUluItfXibeWeOq4d6f15vXZRsVOIJjOAUXLqAJt9ACDwjk8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/UxH12xyp1D+APr8wcU7ZLo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gIqlOOzrBkGuvhgJ+MVKjYhG9v4=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP3Vv3P+WdWjl+AQPI1WBPU29CJ4mWDdYCslTdMtLG1Kkg7m2Cfx4kHFq1/Fm9/GdOtBNx+EPN77/cjLCzPOlHacb2tldW19Y7OyVd3e2d2r2fsHj0rkklCPCC5kJ8SKcpZSTzPNaSeTFCchp+1weFP47RGVion0QY8z6ie4n7KYEayNFNi1Xih4pMaJudAouAvsutNwZkDLxC1JHUq0AvurFwmSJzTVhGOluq6TaX+CpWaE02m1lyuaYTLEfdo1NMUJVf5kFnyKTowSoVhIc1KNZurvjQlOVJHNTCZYD9SiV4j/ed1cx5f+hKVZrmlK5g/FOUdaoKIFFDFJieZjQzCRzGRFZIAlJtp0VTUluItfXibeWeOq4d6f15vXZRsVOIJjOAUXLqAJt9ACDwjk8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/UxH12xyp1D+APr8wcU7ZLo</latexit>

p(d|✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="idpBhgg0bIskhzqekzHHydbtgwI=">AAACDXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFoqpUlipBSMBWwcJYJEorNVHlOE5r1XnIvkGqQr+AhV9hYQDEys7G3+C0GUrLkSwfn3OvfO/xEsEVWNaPUVpZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dvfM/YN7FaeSsjaNRSy7HlFM8Ii1gYNg3UQyEnqCdbzRde53HphUPI7uYJwwNySDiAecEtBS36wldceLha/Gob6wjx/x/NuBIQNy0jerVsOaAi8TuyBVVKDVN78dP6ZpyCKggijVs60E3IxI4FSwScVJFUsIHZEB62kakZApN5uuM8E1rfg4iKU+EeCpOt+RkVDl8+nKkMBQLXq5+J/XSyG4cDMeJSmwiM4+ClKBIcZ5NtjnklEQY00IlVzPiumQSEJBJ1jRIdiLKy+T9mnjsmHfnlWbV0UaZXSEjlEd2egcNdENaqE2ougJvaA39G48G6/Gh/E5Ky0ZRc8h+gPj6xcGiZuq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="idpBhgg0bIskhzqekzHHydbtgwI=">AAACDXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFoqpUlipBSMBWwcJYJEorNVHlOE5r1XnIvkGqQr+AhV9hYQDEys7G3+C0GUrLkSwfn3OvfO/xEsEVWNaPUVpZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dvfM/YN7FaeSsjaNRSy7HlFM8Ii1gYNg3UQyEnqCdbzRde53HphUPI7uYJwwNySDiAecEtBS36wldceLha/Gob6wjx/x/NuBIQNy0jerVsOaAi8TuyBVVKDVN78dP6ZpyCKggijVs60E3IxI4FSwScVJFUsIHZEB62kakZApN5uuM8E1rfg4iKU+EeCpOt+RkVDl8+nKkMBQLXq5+J/XSyG4cDMeJSmwiM4+ClKBIcZ5NtjnklEQY00IlVzPiumQSEJBJ1jRIdiLKy+T9mnjsmHfnlWbV0UaZXSEjlEd2egcNdENaqE2ougJvaA39G48G6/Gh/E5Ky0ZRc8h+gPj6xcGiZuq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="idpBhgg0bIskhzqekzHHydbtgwI=">AAACDXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFoqpUlipBSMBWwcJYJEorNVHlOE5r1XnIvkGqQr+AhV9hYQDEys7G3+C0GUrLkSwfn3OvfO/xEsEVWNaPUVpZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dvfM/YN7FaeSsjaNRSy7HlFM8Ii1gYNg3UQyEnqCdbzRde53HphUPI7uYJwwNySDiAecEtBS36wldceLha/Gob6wjx/x/NuBIQNy0jerVsOaAi8TuyBVVKDVN78dP6ZpyCKggijVs60E3IxI4FSwScVJFUsIHZEB62kakZApN5uuM8E1rfg4iKU+EeCpOt+RkVDl8+nKkMBQLXq5+J/XSyG4cDMeJSmwiM4+ClKBIcZ5NtjnklEQY00IlVzPiumQSEJBJ1jRIdiLKy+T9mnjsmHfnlWbV0UaZXSEjlEd2egcNdENaqE2ougJvaA39G48G6/Gh/E5Ky0ZRc8h+gPj6xcGiZuq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="idpBhgg0bIskhzqekzHHydbtgwI=">AAACDXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFoqpUlipBSMBWwcJYJEorNVHlOE5r1XnIvkGqQr+AhV9hYQDEys7G3+C0GUrLkSwfn3OvfO/xEsEVWNaPUVpZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dvfM/YN7FaeSsjaNRSy7HlFM8Ii1gYNg3UQyEnqCdbzRde53HphUPI7uYJwwNySDiAecEtBS36wldceLha/Gob6wjx/x/NuBIQNy0jerVsOaAi8TuyBVVKDVN78dP6ZpyCKggijVs60E3IxI4FSwScVJFUsIHZEB62kakZApN5uuM8E1rfg4iKU+EeCpOt+RkVDl8+nKkMBQLXq5+J/XSyG4cDMeJSmwiM4+ClKBIcZ5NtjnklEQY00IlVzPiumQSEJBJ1jRIdiLKy+T9mnjsmHfnlWbV0UaZXSEjlEd2egcNdENaqE2ougJvaA39G48G6/Gh/E5Ky0ZRc8h+gPj6xcGiZuq</latexit>

q(✓|d)
<latexit sha1_base64="0eZXFw+frfdu4uzSMeXlZ8RUGyo=">AAACDnicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVKCyVAlCArYKFsYiEVqpjSrHcVqrzgP7BqkK/QMWfoWFARArMxt/g9NmKC1Hsnx0zr269x4vEVyBZf0YC4tLyyurpbXy+sbm1ra5s3un4lRS5tBYxLLlEcUEj5gDHARrJZKR0BOs6Q2ucr/5wKTicXQLw4S5IelFPOCUgJa65tE9rna8WPhqGOoPd6DPgOBHPC36x12zYtWsMfA8sQtSQQUaXfO748c0DVkEVBCl2raVgJsRCZwKNip3UsUSQgekx9qaRiRkys3G94zwoVZ8HMRSvwjwWJ3uyEio8tV0ZUigr2a9XPzPa6cQnLsZj5IUWEQng4JUYIhxHg72uWQUxFATQiXXu2LaJ5JQ0BGWdQj27MnzxDmpXdTsm9NK/bJIo4T20QGqIhudoTq6Rg3kIIqe0At6Q+/Gs/FqfBifk9IFo+jZQ39gfP0CZoyb1Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0eZXFw+frfdu4uzSMeXlZ8RUGyo=">AAACDnicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVKCyVAlCArYKFsYiEVqpjSrHcVqrzgP7BqkK/QMWfoWFARArMxt/g9NmKC1Hsnx0zr269x4vEVyBZf0YC4tLyyurpbXy+sbm1ra5s3un4lRS5tBYxLLlEcUEj5gDHARrJZKR0BOs6Q2ucr/5wKTicXQLw4S5IelFPOCUgJa65tE9rna8WPhqGOoPd6DPgOBHPC36x12zYtWsMfA8sQtSQQUaXfO748c0DVkEVBCl2raVgJsRCZwKNip3UsUSQgekx9qaRiRkys3G94zwoVZ8HMRSvwjwWJ3uyEio8tV0ZUigr2a9XPzPa6cQnLsZj5IUWEQng4JUYIhxHg72uWQUxFATQiXXu2LaJ5JQ0BGWdQj27MnzxDmpXdTsm9NK/bJIo4T20QGqIhudoTq6Rg3kIIqe0At6Q+/Gs/FqfBifk9IFo+jZQ39gfP0CZoyb1Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0eZXFw+frfdu4uzSMeXlZ8RUGyo=">AAACDnicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVKCyVAlCArYKFsYiEVqpjSrHcVqrzgP7BqkK/QMWfoWFARArMxt/g9NmKC1Hsnx0zr269x4vEVyBZf0YC4tLyyurpbXy+sbm1ra5s3un4lRS5tBYxLLlEcUEj5gDHARrJZKR0BOs6Q2ucr/5wKTicXQLw4S5IelFPOCUgJa65tE9rna8WPhqGOoPd6DPgOBHPC36x12zYtWsMfA8sQtSQQUaXfO748c0DVkEVBCl2raVgJsRCZwKNip3UsUSQgekx9qaRiRkys3G94zwoVZ8HMRSvwjwWJ3uyEio8tV0ZUigr2a9XPzPa6cQnLsZj5IUWEQng4JUYIhxHg72uWQUxFATQiXXu2LaJ5JQ0BGWdQj27MnzxDmpXdTsm9NK/bJIo4T20QGqIhudoTq6Rg3kIIqe0At6Q+/Gs/FqfBifk9IFo+jZQ39gfP0CZoyb1Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0eZXFw+frfdu4uzSMeXlZ8RUGyo=">AAACDnicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVKCyVAlCArYKFsYiEVqpjSrHcVqrzgP7BqkK/QMWfoWFARArMxt/g9NmKC1Hsnx0zr269x4vEVyBZf0YC4tLyyurpbXy+sbm1ra5s3un4lRS5tBYxLLlEcUEj5gDHARrJZKR0BOs6Q2ucr/5wKTicXQLw4S5IelFPOCUgJa65tE9rna8WPhqGOoPd6DPgOBHPC36x12zYtWsMfA8sQtSQQUaXfO748c0DVkEVBCl2raVgJsRCZwKNip3UsUSQgekx9qaRiRkys3G94zwoVZ8HMRSvwjwWJ3uyEio8tV0ZUigr2a9XPzPa6cQnLsZj5IUWEQng4JUYIhxHg72uWQUxFATQiXXu2LaJ5JQ0BGWdQj27MnzxDmpXdTsm9NK/bJIo4T20QGqIhudoTq6Rg3kIIqe0At6Q+/Gs/FqfBifk9IFo+jZQ39gfP0CZoyb1Q==</latexit>

Householder Flow

⇡<latexit sha1_base64="8N/IQbOFaunn9A9UNgPvrjNgVJ8=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP11/pvzz6oevQSH4Gm0Iqi3oRePE6wO1jLSNN3C0qYkqTDLPokXDype/Sre/DamWw+6+SDk8d7vR15emHGmtON8W7WV1bX1jfpmY2t7Z7dp7+3fK5FLQj0iuJC9ECvKWUo9zTSnvUxSnIScPoTj69J/eKRSMZHe6UlGgwQPUxYzgrWRBnbTDwWP1CQxF/IzNrBbTtuZAS0TtyItqNAd2F9+JEie0FQTjpXqu06mgwJLzQin04afK5phMsZD2jc0xQlVQTELPkXHRolQLKQ5qUYz9fdGgRNVZjOTCdYjteiV4n9eP9fxRVCwNMs1Tcn8oTjnSAtUtoAiJinRfGIIJpKZrIiMsMREm64apgR38cvLxDttX7bd27NW56pqow6HcAQn4MI5dOAGuuABgRye4RXerCfrxXq3PuajNavaOYA/sD5/ADSJkv0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8N/IQbOFaunn9A9UNgPvrjNgVJ8=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP11/pvzz6oevQSH4Gm0Iqi3oRePE6wO1jLSNN3C0qYkqTDLPokXDype/Sre/DamWw+6+SDk8d7vR15emHGmtON8W7WV1bX1jfpmY2t7Z7dp7+3fK5FLQj0iuJC9ECvKWUo9zTSnvUxSnIScPoTj69J/eKRSMZHe6UlGgwQPUxYzgrWRBnbTDwWP1CQxF/IzNrBbTtuZAS0TtyItqNAd2F9+JEie0FQTjpXqu06mgwJLzQin04afK5phMsZD2jc0xQlVQTELPkXHRolQLKQ5qUYz9fdGgRNVZjOTCdYjteiV4n9eP9fxRVCwNMs1Tcn8oTjnSAtUtoAiJinRfGIIJpKZrIiMsMREm64apgR38cvLxDttX7bd27NW56pqow6HcAQn4MI5dOAGuuABgRye4RXerCfrxXq3PuajNavaOYA/sD5/ADSJkv0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8N/IQbOFaunn9A9UNgPvrjNgVJ8=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP11/pvzz6oevQSH4Gm0Iqi3oRePE6wO1jLSNN3C0qYkqTDLPokXDype/Sre/DamWw+6+SDk8d7vR15emHGmtON8W7WV1bX1jfpmY2t7Z7dp7+3fK5FLQj0iuJC9ECvKWUo9zTSnvUxSnIScPoTj69J/eKRSMZHe6UlGgwQPUxYzgrWRBnbTDwWP1CQxF/IzNrBbTtuZAS0TtyItqNAd2F9+JEie0FQTjpXqu06mgwJLzQin04afK5phMsZD2jc0xQlVQTELPkXHRolQLKQ5qUYz9fdGgRNVZjOTCdYjteiV4n9eP9fxRVCwNMs1Tcn8oTjnSAtUtoAiJinRfGIIJpKZrIiMsMREm64apgR38cvLxDttX7bd27NW56pqow6HcAQn4MI5dOAGuuABgRye4RXerCfrxXq3PuajNavaOYA/sD5/ADSJkv0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8N/IQbOFaunn9A9UNgPvrjNgVJ8=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP11/pvzz6oevQSH4Gm0Iqi3oRePE6wO1jLSNN3C0qYkqTDLPokXDype/Sre/DamWw+6+SDk8d7vR15emHGmtON8W7WV1bX1jfpmY2t7Z7dp7+3fK5FLQj0iuJC9ECvKWUo9zTSnvUxSnIScPoTj69J/eKRSMZHe6UlGgwQPUxYzgrWRBnbTDwWP1CQxF/IzNrBbTtuZAS0TtyItqNAd2F9+JEie0FQTjpXqu06mgwJLzQin04afK5phMsZD2jc0xQlVQTELPkXHRolQLKQ5qUYz9fdGgRNVZjOTCdYjteiV4n9eP9fxRVCwNMs1Tcn8oTjnSAtUtoAiJinRfGIIJpKZrIiMsMREm64apgR38cvLxDttX7bd27NW56pqow6HcAQn4MI5dOAGuuABgRye4RXerCfrxXq3PuajNavaOYA/sD5/ADSJkv0=</latexit>
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(a) The scheme of our method.

Encoder

x0
<latexit sha1_base64="WSTsQoOpjL3bSL2IG0AMBSDfk7I=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTsQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mCTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXJtRKLucZzyIKYDJSLBKFrJf+rl7qRXrbl1dwayTLyC1KBAs1f96vYTlsVcIZPUmI7nphjkVKNgkk8q3czwlLIRHfCOpYrG3AT57NgJObFKn0SJtqWQzNTfEzmNjRnHoe2MKQ7NojcV//M6GUaXQS5UmiFXbL4oyiTBhEw/J32hOUM5toQyLeythA2ppgxtPhUbgrf48jLxz+pXde/uvNa4LtIowxEcwyl4cAENuIUm+MBAwDO8wpujnBfn3fmYt5acYuYQ/sD5/AE7nI5/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WSTsQoOpjL3bSL2IG0AMBSDfk7I=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTsQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mCTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXJtRKLucZzyIKYDJSLBKFrJf+rl7qRXrbl1dwayTLyC1KBAs1f96vYTlsVcIZPUmI7nphjkVKNgkk8q3czwlLIRHfCOpYrG3AT57NgJObFKn0SJtqWQzNTfEzmNjRnHoe2MKQ7NojcV//M6GUaXQS5UmiFXbL4oyiTBhEw/J32hOUM5toQyLeythA2ppgxtPhUbgrf48jLxz+pXde/uvNa4LtIowxEcwyl4cAENuIUm+MBAwDO8wpujnBfn3fmYt5acYuYQ/sD5/AE7nI5/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WSTsQoOpjL3bSL2IG0AMBSDfk7I=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTsQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mCTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXJtRKLucZzyIKYDJSLBKFrJf+rl7qRXrbl1dwayTLyC1KBAs1f96vYTlsVcIZPUmI7nphjkVKNgkk8q3czwlLIRHfCOpYrG3AT57NgJObFKn0SJtqWQzNTfEzmNjRnHoe2MKQ7NojcV//M6GUaXQS5UmiFXbL4oyiTBhEw/J32hOUM5toQyLeythA2ppgxtPhUbgrf48jLxz+pXde/uvNa4LtIowxEcwyl4cAENuIUm+MBAwDO8wpujnBfn3fmYt5acYuYQ/sD5/AE7nI5/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WSTsQoOpjL3bSL2IG0AMBSDfk7I=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTsQS+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mCTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXJtRKLucZzyIKYDJSLBKFrJf+rl7qRXrbl1dwayTLyC1KBAs1f96vYTlsVcIZPUmI7nphjkVKNgkk8q3czwlLIRHfCOpYrG3AT57NgJObFKn0SJtqWQzNTfEzmNjRnHoe2MKQ7NojcV//M6GUaXQS5UmiFXbL4oyiTBhEw/J32hOUM5toQyLeythA2ppgxtPhUbgrf48jLxz+pXde/uvNa4LtIowxEcwyl4cAENuIUm+MBAwDO8wpujnBfn3fmYt5acYuYQ/sD5/AE7nI5/</latexit>

x1
<latexit sha1_base64="Y25RG+R1TcYqcShT+onWYYQeJcE=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdjVhCf4IXDype/Ufe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7S8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vYfdJIphj5LRKJaIdUouETfcCOwlSqkcSiwGQ6vJ37zEZXmibw3oxSDmPYljzijxkp3T12vW6m6NXcKski8glShQKNb+er0EpbFKA0TVOu256YmyKkynAkclzuZxpSyIe1j21JJY9RBPj11TI6t0iNRomxJQ6bq74mcxlqP4tB2xtQM9Lw3Ef/z2pmJLoKcyzQzKNlsUZQJYhIy+Zv0uEJmxMgSyhS3txI2oIoyY9Mp2xC8+ZcXiX9au6x5t2fV+lWRRgkO4QhOwINzqMMNNMAHBn14hld4c4Tz4rw7H7PWJaeYOYA/cD5/AHl1jXQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y25RG+R1TcYqcShT+onWYYQeJcE=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdjVhCf4IXDype/Ufe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7S8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vYfdJIphj5LRKJaIdUouETfcCOwlSqkcSiwGQ6vJ37zEZXmibw3oxSDmPYljzijxkp3T12vW6m6NXcKski8glShQKNb+er0EpbFKA0TVOu256YmyKkynAkclzuZxpSyIe1j21JJY9RBPj11TI6t0iNRomxJQ6bq74mcxlqP4tB2xtQM9Lw3Ef/z2pmJLoKcyzQzKNlsUZQJYhIy+Zv0uEJmxMgSyhS3txI2oIoyY9Mp2xC8+ZcXiX9au6x5t2fV+lWRRgkO4QhOwINzqMMNNMAHBn14hld4c4Tz4rw7H7PWJaeYOYA/cD5/AHl1jXQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y25RG+R1TcYqcShT+onWYYQeJcE=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdjVhCf4IXDype/Ufe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7S8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vYfdJIphj5LRKJaIdUouETfcCOwlSqkcSiwGQ6vJ37zEZXmibw3oxSDmPYljzijxkp3T12vW6m6NXcKski8glShQKNb+er0EpbFKA0TVOu256YmyKkynAkclzuZxpSyIe1j21JJY9RBPj11TI6t0iNRomxJQ6bq74mcxlqP4tB2xtQM9Lw3Ef/z2pmJLoKcyzQzKNlsUZQJYhIy+Zv0uEJmxMgSyhS3txI2oIoyY9Mp2xC8+ZcXiX9au6x5t2fV+lWRRgkO4QhOwINzqMMNNMAHBn14hld4c4Tz4rw7H7PWJaeYOYA/cD5/AHl1jXQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y25RG+R1TcYqcShT+onWYYQeJcE=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWNFYwttKJvtpF262YTdjVhCf4IXDype/Ufe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7S8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vYfdJIphj5LRKJaIdUouETfcCOwlSqkcSiwGQ6vJ37zEZXmibw3oxSDmPYljzijxkp3T12vW6m6NXcKski8glShQKNb+er0EpbFKA0TVOu256YmyKkynAkclzuZxpSyIe1j21JJY9RBPj11TI6t0iNRomxJQ6bq74mcxlqP4tB2xtQM9Lw3Ef/z2pmJLoKcyzQzKNlsUZQJYhIy+Zv0uEJmxMgSyhS3txI2oIoyY9Mp2xC8+ZcXiX9au6x5t2fV+lWRRgkO4QhOwINzqMMNNMAHBn14hld4c4Tz4rw7H7PWJaeYOYA/cD5/AHl1jXQ=</latexit>

xN
<latexit sha1_base64="Wx+RJUeikjNu44xiqxC2DvcDj8o=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxZNUMLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnYgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/naXlldW19dJGeXNre2e3srf/YJJMM+6zRCa6FVLDpVDcR4GSt1LNaRxK3gyH1xO/+ci1EYm6x1HKg5j2lYgEo2gl/6mb3467lapbc6cgi8QrSBUKNLqVr04vYVnMFTJJjWl7bopBTjUKJvm43MkMTykb0j5vW6pozE2QT48dk2Or9EiUaFsKyVT9PZHT2JhRHNrOmOLAzHsT8T+vnWF0EeRCpRlyxWaLokwSTMjkc9ITmjOUI0so08LeStiAasrQ5lO2IXjzLy8S/7R2WfPuzqr1qyKNEhzCEZyAB+dQhxtogA8MBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PWeuSU8wcwB84nz9pFI6d</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wx+RJUeikjNu44xiqxC2DvcDj8o=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxZNUMLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnYgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/naXlldW19dJGeXNre2e3srf/YJJMM+6zRCa6FVLDpVDcR4GSt1LNaRxK3gyH1xO/+ci1EYm6x1HKg5j2lYgEo2gl/6mb3467lapbc6cgi8QrSBUKNLqVr04vYVnMFTJJjWl7bopBTjUKJvm43MkMTykb0j5vW6pozE2QT48dk2Or9EiUaFsKyVT9PZHT2JhRHNrOmOLAzHsT8T+vnWF0EeRCpRlyxWaLokwSTMjkc9ITmjOUI0so08LeStiAasrQ5lO2IXjzLy8S/7R2WfPuzqr1qyKNEhzCEZyAB+dQhxtogA8MBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PWeuSU8wcwB84nz9pFI6d</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wx+RJUeikjNu44xiqxC2DvcDj8o=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxZNUMLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnYgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/naXlldW19dJGeXNre2e3srf/YJJMM+6zRCa6FVLDpVDcR4GSt1LNaRxK3gyH1xO/+ci1EYm6x1HKg5j2lYgEo2gl/6mb3467lapbc6cgi8QrSBUKNLqVr04vYVnMFTJJjWl7bopBTjUKJvm43MkMTykb0j5vW6pozE2QT48dk2Or9EiUaFsKyVT9PZHT2JhRHNrOmOLAzHsT8T+vnWF0EeRCpRlyxWaLokwSTMjkc9ITmjOUI0so08LeStiAasrQ5lO2IXjzLy8S/7R2WfPuzqr1qyKNEhzCEZyAB+dQhxtogA8MBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PWeuSU8wcwB84nz9pFI6d</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wx+RJUeikjNu44xiqxC2DvcDj8o=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxZNUMLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnYgl9Dd48aDi1T/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/naXlldW19dJGeXNre2e3srf/YJJMM+6zRCa6FVLDpVDcR4GSt1LNaRxK3gyH1xO/+ci1EYm6x1HKg5j2lYgEo2gl/6mb3467lapbc6cgi8QrSBUKNLqVr04vYVnMFTJJjWl7bopBTjUKJvm43MkMTykb0j5vW6pozE2QT48dk2Or9EiUaFsKyVT9PZHT2JhRHNrOmOLAzHsT8T+vnWF0EeRCpRlyxWaLokwSTMjkc9ITmjOUI0so08LeStiAasrQ5lO2IXjzLy8S/7R2WfPuzqr1qyKNEhzCEZyAB+dQhxtogA8MBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PWeuSU8wcwB84nz9pFI6d</latexit>

Decoder
GRU

GRU

GRU

y2
<latexit sha1_base64="nr6NaOHAtWZ4PoYe/PY+yJQc8f4=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR1FvRi8eKxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3Q2q4FIr7KFDydqo5jUPJW+HoZuq3nrg2IlEPOE55ENOBEpFgFK10P+7Ve5WqW3NnIMvEK0gVCjR7la9uP2FZzBUySY3peG6KQU41Cib5pNzNDE8pG9EB71iqaMxNkM9OnZBTq/RJlGhbCslM/T2R09iYcRzazpji0Cx6U/E/r5NhdBnkQqUZcsXmi6JMEkzI9G/SF5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0KZTtiF4iy8vE79eu6p5d+fVxnWRRgmO4QTOwIMLaMAtNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWFaeYOYI/cD5/AHx9jXY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nr6NaOHAtWZ4PoYe/PY+yJQc8f4=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR1FvRi8eKxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3Q2q4FIr7KFDydqo5jUPJW+HoZuq3nrg2IlEPOE55ENOBEpFgFK10P+7Ve5WqW3NnIMvEK0gVCjR7la9uP2FZzBUySY3peG6KQU41Cib5pNzNDE8pG9EB71iqaMxNkM9OnZBTq/RJlGhbCslM/T2R09iYcRzazpji0Cx6U/E/r5NhdBnkQqUZcsXmi6JMEkzI9G/SF5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0KZTtiF4iy8vE79eu6p5d+fVxnWRRgmO4QTOwIMLaMAtNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWFaeYOYI/cD5/AHx9jXY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nr6NaOHAtWZ4PoYe/PY+yJQc8f4=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR1FvRi8eKxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3Q2q4FIr7KFDydqo5jUPJW+HoZuq3nrg2IlEPOE55ENOBEpFgFK10P+7Ve5WqW3NnIMvEK0gVCjR7la9uP2FZzBUySY3peG6KQU41Cib5pNzNDE8pG9EB71iqaMxNkM9OnZBTq/RJlGhbCslM/T2R09iYcRzazpji0Cx6U/E/r5NhdBnkQqUZcsXmi6JMEkzI9G/SF5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0KZTtiF4iy8vE79eu6p5d+fVxnWRRgmO4QTOwIMLaMAtNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWFaeYOYI/cD5/AHx9jXY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nr6NaOHAtWZ4PoYe/PY+yJQc8f4=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR1FvRi8eKxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3Q2q4FIr7KFDydqo5jUPJW+HoZuq3nrg2IlEPOE55ENOBEpFgFK10P+7Ve5WqW3NnIMvEK0gVCjR7la9uP2FZzBUySY3peG6KQU41Cib5pNzNDE8pG9EB71iqaMxNkM9OnZBTq/RJlGhbCslM/T2R09iYcRzazpji0Cx6U/E/r5NhdBnkQqUZcsXmi6JMEkzI9G/SF5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0KZTtiF4iy8vE79eu6p5d+fVxnWRRgmO4QTOwIMLaMAtNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWFaeYOYI/cD5/AHx9jXY=</latexit>

yM
<latexit sha1_base64="R2YANiRTZ/qu1LIEVTmqFWbxVyA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FL16EisYW2lA220m7dLMJuxuhhP4ELx5UvPqPvPlv3LY5aPXBwOO9GWbmhang2rjul1NaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3qrt7DzrJFEOfJSJR7ZBqFFyib7gR2E4V0jgU2ApHV1O/9YhK80Tem3GKQUwHkkecUWOlu3HvpletuXV3BvKXeAWpQYFmr/rZ7Scsi1EaJqjWHc9NTZBTZTgTOKl0M40pZSM6wI6lksaog3x26oQcWaVPokTZkobM1J8TOY21Hseh7YypGepFbyr+53UyE50HOZdpZlCy+aIoE8QkZPo36XOFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcamU7EheIsv/yX+Sf2i7t2e1hqXRRplOIBDOAYPzqAB19AEHxgM4Ale4NURzrPz5rzPW0tOMbMPv+B8fAOlTo2R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="R2YANiRTZ/qu1LIEVTmqFWbxVyA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FL16EisYW2lA220m7dLMJuxuhhP4ELx5UvPqPvPlv3LY5aPXBwOO9GWbmhang2rjul1NaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3qrt7DzrJFEOfJSJR7ZBqFFyib7gR2E4V0jgU2ApHV1O/9YhK80Tem3GKQUwHkkecUWOlu3HvpletuXV3BvKXeAWpQYFmr/rZ7Scsi1EaJqjWHc9NTZBTZTgTOKl0M40pZSM6wI6lksaog3x26oQcWaVPokTZkobM1J8TOY21Hseh7YypGepFbyr+53UyE50HOZdpZlCy+aIoE8QkZPo36XOFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcamU7EheIsv/yX+Sf2i7t2e1hqXRRplOIBDOAYPzqAB19AEHxgM4Ale4NURzrPz5rzPW0tOMbMPv+B8fAOlTo2R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="R2YANiRTZ/qu1LIEVTmqFWbxVyA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FL16EisYW2lA220m7dLMJuxuhhP4ELx5UvPqPvPlv3LY5aPXBwOO9GWbmhang2rjul1NaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3qrt7DzrJFEOfJSJR7ZBqFFyib7gR2E4V0jgU2ApHV1O/9YhK80Tem3GKQUwHkkecUWOlu3HvpletuXV3BvKXeAWpQYFmr/rZ7Scsi1EaJqjWHc9NTZBTZTgTOKl0M40pZSM6wI6lksaog3x26oQcWaVPokTZkobM1J8TOY21Hseh7YypGepFbyr+53UyE50HOZdpZlCy+aIoE8QkZPo36XOFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcamU7EheIsv/yX+Sf2i7t2e1hqXRRplOIBDOAYPzqAB19AEHxgM4Ale4NURzrPz5rzPW0tOMbMPv+B8fAOlTo2R</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="R2YANiRTZ/qu1LIEVTmqFWbxVyA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FL16EisYW2lA220m7dLMJuxuhhP4ELx5UvPqPvPlv3LY5aPXBwOO9GWbmhang2rjul1NaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3qrt7DzrJFEOfJSJR7ZBqFFyib7gR2E4V0jgU2ApHV1O/9YhK80Tem3GKQUwHkkecUWOlu3HvpletuXV3BvKXeAWpQYFmr/rZ7Scsi1EaJqjWHc9NTZBTZTgTOKl0M40pZSM6wI6lksaog3x26oQcWaVPokTZkobM1J8TOY21Hseh7YypGepFbyr+53UyE50HOZdpZlCy+aIoE8QkZPo36XOFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcamU7EheIsv/yX+Sf2i7t2e1hqXRRplOIBDOAYPzqAB19AEHxgM4Ale4NURzrPz5rzPW0tOMbMPv+B8fAOlTo2R</latexit>

z0
<latexit sha1_base64="Y1bbwV2pFQWpA/EELDrX3/o6TyQ=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP11/pvzz6oevQSH4Gm0Iqi3oRePE6wbbKWkabqFpWlJUmEb+yRePKh49at489uYbj3o5oOQx3u/H3l5YcaZ0o7zbVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf26fXD4qNJcEuqRlKeyG2JFORPU00xz2s0kxUnIaScc3RZ+54lKxVLxoMcZ9RM8ECxmBGsjBXa9H6Y8UuPEXGgSOIHdcJrOHGiVuCVpQIl2YH/1o5TkCRWacKxUz3Uy7U+x1IxwOqv1c0UzTEZ4QHuGCpxQ5U/nwWfo1CgRilNpjtBorv7emOJEFdnMZIL1UC17hfif18t1fOVPmchyTQVZPBTnHOkUFS2giElKNB8bgolkJisiQywx0aarminBXf7yKvHOm9dN9/6i0bop26jCMZzAGbhwCS24gzZ4QCCHZ3iFN2tivVjv1sditGKVO0fwB9bnD/IhktE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y1bbwV2pFQWpA/EELDrX3/o6TyQ=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP11/pvzz6oevQSH4Gm0Iqi3oRePE6wbbKWkabqFpWlJUmEb+yRePKh49at489uYbj3o5oOQx3u/H3l5YcaZ0o7zbVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf26fXD4qNJcEuqRlKeyG2JFORPU00xz2s0kxUnIaScc3RZ+54lKxVLxoMcZ9RM8ECxmBGsjBXa9H6Y8UuPEXGgSOIHdcJrOHGiVuCVpQIl2YH/1o5TkCRWacKxUz3Uy7U+x1IxwOqv1c0UzTEZ4QHuGCpxQ5U/nwWfo1CgRilNpjtBorv7emOJEFdnMZIL1UC17hfif18t1fOVPmchyTQVZPBTnHOkUFS2giElKNB8bgolkJisiQywx0aarminBXf7yKvHOm9dN9/6i0bop26jCMZzAGbhwCS24gzZ4QCCHZ3iFN2tivVjv1sditGKVO0fwB9bnD/IhktE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y1bbwV2pFQWpA/EELDrX3/o6TyQ=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP11/pvzz6oevQSH4Gm0Iqi3oRePE6wbbKWkabqFpWlJUmEb+yRePKh49at489uYbj3o5oOQx3u/H3l5YcaZ0o7zbVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf26fXD4qNJcEuqRlKeyG2JFORPU00xz2s0kxUnIaScc3RZ+54lKxVLxoMcZ9RM8ECxmBGsjBXa9H6Y8UuPEXGgSOIHdcJrOHGiVuCVpQIl2YH/1o5TkCRWacKxUz3Uy7U+x1IxwOqv1c0UzTEZ4QHuGCpxQ5U/nwWfo1CgRilNpjtBorv7emOJEFdnMZIL1UC17hfif18t1fOVPmchyTQVZPBTnHOkUFS2giElKNB8bgolkJisiQywx0aarminBXf7yKvHOm9dN9/6i0bop26jCMZzAGbhwCS24gzZ4QCCHZ3iFN2tivVjv1sditGKVO0fwB9bnD/IhktE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y1bbwV2pFQWpA/EELDrX3/o6TyQ=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP11/pvzz6oevQSH4Gm0Iqi3oRePE6wbbKWkabqFpWlJUmEb+yRePKh49at489uYbj3o5oOQx3u/H3l5YcaZ0o7zbVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf26fXD4qNJcEuqRlKeyG2JFORPU00xz2s0kxUnIaScc3RZ+54lKxVLxoMcZ9RM8ECxmBGsjBXa9H6Y8UuPEXGgSOIHdcJrOHGiVuCVpQIl2YH/1o5TkCRWacKxUz3Uy7U+x1IxwOqv1c0UzTEZ4QHuGCpxQ5U/nwWfo1CgRilNpjtBorv7emOJEFdnMZIL1UC17hfif18t1fOVPmchyTQVZPBTnHOkUFS2giElKNB8bgolkJisiQywx0aarminBXf7yKvHOm9dN9/6i0bop26jCMZzAGbhwCS24gzZ4QCCHZ3iFN2tivVjv1sditGKVO0fwB9bnD/IhktE=</latexit>

z1
<latexit sha1_base64="jO25FijPwOO/lyVm1CvRyTQWwPc=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP11/pvzz6oevQSH4Gm0Iqi3oRePE6wbbKWkabqFpWlJUmEb+yRePKh49at489uYbj3o5oOQx3u/H3l5YcaZ0o7zbVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf26fXD4qNJcEuqRlKeyG2JFORPU00xz2s0kxUnIaScc3RZ+54lKxVLxoMcZ9RM8ECxmBGsjBXa9H6Y8UuPEXGgSuIHdcJrOHGiVuCVpQIl2YH/1o5TkCRWacKxUz3Uy7U+x1IxwOqv1c0UzTEZ4QHuGCpxQ5U/nwWfo1CgRilNpjtBorv7emOJEFdnMZIL1UC17hfif18t1fOVPmchyTQVZPBTnHOkUFS2giElKNB8bgolkJisiQywx0aarminBXf7yKvHOm9dN9/6i0bop26jCMZzAGbhwCS24gzZ4QCCHZ3iFN2tivVjv1sditGKVO0fwB9bnD/OkktI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jO25FijPwOO/lyVm1CvRyTQWwPc=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP11/pvzz6oevQSH4Gm0Iqi3oRePE6wbbKWkabqFpWlJUmEb+yRePKh49at489uYbj3o5oOQx3u/H3l5YcaZ0o7zbVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf26fXD4qNJcEuqRlKeyG2JFORPU00xz2s0kxUnIaScc3RZ+54lKxVLxoMcZ9RM8ECxmBGsjBXa9H6Y8UuPEXGgSuIHdcJrOHGiVuCVpQIl2YH/1o5TkCRWacKxUz3Uy7U+x1IxwOqv1c0UzTEZ4QHuGCpxQ5U/nwWfo1CgRilNpjtBorv7emOJEFdnMZIL1UC17hfif18t1fOVPmchyTQVZPBTnHOkUFS2giElKNB8bgolkJisiQywx0aarminBXf7yKvHOm9dN9/6i0bop26jCMZzAGbhwCS24gzZ4QCCHZ3iFN2tivVjv1sditGKVO0fwB9bnD/OkktI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jO25FijPwOO/lyVm1CvRyTQWwPc=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP11/pvzz6oevQSH4Gm0Iqi3oRePE6wbbKWkabqFpWlJUmEb+yRePKh49at489uYbj3o5oOQx3u/H3l5YcaZ0o7zbVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf26fXD4qNJcEuqRlKeyG2JFORPU00xz2s0kxUnIaScc3RZ+54lKxVLxoMcZ9RM8ECxmBGsjBXa9H6Y8UuPEXGgSuIHdcJrOHGiVuCVpQIl2YH/1o5TkCRWacKxUz3Uy7U+x1IxwOqv1c0UzTEZ4QHuGCpxQ5U/nwWfo1CgRilNpjtBorv7emOJEFdnMZIL1UC17hfif18t1fOVPmchyTQVZPBTnHOkUFS2giElKNB8bgolkJisiQywx0aarminBXf7yKvHOm9dN9/6i0bop26jCMZzAGbhwCS24gzZ4QCCHZ3iFN2tivVjv1sditGKVO0fwB9bnD/OkktI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jO25FijPwOO/lyVm1CvRyTQWwPc=">AAAB93icbVBPS8MwHP11/pvzz6oevQSH4Gm0Iqi3oRePE6wbbKWkabqFpWlJUmEb+yRePKh49at489uYbj3o5oOQx3u/H3l5YcaZ0o7zbVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf26fXD4qNJcEuqRlKeyG2JFORPU00xz2s0kxUnIaScc3RZ+54lKxVLxoMcZ9RM8ECxmBGsjBXa9H6Y8UuPEXGgSuIHdcJrOHGiVuCVpQIl2YH/1o5TkCRWacKxUz3Uy7U+x1IxwOqv1c0UzTEZ4QHuGCpxQ5U/nwWfo1CgRilNpjtBorv7emOJEFdnMZIL1UC17hfif18t1fOVPmchyTQVZPBTnHOkUFS2giElKNB8bgolkJisiQywx0aarminBXf7yKvHOm9dN9/6i0bop26jCMZzAGbhwCS24gzZ4QCCHZ3iFN2tivVjv1sditGKVO0fwB9bnD/OkktI=</latexit>

zK�1
<latexit sha1_base64="Y/C32pNahBwahObgcWVnDh/VMRY=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/TXf0EhyCF0crgnobehG8TLBusJWSpukWliYlSYVa5lfx4kHFq1/Em9/GdOtBNx+EPN77/cjLCxJGlbbtb6uytLyyulZdr21sbm3v1Hf37pVIJSYuFkzIXoAUYZQTV1PNSC+RBMUBI91gfFX43QciFRX8TmcJ8WI05DSiGGkj+fXGIBAsVFlsLvjo5zfHzsSvN+2WPQVcJE5JmqBEx69/DUKB05hwjRlSqu/YifZyJDXFjExqg1SRBOExGpK+oRzFRHn5NPwEHholhJGQ5nANp+rvjRzFqshnJmOkR2reK8T/vH6qo3MvpzxJNeF49lCUMqgFLJqAIZUEa5YZgrCkJivEIyQR1qavminBmf/yInFPWhct5/a02b4s26iCfXAAjoADzkAbXIMOcAEGGXgGr+DNerJerHfrYzZascqdBvgD6/MHzi2Uag==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/C32pNahBwahObgcWVnDh/VMRY=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/TXf0EhyCF0crgnobehG8TLBusJWSpukWliYlSYVa5lfx4kHFq1/Em9/GdOtBNx+EPN77/cjLCxJGlbbtb6uytLyyulZdr21sbm3v1Hf37pVIJSYuFkzIXoAUYZQTV1PNSC+RBMUBI91gfFX43QciFRX8TmcJ8WI05DSiGGkj+fXGIBAsVFlsLvjo5zfHzsSvN+2WPQVcJE5JmqBEx69/DUKB05hwjRlSqu/YifZyJDXFjExqg1SRBOExGpK+oRzFRHn5NPwEHholhJGQ5nANp+rvjRzFqshnJmOkR2reK8T/vH6qo3MvpzxJNeF49lCUMqgFLJqAIZUEa5YZgrCkJivEIyQR1qavminBmf/yInFPWhct5/a02b4s26iCfXAAjoADzkAbXIMOcAEGGXgGr+DNerJerHfrYzZascqdBvgD6/MHzi2Uag==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/C32pNahBwahObgcWVnDh/VMRY=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/TXf0EhyCF0crgnobehG8TLBusJWSpukWliYlSYVa5lfx4kHFq1/Em9/GdOtBNx+EPN77/cjLCxJGlbbtb6uytLyyulZdr21sbm3v1Hf37pVIJSYuFkzIXoAUYZQTV1PNSC+RBMUBI91gfFX43QciFRX8TmcJ8WI05DSiGGkj+fXGIBAsVFlsLvjo5zfHzsSvN+2WPQVcJE5JmqBEx69/DUKB05hwjRlSqu/YifZyJDXFjExqg1SRBOExGpK+oRzFRHn5NPwEHholhJGQ5nANp+rvjRzFqshnJmOkR2reK8T/vH6qo3MvpzxJNeF49lCUMqgFLJqAIZUEa5YZgrCkJivEIyQR1qavminBmf/yInFPWhct5/a02b4s26iCfXAAjoADzkAbXIMOcAEGGXgGr+DNerJerHfrYzZascqdBvgD6/MHzi2Uag==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/C32pNahBwahObgcWVnDh/VMRY=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/TXf0EhyCF0crgnobehG8TLBusJWSpukWliYlSYVa5lfx4kHFq1/Em9/GdOtBNx+EPN77/cjLCxJGlbbtb6uytLyyulZdr21sbm3v1Hf37pVIJSYuFkzIXoAUYZQTV1PNSC+RBMUBI91gfFX43QciFRX8TmcJ8WI05DSiGGkj+fXGIBAsVFlsLvjo5zfHzsSvN+2WPQVcJE5JmqBEx69/DUKB05hwjRlSqu/YifZyJDXFjExqg1SRBOExGpK+oRzFRHn5NPwEHholhJGQ5nANp+rvjRzFqshnJmOkR2reK8T/vH6qo3MvpzxJNeF49lCUMqgFLJqAIZUEa5YZgrCkJivEIyQR1qavminBmf/yInFPWhct5/a02b4s26iCfXAAjoADzkAbXIMOcAEGGXgGr+DNerJerHfrYzZascqdBvgD6/MHzi2Uag==</latexit>

zK
<latexit sha1_base64="nUTd1VeURH8KNG6ZFTY7nkGSoj4=">AAAB+XicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/dXr0EhyCp9GKoN6GXgQvE6wbbKWkabqFpUlJUmXWfRQvHlS8+k28+W1Mtx5080HI473fj7y8MGVUacf5tipLyyura9X12sbm1vaOXd+9UyKTmHhYMCG7IVKEUU48TTUj3VQSlISMdMLRZeF37olUVPBbPU6Jn6ABpzHFSBspsOv9ULBIjRNzwccgv54EdsNpOlPAReKWpAFKtAP7qx8JnCWEa8yQUj3XSbWfI6kpZmRS62eKpAiP0ID0DOUoIcrPp9En8NAoEYyFNIdrOFV/b+QoUUU6M5kgPVTzXiH+5/UyHZ/5OeVppgnHs4fijEEtYNEDjKgkWLOxIQhLarJCPEQSYW3aqpkS3PkvLxLvuHnedG9OGq2Lso0q2AcH4Ai44BS0wBVoAw9g8ACewSt4s56sF+vd+piNVqxyZw/8gfX5A+iPk/g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nUTd1VeURH8KNG6ZFTY7nkGSoj4=">AAAB+XicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/dXr0EhyCp9GKoN6GXgQvE6wbbKWkabqFpUlJUmXWfRQvHlS8+k28+W1Mtx5080HI473fj7y8MGVUacf5tipLyyura9X12sbm1vaOXd+9UyKTmHhYMCG7IVKEUU48TTUj3VQSlISMdMLRZeF37olUVPBbPU6Jn6ABpzHFSBspsOv9ULBIjRNzwccgv54EdsNpOlPAReKWpAFKtAP7qx8JnCWEa8yQUj3XSbWfI6kpZmRS62eKpAiP0ID0DOUoIcrPp9En8NAoEYyFNIdrOFV/b+QoUUU6M5kgPVTzXiH+5/UyHZ/5OeVppgnHs4fijEEtYNEDjKgkWLOxIQhLarJCPEQSYW3aqpkS3PkvLxLvuHnedG9OGq2Lso0q2AcH4Ai44BS0wBVoAw9g8ACewSt4s56sF+vd+piNVqxyZw/8gfX5A+iPk/g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nUTd1VeURH8KNG6ZFTY7nkGSoj4=">AAAB+XicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/dXr0EhyCp9GKoN6GXgQvE6wbbKWkabqFpUlJUmXWfRQvHlS8+k28+W1Mtx5080HI473fj7y8MGVUacf5tipLyyura9X12sbm1vaOXd+9UyKTmHhYMCG7IVKEUU48TTUj3VQSlISMdMLRZeF37olUVPBbPU6Jn6ABpzHFSBspsOv9ULBIjRNzwccgv54EdsNpOlPAReKWpAFKtAP7qx8JnCWEa8yQUj3XSbWfI6kpZmRS62eKpAiP0ID0DOUoIcrPp9En8NAoEYyFNIdrOFV/b+QoUUU6M5kgPVTzXiH+5/UyHZ/5OeVppgnHs4fijEEtYNEDjKgkWLOxIQhLarJCPEQSYW3aqpkS3PkvLxLvuHnedG9OGq2Lso0q2AcH4Ai44BS0wBVoAw9g8ACewSt4s56sF+vd+piNVqxyZw/8gfX5A+iPk/g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nUTd1VeURH8KNG6ZFTY7nkGSoj4=">AAAB+XicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/dXr0EhyCp9GKoN6GXgQvE6wbbKWkabqFpUlJUmXWfRQvHlS8+k28+W1Mtx5080HI473fj7y8MGVUacf5tipLyyura9X12sbm1vaOXd+9UyKTmHhYMCG7IVKEUU48TTUj3VQSlISMdMLRZeF37olUVPBbPU6Jn6ABpzHFSBspsOv9ULBIjRNzwccgv54EdsNpOlPAReKWpAFKtAP7qx8JnCWEa8yQUj3XSbWfI6kpZmRS62eKpAiP0ID0DOUoIcrPp9En8NAoEYyFNIdrOFV/b+QoUUU6M5kgPVTzXiH+5/UyHZ/5OeVppgnHs4fijEEtYNEDjKgkWLOxIQhLarJCPEQSYW3aqpkS3PkvLxLvuHnedG9OGq2Lso0q2AcH4Ai44BS0wBVoAw9g8ACewSt4s56sF+vd+piNVqxyZw/8gfX5A+iPk/g=</latexit>

Householder Flow

GRU

GRU

GRU

yM�1
<latexit sha1_base64="R3rac+CwYmQS8s7vxV1IB1+5n9I=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSQiqLeiFy9CBWMLbSib7aZdutmE3YlQQn+EFw8qXv0/3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhakUBl3321laXlldWy9tlDe3tnd2K3v7jybJNOM+S2SiWyE1XArFfRQoeSvVnMah5M1weDPxm09cG5GoBxylPIhpX4lIMIpWao66+d2pN+5Wqm7NnYIsEq8gVSjQ6Fa+Or2EZTFXyCQ1pu25KQY51SiY5ONyJzM8pWxI+7xtqaIxN0E+PXdMjq3SI1GibSkkU/X3RE5jY0ZxaDtjigMz703E/7x2htFlkAuVZsgVmy2KMkkwIZPfSU9ozlCOLKFMC3srYQOqKUObUNmG4M2/vEj8s9pVzbs/r9avizRKcAhHcAIeXEAdbqEBPjAYwjO8wpuTOi/Ou/Mxa11yipkD+APn8wdE448P</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="R3rac+CwYmQS8s7vxV1IB1+5n9I=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSQiqLeiFy9CBWMLbSib7aZdutmE3YlQQn+EFw8qXv0/3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhakUBl3321laXlldWy9tlDe3tnd2K3v7jybJNOM+S2SiWyE1XArFfRQoeSvVnMah5M1weDPxm09cG5GoBxylPIhpX4lIMIpWao66+d2pN+5Wqm7NnYIsEq8gVSjQ6Fa+Or2EZTFXyCQ1pu25KQY51SiY5ONyJzM8pWxI+7xtqaIxN0E+PXdMjq3SI1GibSkkU/X3RE5jY0ZxaDtjigMz703E/7x2htFlkAuVZsgVmy2KMkkwIZPfSU9ozlCOLKFMC3srYQOqKUObUNmG4M2/vEj8s9pVzbs/r9avizRKcAhHcAIeXEAdbqEBPjAYwjO8wpuTOi/Ou/Mxa11yipkD+APn8wdE448P</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="R3rac+CwYmQS8s7vxV1IB1+5n9I=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSQiqLeiFy9CBWMLbSib7aZdutmE3YlQQn+EFw8qXv0/3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhakUBl3321laXlldWy9tlDe3tnd2K3v7jybJNOM+S2SiWyE1XArFfRQoeSvVnMah5M1weDPxm09cG5GoBxylPIhpX4lIMIpWao66+d2pN+5Wqm7NnYIsEq8gVSjQ6Fa+Or2EZTFXyCQ1pu25KQY51SiY5ONyJzM8pWxI+7xtqaIxN0E+PXdMjq3SI1GibSkkU/X3RE5jY0ZxaDtjigMz703E/7x2htFlkAuVZsgVmy2KMkkwIZPfSU9ozlCOLKFMC3srYQOqKUObUNmG4M2/vEj8s9pVzbs/r9avizRKcAhHcAIeXEAdbqEBPjAYwjO8wpuTOi/Ou/Mxa11yipkD+APn8wdE448P</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="R3rac+CwYmQS8s7vxV1IB1+5n9I=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSQiqLeiFy9CBWMLbSib7aZdutmE3YlQQn+EFw8qXv0/3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhakUBl3321laXlldWy9tlDe3tnd2K3v7jybJNOM+S2SiWyE1XArFfRQoeSvVnMah5M1weDPxm09cG5GoBxylPIhpX4lIMIpWao66+d2pN+5Wqm7NnYIsEq8gVSjQ6Fa+Or2EZTFXyCQ1pu25KQY51SiY5ONyJzM8pWxI+7xtqaIxN0E+PXdMjq3SI1GibSkkU/X3RE5jY0ZxaDtjigMz703E/7x2htFlkAuVZsgVmy2KMkkwIZPfSU9ozlCOLKFMC3srYQOqKUObUNmG4M2/vEj8s9pVzbs/r9avizRKcAhHcAIeXEAdbqEBPjAYwjO8wpuTOi/Ou/Mxa11yipkD+APn8wdE448P</latexit>

y0
<latexit sha1_base64="B5TiSo82PjIhie7nADau34mRpN8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpftxze9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2FZzBUySY3peG6KQU41Cib5pNLNDE8pG9EB71iqaMxNkM9OnZATq/RJlGhbCslM/T2R09iYcRzazpji0Cx6U/E/r5NhdBnkQqUZcsXmi6JMEkzI9G/SF5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0KZTsSF4iy8vE/+sflX37s5rjesijTIcwTGcggcX0IBbaIIPDAbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/AHl3jXQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B5TiSo82PjIhie7nADau34mRpN8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpftxze9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2FZzBUySY3peG6KQU41Cib5pNLNDE8pG9EB71iqaMxNkM9OnZATq/RJlGhbCslM/T2R09iYcRzazpji0Cx6U/E/r5NhdBnkQqUZcsXmi6JMEkzI9G/SF5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0KZTsSF4iy8vE/+sflX37s5rjesijTIcwTGcggcX0IBbaIIPDAbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/AHl3jXQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B5TiSo82PjIhie7nADau34mRpN8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpftxze9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2FZzBUySY3peG6KQU41Cib5pNLNDE8pG9EB71iqaMxNkM9OnZATq/RJlGhbCslM/T2R09iYcRzazpji0Cx6U/E/r5NhdBnkQqUZcsXmi6JMEkzI9G/SF5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0KZTsSF4iy8vE/+sflX37s5rjesijTIcwTGcggcX0IBbaIIPDAbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/AHl3jXQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B5TiSo82PjIhie7nADau34mRpN8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpftxze9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2FZzBUySY3peG6KQU41Cib5pNLNDE8pG9EB71iqaMxNkM9OnZATq/RJlGhbCslM/T2R09iYcRzazpji0Cx6U/E/r5NhdBnkQqUZcsXmi6JMEkzI9G/SF5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0KZTsSF4iy8vE/+sflX37s5rjesijTIcwTGcggcX0IBbaIIPDAbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/AHl3jXQ=</latexit>

y1
<latexit sha1_base64="QlpJwAve1KURFhYQWfK18h100tg=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQQ+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN0vp7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O7V9w8eTJJpxn2WyER3Q2q4FIr7KFDybqo5jUPJO+HkZuZ3Hrk2IlH3mKc8iOlIiUgwilby80HhTQf1htt05yB/iVeSBpRoD+qf/WHCspgrZJIa0/PcFIOCahRM8mmtnxmeUjahI96zVNGYm6CYHzslJ1YZkijRthSSufpzoqCxMXkc2s6Y4tgsezPxP6+XYXQZFEKlGXLFFouiTBJMyOxzMhSaM5S5JZRpYW8lbEw1ZWjzqdkQvOWX/xL/rHnV9O7OG63rMo0qHMExnIIHF9CCW2iDDwwEPMELvDrKeXbenPdFa8UpZw7hF5yPbz6njoE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QlpJwAve1KURFhYQWfK18h100tg=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQQ+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN0vp7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O7V9w8eTJJpxn2WyER3Q2q4FIr7KFDybqo5jUPJO+HkZuZ3Hrk2IlH3mKc8iOlIiUgwilby80HhTQf1htt05yB/iVeSBpRoD+qf/WHCspgrZJIa0/PcFIOCahRM8mmtnxmeUjahI96zVNGYm6CYHzslJ1YZkijRthSSufpzoqCxMXkc2s6Y4tgsezPxP6+XYXQZFEKlGXLFFouiTBJMyOxzMhSaM5S5JZRpYW8lbEw1ZWjzqdkQvOWX/xL/rHnV9O7OG63rMo0qHMExnIIHF9CCW2iDDwwEPMELvDrKeXbenPdFa8UpZw7hF5yPbz6njoE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QlpJwAve1KURFhYQWfK18h100tg=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQQ+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN0vp7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O7V9w8eTJJpxn2WyER3Q2q4FIr7KFDybqo5jUPJO+HkZuZ3Hrk2IlH3mKc8iOlIiUgwilby80HhTQf1htt05yB/iVeSBpRoD+qf/WHCspgrZJIa0/PcFIOCahRM8mmtnxmeUjahI96zVNGYm6CYHzslJ1YZkijRthSSufpzoqCxMXkc2s6Y4tgsezPxP6+XYXQZFEKlGXLFFouiTBJMyOxzMhSaM5S5JZRpYW8lbEw1ZWjzqdkQvOWX/xL/rHnV9O7OG63rMo0qHMExnIIHF9CCW2iDDwwEPMELvDrKeXbenPdFa8UpZw7hF5yPbz6njoE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QlpJwAve1KURFhYQWfK18h100tg=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQQ+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN0vp7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O7V9w8eTJJpxn2WyER3Q2q4FIr7KFDybqo5jUPJO+HkZuZ3Hrk2IlH3mKc8iOlIiUgwilby80HhTQf1htt05yB/iVeSBpRoD+qf/WHCspgrZJIa0/PcFIOCahRM8mmtnxmeUjahI96zVNGYm6CYHzslJ1YZkijRthSSufpzoqCxMXkc2s6Y4tgsezPxP6+XYXQZFEKlGXLFFouiTBJMyOxzMhSaM5S5JZRpYW8lbEw1ZWjzqdkQvOWX/xL/rHnV9O7OG63rMo0qHMExnIIHF9CCW2iDDwwEPMELvDrKeXbenPdFa8UpZw7hF5yPbz6njoE=</latexit>

y1
<latexit sha1_base64="QlpJwAve1KURFhYQWfK18h100tg=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQQ+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN0vp7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O7V9w8eTJJpxn2WyER3Q2q4FIr7KFDybqo5jUPJO+HkZuZ3Hrk2IlH3mKc8iOlIiUgwilby80HhTQf1htt05yB/iVeSBpRoD+qf/WHCspgrZJIa0/PcFIOCahRM8mmtnxmeUjahI96zVNGYm6CYHzslJ1YZkijRthSSufpzoqCxMXkc2s6Y4tgsezPxP6+XYXQZFEKlGXLFFouiTBJMyOxzMhSaM5S5JZRpYW8lbEw1ZWjzqdkQvOWX/xL/rHnV9O7OG63rMo0qHMExnIIHF9CCW2iDDwwEPMELvDrKeXbenPdFa8UpZw7hF5yPbz6njoE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QlpJwAve1KURFhYQWfK18h100tg=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQQ+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN0vp7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O7V9w8eTJJpxn2WyER3Q2q4FIr7KFDybqo5jUPJO+HkZuZ3Hrk2IlH3mKc8iOlIiUgwilby80HhTQf1htt05yB/iVeSBpRoD+qf/WHCspgrZJIa0/PcFIOCahRM8mmtnxmeUjahI96zVNGYm6CYHzslJ1YZkijRthSSufpzoqCxMXkc2s6Y4tgsezPxP6+XYXQZFEKlGXLFFouiTBJMyOxzMhSaM5S5JZRpYW8lbEw1ZWjzqdkQvOWX/xL/rHnV9O7OG63rMo0qHMExnIIHF9CCW2iDDwwEPMELvDrKeXbenPdFa8UpZw7hF5yPbz6njoE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QlpJwAve1KURFhYQWfK18h100tg=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQQ+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN0vp7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O7V9w8eTJJpxn2WyER3Q2q4FIr7KFDybqo5jUPJO+HkZuZ3Hrk2IlH3mKc8iOlIiUgwilby80HhTQf1htt05yB/iVeSBpRoD+qf/WHCspgrZJIa0/PcFIOCahRM8mmtnxmeUjahI96zVNGYm6CYHzslJ1YZkijRthSSufpzoqCxMXkc2s6Y4tgsezPxP6+XYXQZFEKlGXLFFouiTBJMyOxzMhSaM5S5JZRpYW8lbEw1ZWjzqdkQvOWX/xL/rHnV9O7OG63rMo0qHMExnIIHF9CCW2iDDwwEPMELvDrKeXbenPdFa8UpZw7hF5yPbz6njoE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QlpJwAve1KURFhYQWfK18h100tg=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQQ+hu8eFDx6h/y5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN0vp7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O7V9w8eTJJpxn2WyER3Q2q4FIr7KFDybqo5jUPJO+HkZuZ3Hrk2IlH3mKc8iOlIiUgwilby80HhTQf1htt05yB/iVeSBpRoD+qf/WHCspgrZJIa0/PcFIOCahRM8mmtnxmeUjahI96zVNGYm6CYHzslJ1YZkijRthSSufpzoqCxMXkc2s6Y4tgsezPxP6+XYXQZFEKlGXLFFouiTBJMyOxzMhSaM5S5JZRpYW8lbEw1ZWjzqdkQvOWX/xL/rHnV9O7OG63rMo0qHMExnIIHF9CCW2iDDwwEPMELvDrKeXbenPdFa8UpZw7hF5yPbz6njoE=</latexit>

Attention

(b) The extension to text sum-
marization.

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the proposed Topic-Guided Variational Autoencoder (TG-
VAE) for text generation.

topics. In the inference phase, we initialize the latent code from a GMM generated

via the encoder, and apply the invertiable Householder transformation [BS94, SB95]

to derive the latent code with high flexibility and low complexity.

As shown in Figure 4.1(b), besides unconditional text generation, the proposed

model can be extended for conditional text generation, i.e., abstractive text summa-

rization [NZG+16] with an attention module. By injecting the topics learned by our

model (semantic information), we are able to make better use of the source document

and improve a sequence-to-sequence summarization model [SVL14].

We highlight the contributions of our model as follows: (i) A new Topic-Guided

VAE (TGVAE) model is proposed for text generation with designated topic guid-

ance. (ii) For the model inference, Householder flow is introduced to transform a

relatively simple mixture distribution into an arbitrarily flexible approximate poste-

rior, achieving powerful approximate posterior inference. (iii) Experiments for both

unconditional and conditional text generation demonstrate the effectiveness of the

proposed approach.
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4.2 Model Formulation

The proposed TGVAE, as illustrated in Figure 4.1(a)1, consists of two modules:

a neural topic model (NTM) and a neural sequence model (NSM). The NTM aims to

capture long-range semantic meaning across the document, while the NSM is designed

to generate a sentence with designated topic guidance.

4.2.1 Neural Topic Model

Let d ∈ ZD+ denote the bag-of-words representation of a document, with Z+ de-

noting non-negative integers. D is the vocabulary size, and each element of d reflects

a count of the number of times the corresponding word occurs in the document. Let

an represent the topic assignment for word wn. Following [MGB17], a Gaussian ran-

dom vector is passed through a softmax function to parameterize the multinomial

document topic distributions. Specifically, the generative process of the NTM is

θ ∼ N (0, I), t = g(θ) , (4.1)

an ∼ Discrete(t), wn ∼ Discrete(βan) ,

where N (0, I) is an isotropic Gaussian distribution, g(·) is a transformation function

that maps sample θ to the topic embedding t, defined here as g(θ) = softmax(Ŵθ+

b̂), where Ŵ and b̂ are trainable parameters; βan represents the distribution over

words for topic an; n ∈ [1, Nd], and Nd is the number of words in the document. The

1(a) For generation (the red arrows), the topics inferred from a neural topic model are used to guide
a Gaussian mixture prior of the latent code, which is further fed into the decoder to generate
a sentence. For inference (the black arrows), the sentence is encoded into a vector and then
propagated through the Householder flow to obtain the approximate posterior. (b) An attention
module is further added for text summarization. The same neural topic model is also applied,
but omitted here for simplicity of illustration. “LT” denotes a linear transformation.
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marginal likelihood for document d is:

p(d|β) =

∫
t

p(t)
∏

n

∑
an
p(wn|βan)p(an|t)dt (4.2)

=

∫
t

p(t)
∏

n
p(wn|β, t)dt

=

∫
t

p(t)p(d|β, t)dt =

∫
θ

p(θ)p(d|β,θ)dθ .

The second equation in (4.2) holds because we can marginalize out the sampled

topic words an by

p(wn|β, t) =
∑

an
p(wn|βan)p(an|t) = βt , (4.3)

where β = {βi}Ti=1 are trainable parameters of the decoder; T is the number of

topics and each βi ∈ RD is a topic distribution over words (all elements of βi are

nonnegative, and sum to one).

4.2.2 Neural Sequence Model

Our neural sequence model for text generation is built upon the VAE proposed

in [BVV+15]. Specifically, a continuous latent code z is first generated from some

prior distribution p(z), based on which the text sequence y is then generated from

a conditional distribution p(y|z) parameterized by a neural network (often called

the decoder). Since the model incorporates a latent variable z that modulates the

entire generation of the sentence, it should be able to capture the high-level source

of variation in the data.

Topic-Guided Gaussian Mixture Prior The aforementioned intuition is hard to

be captured by a standard VAE, simply imposing a Gaussian prior on top of z, since
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the semantic information associated with a document intrinsically contains different

subgroups (such as topics, sentiment, etc.). In our model, we consider incorporating

the topic information into latent variables. Our model assumes each z is drawn from

a topic-dependent GMM, that is,

p(z|β, t) =
∑T

i=1
tiN (µ(βi),σ

2(βi))

µ(βi) = fµ(βi)

σ2(βi) = diag(exp (fσ(βi))) , (4.4)

where ti is the usage of topic i in a document and βi is the i-th topic distribution over

words. Both of them are inherited from the NTM discussed above. Both fµ(·) and

fσ(·) are implemented as feedforward neural networks, with trainable parameters Wµ

and Wσ, respectively. Compared with a normal GMM prior that sets each mixture

component to be N (0, I), the proposed topic guided GMM prior provides semantic

meaning for each mixture component, and hence makes the model more interpretable

and controllable for text generation.

Decoder The likelihood of a word sequence y = {ym}Mm=1 conditioned on the latent

code z is defined as:

p(y|z) = p(y1|z)
∏M

m=2
p(ym|y1:m−1, z)

= p(y1|z)
∏M

m=2
p(ym|hm) , (4.5)

where the conditional probability of each word ym given all the previous words y1:m−1

and the latent code z is defined through the hidden state hm: hm = f(hm−1, ym−1, z),

where the function f(·) is implemented as a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) cell [CVMG+14]
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in our experiments.

4.2.3 Inference

The proposed model (see Figure 4.1(a)) takes the bag-of-words as input and em-

beds a document into a topic vector. The topic vector is then used to reconstruct the

bag-of-words input, and the learned topic distribution over words is used to model a

topic-dependent prior to generate a sentence in the VAE setup. Specifically, the joint

marginal likelihood can be written as:

p(y,d|β) =

∫
θ

∫
z

p(θ)p(d|β,θ)

· p(z|β,θ)p(y|z) dθdz . (4.6)

Since direct optimization of (4.6) is intractable, auto-encoding variational Bayes is

employed [KW13]. Denote q(θ|d) and q(z|y) as the variational distributions for θ

and z, respectively. The variational objective function, also called the evidence lower

bound (ELBO), is constructed as

L =Eq(θ|d) [log p(d|β,θ)]−KL (q(θ|d)||p(θ))︸ ︷︷ ︸
neural topic model,Lt

+ (4.7)

Eq(z|y) [log p(y|z)]− Eq(θ|d) [KL (q(z|y)||p(z|β,θ))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
neural sequence model,Ls

.

By assuming

q(θ|d) = N (θ|gµ(d), diag(exp (gσ(d)))),

where both gµ(·) and gσ(·) are implemented as feed-forward neural networks, the
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re-parameterization trick [KW13] can be applied directly to build an unbiased and

low-variance gradient estimator for the Lt term in (4.7). Below, we discuss in detail

how to approximate the Ls term in (4.7) and infer an arbitrarily complex posterior

for z. Note that z is henceforth represented as zK in preparation for the introduction

of Householder flows.

4.2.4 Householder Flow for Approximate Posterior

Householder flow [ZLCC17, TW16, ZCLC18] is a volume-preserving normalizing

flow [RM15], capable of constructing an arbitrarily complex posterior qK(zK |y) from

an initial random variable z0 with distribution q0, by composing a sequence of invert-

ible mappings, i.e., zK = fK ◦ · · · ◦ f2 ◦ f1(z0). By repeatedly applying the chain rule

and using the property of Jacobians of invertible functions, qK(zK |y) is expressed as:

log qK(zK |y) = log q0(z0|y)−
∑K

k=1
log
∣∣∣ det

∂fk
∂zk−1

∣∣∣ , (4.8)

where | det ∂fk
∂zk−1

| is the absolute value of the Jacobian determinant. Therefore, the

Ls term in (4.7) may be rewritten as

Eq0(z0|y)[log p(y|zK)] +
∑K

k=1
log
∣∣∣ det

∂fk
∂zk−1

∣∣∣
−Eq(θ|d) [KL(q0(z0|y)||p(zK |β,θ))] . (4.9)

Here q0(z0|y) is also specified as a GMM, i.e., q0(z0|y) =
∑T

i=1 πi(y)N (µi(y),σ2
i (y)).

As illustrated in Figure 4.1(a), y is first represented as a hidden vector h, by encoding

the text sequence with an RNN. Based on this, the mixture probabilities π, the

means and diagonal covariances of all the mixture components are all produced by

an encoder network, which is a linear layer with the input h. In (4.9), the first term
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can be considered as the reconstruction error, while the remaining two terms act as

regularizers, the tractability of which is important for the whole framework.

KL Divergence between two GMMs Since both the prior p(zK |β,θ) and the

initial density q0(z0|y) for the posterior are GMMs, the calculation of the third term

in (4.9) requires the KL divergence between two GMMs. Though no closed-form

solutions exist, the KL divergence has an explicit upper bound [DMG+16], shown in

Proposition 1.

Proposition 1. For any two mixture densities p =
∑n

i=1 πigi and p̂ =
∑n

i=1 π̂iĝi,

their KL divergence is upper-bounded by

KL (p||p̂) ≤ KL (π||π̂) +
∑n

i=1
πiKL (gi||ĝi) , (4.10)

where equality holds if and only if πigi∑n
i=1 πigi

= π̂ĝi∑n
i=1 π̂ĝi

.

Proof. With the log-sum inequality

KL (p||p̂) =

∫ (∑
i

πigi

)
log

∑
i πigi∑
i π̂ĝi

≤
∫ ∑

i

πigi log
πigi
π̂ĝi

=
∑
i

πi log
πi
π̂

+
∑
i

πi

∫
gi log

gi
ĝi

= KL(π||π̂) +
∑
i

πiKL(gi||ĝi) . (4.11)

Since the KL divergence between two Gaussian distributions has a closed-form

expression, the upper bound of the KL divergence between two GMMs can be readily
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calculated. Accordingly, the third term in (4.9) is upper bounded as

UKL = Eq(θ|d)
[
KL (π(y)||t) (4.12)

+
∑T

i=1
πi(y)KL

(
N (µi(y),σ2

i (y)||N (µ(βi),σ
2(βi))

)]
,

where the expectation Eq(θ|d)[·] can be approximated by a sample from q(θ|d).

Householder Flow Householder flow [TW16] is a series of Householder transfor-

mations, defined as follows. For a given vector zk−1, the reflection hyperplane can

be defined by a Householder vector vt that is orthogonal to the hyperplane. The

reflection of this point about the hyperplane is

zk =

(
I− 2

vkv
T
k

||vk||2
)
zk−1 = Hkzk−1 , (4.13)

where Hk = I− 2
vkv

T
k

||vk||2
is called the Householder matrix. An important property

of the Householder matrix is that the absolute value of the Jacobian determinant

is equal to 1, therefore
∑K

k=1 log
∣∣∣ det ∂fk

∂zk−1

∣∣∣ =
∑K

k=1 log | det Hk| = 0, significantly

simplifying the computation of the lower bound in (4.9). For k = 1, . . . , K, the

vector vk is produced by a linear layer with the input vk−1, where v0 = h is the last

hidden vector of the encoder RNN that encodes the sentence y.

Finally, by combining (4.7), (4.9) and (4.12), the ELBO can be rewritten as

L ≥ Lt + Eq0(z0|y)[log p(y|zK)]− UKL . (4.14)

4.2.5 Extension to text summarization

When extending our model to text summarization, we are interested in mod-

eling p(y,d|x), where (x,y) denotes the document-summary pair, and d denotes
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the bag-of-words of the input document. The marginal likelihood can be written

as p(y,d|x) =
∫
θ

∫
z
p(θ)p(d|β,θ)p(z|β,θ)p(y|x, z) dθdz. Assume the approximate

posterior of z is only dependent on x, i.e., q(z|x) is proposed as the variational

distribution for z. The ELBO is then constructed as

L =Lt + Eq(z|x) [log p(y|x, z)]

− Eq(θ|d) [KL (q(z|x)||p(z|β,θ))] , (4.15)

where Lt is the same as used in (4.7). The main difference when compared with

unconditional text generation lies in the usage of p(y|x, z) and q(z|x), illustrated

in Figure 4.1(b). The generation of y given x is not only dependent on a standard

Seq2Seq model with attention [NZG+16], but also affected by z (i.e., zK), which

provides the high-level topic guidance.

4.2.6 Diversity Regularizer for NTM

Redundancy in inferred topics is a common issue existing in general topic models.

In order to address this, it is straightforward to regularize the row-wise distance

between paired topics to diversify the topics. Following [XDX15, MGB17], we apply

a topic diversity regularization while carrying out the inference.

Specifically, the distance between a pair of topics is measured by their cosine

distance a(βi,βj) = arccos
(

|βi·βj |
| βi | 2 | βj | 2

)
. The mean angle of all pairs of T topics is

φ = 1
T 2

∑
i

∑
j a(βi,βj), and the variance is ν = 1

T 2

∑
i

∑
j(a(βi,βj) − φ)2. Finally,

the topic-diversity regularization is defined as R = φ− ν.
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4.3 Related Work

The VAE was proposed by [KW13], and since then, it has been applied success-

fully in a variety of applications [GDG+15, KMRW14, CLC+17, WPV+18, SSC+18,

CZZ+19, CWT+19b]. Focusing on text generation, the methods in [MGB17, MYB16,

SS17] represent texts as bag-of-words, and [BVV+15] proposed the usage of an RNN

as the encoder and decoder, and found some negative results. In order to improve the

performance, different convolutional designs [SSB17, SZH+17, YHSBK17] have been

proposed. A VAE variant was further developed in [HYL+17b] to control the senti-

ment and tense of generated sentences. Additionally, the VAE has also been consid-

ered for conditional text generation tasks, including machine translation [ZXS+16],

image captioning [PGH+16], dialogue generation [SSL+17a, SSL+17b, ZZE17] and

text summarization [LLBW17, MB16]. In particular, distinct from the above works,

we propose the usage of a topic-dependent prior to explicitly incorporate topic guid-

ance into the text-generation framework.

The idea of using learned topics to improve NLP tasks has been explored pre-

viously, including methods combining topic and neural language models [ACPB16,

DWGP16, LBC17, MZ12, WGW+17], as well as leveraging topic and word embed-

dings [LLCS15, XWLC18]. Distinct from them, we propose the use of topics to guide

the prior of a VAE, rather than only the language model (i.e., the decoder in a VAE

setup). This provides more flexibility in text modeling and also the ability to infer

the posterior on latent codes, which could be useful for visualization and downstream

tasks.

Neural abstractive summarization was pioneered in [RCW15], and it was followed

and extended by [CAR16]. Currently the RNN-based encoder-decoder framework

with attention [NZG+16, SLM17] remains popular in this area. Attention models
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Dataset
Vocabulary Training Development Testing
LM TM # Docs # Sents # Tokens # Docs # Sents # Tokens # Docs # Sents # Tokens

APNEWS 32, 400 7, 790 50K 0.7M 15M 2K 27.4K 0.6M 2K 26.3K 0.6M
IMDB 34, 256 8, 713 75K 0.9M 20M 12.5K 0.2M 0.3M 12.5K 0.2M 0.3M
BNC 41, 370 9, 741 15K 0.8M 18M 1K 44K 1M 1K 52K 1M

Table 4.1: Summary statistics for APNEWS, IMDB and BNC.

typically work as a keyword detector, which is similar to topic modeling in spirit.

This fact motivated us to extend our topic-guided VAE model to text summarization.

4.4 Experiments

We evaluate our TGVAE on text generation and text summarization, and inter-

pret its improvements both quantitatively and qualitatively.

4.4.1 Text Generation

Dataset We conduct experiments on three publicly available corpora: APNEWS,

IMDB and BNC.2 APNEWS3 is a collection of Associated Press news articles from

2009 to 2016. IMDB is a set of movie reviews collected by [MDP+11], and BNC [BC07]

is the written portion of the British National Corpus, which contains excerpts from

journals, books, letters, essays, memoranda, news and other types of text. For the

three corpora, we tokenize the words and sentences, lowercase all word tokens, and

filter out word tokens that occur less than 10 times. For the topic model, we remove

stop words in the documents and exclude the top 0.1% most frequent words and also

words that appear less than 100 documents. A summary statistics is provided in

Table 4.1.

2These three datasets can be downloaded from https://github.com/jhlau/topically-driven-
language-model.

3https://www.ap.org/en-gb/
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Evaluation We first compare the perplexity of our neural sequence model with a

variety of baselines. Further, we evaluate BLEU scores on the generated sentences,

noted as test-BLEU and self -BLEU. test-BLEU (higher is better) evaluates the qual-

ity of generated sentences using a group of real test-set sentences as the reference,

and self -BLEU (lower is better) mainly measures the diversity of generated sam-

ples [ZLZ+18].

Setup For the neural topic model (NTM), we consider a 2-layer feed-forward neu-

ral network to model q(θ|d), with 256 hidden units in each layer; ReLU is used as

the activation function. The hyper-parameter λ for the neural topic model diversity

regularizer is fixed to 0.1 across all the experiments. All the sentences in the para-

graph are used to obtain the bag-of-words presentation d. The maximum number of

words in a paragraph is set to 300. For the neural sequence model (NSM), we use

bidirectional-GRU as the encoder and a standard GRU as the decoder. The hidden

state of our GRU is fixed to 600 across all the three corpora. For the input sequence,

we fix the sequence length to 30. In order to avoid overfitting, dropout with a rate

of 0.4 is used in each GRU layer.

Baseline We test the proposed method with different numbers of topics (compo-

nents in GMM) and different numbers of Householder flows (i.e., K), and compare it

with six baselines: (i) a standard language model (LM); (ii) a standard variational

RNN auto-encoder (VAE); (iii) a Gaussian prior-based VAE with Householder Flow

(VAE+HF); (iv) a standard LSTM language model with LDA as additional feature

(LDA+LSTM); (v) Topic-RNN [DWGP16], a joint learning framework which learns

a topic model and a language model simultaneously; (vi) TDLM [LBC17], a joint

learning framework which learns a convolutional based topic model and a language

model simultaneously.

Results The results in Table 4.3 show that the models trained with a VAE and its
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Metric Methods
APNEWS IMDB BNC

B-2 B-3 B-4 B-5 B-2 B-3 B-4 B-5 B-2 B-3 B-4 B-5

test-BLEU

VAE 0.564 0.278 0.192 0.122 0.597 0.315 0.219 0.147 0.479 0.266 0.169 0.117
VAE+HF (K=1) 0.566 0.280 0.193 0.124 0.593 0.317 0.218 0.148 0.475 0.268 0.165 0.112
VAE+HF (K=10) 0.570 0.279 0.195 0.123 0.610 0.322 0.221 0.147 0.483 0.270 0.169 0.110

TGVAE (K=0, T=10) 0.582 0.320 0.203 0.125 0.627 0.362 0.223 0.159 0.517 0.282 0.181 0.115
TGVAE (K=1, T=10) 0.581 0.326 0.202 0.124 0.623 0.358 0.224 0.160 0.519 0.282 0.182 0.118
TGVAE (K=10, T=10) 0.584 0.327 0.202 0.126 0.621 0.357 0.223 0.159 0.518 0.283 0.173 0.119
TGVAE (K=10, T=30) 0.627 0.335 0.207 0.131 0.655 0.369 0.243 0.165 0.528 0.291 0.182 0.119
TGVAE (K=10, T=50) 0.629 0.340 0.210 0.132 0.652 0.372 0.239 0.160 0.535 0.290 0.188 0.120

self -BLEU

VAE 0.866 0.531 0.233 - 0.891 0.632 0.275 - 0.851 0.51 0.163 -
VAE+HF (K=1) 0.865 0.533 0.241 - 0.899 0.641 0.278 - 0.854 0.515 0.163 -
VAE+HF (K=10) 0.873 0.552 0.219 - 0.902 0.648 0.262 - 0.854 0.520 0.168 -

TGVAE (K=0, T=10) 0.847 0.499 0.161 - 0.878 0.572 0.234 - 0.832 0.488 0.160 -
TGVAE (K=1, T=10) 0.847 0.495 0.160 - 0.871 0.571 0.233 - 0.828 0.483 0.150 -
TGVAE (K=10, T=10) 0.839 0.512 0.172 - 0.889 0.577 0.242 - 0.829 0.488 0.151 -
TGVAE (K=10, T=30) 0.811 0.478 0.157 - 0.850 0.560 0.231 - 0.806 0.473 0.150 -
TGVAE (K=10, T=50) 0.808 0.476 0.150 - 0.842 0.559 0.227 - 0.793 0.469 0.150 -

Table 4.2: test-BLEU (higher is better) and self -BLEU (lower is better) scores over
three corpora.

Methods
APNEWS IMDB BNC
PPL KL PPL KL PPL KL

LM 62.79 − 70.38 − 100.07 −
LDA+LSTM 57.05 − 69.58 − 96.42 −
Topic-RNN 56.77 − 68.74 − 94.66 −

TDLM 53.00 − 63.67 − 91.42 −
VAE ≤75.89 1.78 86.16 2.78 ≤105.10 0.13

VAE+HF (K=1) ≤72.99 1.32 ≤84.06 1.83 ≤105.13 0.31
VAE+HF (K=10) ≤71.60 0.83 ≤83.67 1.51 ≤104.82 0.17

TGVAE (K=0, T=10) ≤56.12 2.73 ≤62.99 3.99 ≤92.32 3.40
TGVAE (K=1, T=10) ≤56.08 2.70 ≤62.12 3.86 ≤91.17 3.12
TGVAE (K=10, T=10) ≤55.77 2.69 ≤62.22 3.94 ≤91.19 2.99
TGVAE (K=10, T=30) ≤51.27 3.62 ≤59.45 4.62 ≤88.34 3.82
TGVAE (K=10, T=50) ≤48.73 3.55 ≤57.11 5.02 ≤87.86 4.57

Table 4.3: Perplexity and averaged KL scores over three corpora. KL in our TGVAE
denotes UKL in Eqn. (4.12).

Householder extension does not outperform a well-optimized language model, and the

KL term tends to be annealed with the increase of K. In comparison, our TGVAE

achieves a lower perplexity upper bound, with a relative larger UKL. We attribute

the improvements to our topic guided GMM model design, which provides additional

topical clustering information in the latent space; the Householder flow also boosts

the posterior inference for our TGVAE. We also observe consistent improvements

with the number of topics, which demonstrates the efficiency of our TGVAE.

To verify the generative power of our TGVAE, we generate samples from our topic-
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Methods
APNEWS IMDB BNC

T=50 T=50 T=50
LDA [BNJ03] 0.125 0.084 0.106

TDLM [LBC17] 0.149 0.104 0.102
Topic-RNN [DWGP16] 0.134 0.103 0.102

TGVAE 0.157 0.105 0.113

Table 4.4: Topic coherence over APNEWS, IMDB and BNC.

dependent prior and compare various methods on the BLEU scores in Table 4.2. With

the increase of topic numbers, our TGVAE yields consistently better self -BLEU and

a boost over test-BLEU relative to standard VAE models. We also show a group

of sampled sentences drawn from a portion of topics in Table 4.5. Our TGVAE is

able to generate diverse sentences under topic guidance. When generating sentences

under a mixture of topics, we draw multiple samples from the GMM and take z as

the averaged sample.

Though this paper focuses on generating coherent topic-specific sentences rather

than the learned topics themselves, we also evaluate the topic coherence [LBC17] to

show the rationality of our joint learning framework. We compute topic coherence

using normalized PMI (NPMI). In practice, we average topic coherence over the top

5/10/15/20 topic words. To aggregate topic coherence score, we further average the

coherence scores over topics. Results are summarized in Table 4.4.

4.4.2 Text Summarization

Dataset We further test our model for text summarization on two popular

datasets. First, we follow the same setup as in [RCW15] and consider the Giga-

words corpus4, which consists of 3.8M training pair samples, 190K validation sam-

ples and 1,951 test samples for evaluation. An input-summary pair consists of the first

sentence and the headline of the source articles. We also evaluate various models on

4https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/ldc2012t21
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Data Topic Sentences

APNEWS

education
• the commission has approved a bill that would make state
funding available for the city ’s new school .

animal •the feline did n’t survive fence hangars at the lake .

crime
• the jury found the defense was not a ¡unk¿ , ¡unk¿ ’s ruling
and that the state ’s highest court has been convicted of
first-degree murder .

weather
• forecasters say they ’re still trying to see the national weather
service watch for the latest forecast for friday evening .

lottory • she hopes the jackpot now exceeds $ 9 million .

education+law
• an alabama law professor thomas said monday that the state’s
open court claims it takes an emotional matter about issuing
child molesters based on religion.

animal+medicine
• the study says the animal welfare department and others are
not sure to make similar cases to the virus in the zoo.

IMDB

war
• after watching the movie , there is a great documentary about
the war in the years of the israeli war .

children
• the entire animation was great at times as to the readings of
disney favorites .

epsiode
• the show would have warranted for 25 episodes and it does
help immediately .

name
• she steals the other part where norma ’s ¡unk¿ husband
( as at his part , sh*t for the road ) .

detective
• holmes shouted just to be as much as the movie ’s last scene
where there were ¡unk¿ pills to nab the ¡unk¿ .

horror + negative • the movie about a zombie is the worst movie i have ever seen.

detective + children
• my favorite childhood is that rochester takes the character in
jane’s way, playing the one with hamlet.

BNC

medical
• here mistaking ’ causes ’ drugs as the problem although both
economically ill patients arising from a local job will be in
traumatic dangers .

education
• he says the sale is given to five students ’ award off : out at a
laboratory after the three watts of the hours travelling in and
chairman store the bank of the ¡unk¿ sutcliffe .

religion
• schoolchildren will either go or back to church in his place
every year in the savoy .

entertainment
• 100 company and special lace with ¡unk¿ garland for tea our
garden was filmed after a ceremony.

IT
• ibm also has shut all the big macs in the 60mhz ncube ,
represent on the acquisition and mips unix .

environment + crime
• the earth’s environmental protection agency said that the
government was still being shut down by the police.

education+entertainment
• the school is 55 and hosts one of a musician’s theme charities
festival.

Table 4.5: Generated sentences from given topics.

the DUC-2004 test set5, which has 500 news articles. Different from Gigawords,

each article in DUC-2004 is paired with four expert-generated reference summaries.

The length of each summary is limited to 75 bytes.

Evaluation We evaluate the performance of our model with the ROUGE score [Lin04],

which counts the number of overlapping content between the generated summaries

and the reference summaries, e.g., overlapped n-grams. Following practice, we use F-

5http://duc.nist.gov/duc2004
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measures of ROUGE-1 (RF-1), ROUGE-2 (RF-2) and ROUGE-L (RF-L) for Giga-

words and Recall measures of ROUGE-1 (RR-1), ROUGE-2 (RR-2) and ROUGE-L

(RR-L) for DUC-2004.

Setup We have a similar data tokenization as we have in text generation. Addition-

ally, for the vocabulary, we count the frequency of words in both the source article the

target summary, and maintain the top 30,000 tokens as the source article and target

summary vocabulary. For the NTM, we further remove top 0.3% words and infre-

quent words to get a topic model vocabulary in size of 8000. For the NTM, we follow

the same setup as our text generation. In the NSM, we keep using bidirectional-GRU

as the encoder and a standard GRU as the decoder. The hidden state is fixed to 400.

An attention mechanism [BCB15] is applied in our sequence-to-sequence model.

Baseline We compare our method with the following alternatives: (i) a standard

sequence-to-sequence model with attention [BCB15] (Seq2Seq); (ii) a model similar

to our TGVAE, but without the usage of the topic-dependent prior and Householder

flow (Var-Seq2Seq); and (iii) a model similar to our TGVAE, but without the usage

of the topic dependent prior (Var-Seq2Seq-HF).

Results The results in Table 4.6 show that our TGVAE achieves better performance

than a variety of strong baseline methods on both Gigawords and DUC-2004,

demonstrating the practical value of our model. It is worthwhile to note that recently

several much more complex CNN/RNN architectures have been proposed for abstract

text summarization, such as SEASS [ZYWZ17], ConvS2S [GAG+17], and Reinforced-

ConvS2S [WYT+18]. In this work, we focus on a relatively simple RNN architecture

for fair comparison. In such a way, we are able to conclude that the improvements

on the results are mainly from our topic-guided text generation strategy. As can

be seen, though the Var-Seq2Seq model achieves comparable performance with the

standard Seq2Seq model, the usage of Householder flow for more flexible posterior
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Methods
Gigawords DUC-2004

RF-1 RF-2 RF-L RR-1 RR-2 RR-L
ABS 29.55 11.32 26.42 26.55 7.06 22.05

ABS+ 29.78 11.89 26.97 28.18 8.49 23.81
RAS-LSTM 32.55 14.70 30.03 28.97 8.26 24.06
RAS-Elman 33.78 15.97 31.15 27.41 7.69 23.06
lvt2k-lsent 32.67 15.59 30.64 28.35 9.46 24.59
lvt5k-lsent 35.30 16.64 32.62 28.61 9.42 25.24
ASC+FSC 34.17 15.94 31.92 26.73 8.39 23.88

Seq2Seq 34.03 15.93 31.68 28.39 9.26 24.83
Var-Seq2Seq 34.00 15.97 31.85 28.11 9.24 24.86

Var-Seq2Seq-HF (K=1) 34.04 15.98 31.84 28.18 9.27 24.84
Var-Seq2Seq-HF (K=10) 34.22 16.10 32.13 28.78 9.11 24.96
TGVAE (K=0, T=10) 35.34 16.68 32.69 28.99 9.21 24.89
TGVAE (K=1, T=10) 35.35 16.70 32.64 29.02 9.24 24.93
TGVAE (K=10, T=10) 35.40 16.77 32.71 29.07 9.32 25.17
TGVAE (K=10, T=30) 35.59 17.18 32.89 29.38 9.60 25.22
TGVAE (K=10, T=50) 35.63 17.27 33.02 29.65 9.55 25.38

Table 4.6: Results on Gigawords and DUC-2004.

inference boosts the performance. Additionally, by combining the proposed topic-

dependent prior and Householder flow, we yield further performance improvements,

demonstrating the importance of topic guidance for text summarization.

To demonstrate the readability and diversity of the generated summaries, we

present typical examples in Table 4.7. The words in blue are the topic words that

appear in the source article but do not exist in the reference, while the words in red

are neither in the reference nor in the source article. When the topic information

is provided, our model is able to generate semantically-meaningful words which may

not even exist in the reference summaries and the source articles. Additionally, with

our topic-guided model, we can always generate a summary with meaningful initial

words. These phenomena imply that our model supplies more insightful semantic

information to improve the quality of generated summaries.

Finally, to demonstrate that our TGVAE learns interpretable topic-dependent

GMM priors, we draw multiple samples from each mixture component and visualize

them with t-SNE [MH08]. As can be seen from Figure 4.2, we have learned a group

of separable topic-dependent components. Each component is clustered and also

maintains semantic meaning in the latent space, e.g., the clusters corresponding to
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Sample of Summaries

D: a court here thursday sentenced a ##-year-old man to ## years in jail after he
admitted pummelling his baby son to death to silence him while watching television .
R: man who killed baby to hear television better gets ## years.
Seq2Seq: man sentenced to ## years after the son ’s death
Ours: a court sentenced a man ## years in jail
D: european stock markets advanced strongly thursday on some bargain-hunting
and gains by wall street and japanese shares ahead of an expected hike in us
interest rates , dealers said
R: european stocks bounce back UNK UNK with closing levels
Seq2Seq: european stocks advance ahead of us interest rate hike
Ours: european stocks rise on bargain-hunting, dealer said friday
D: the democratic people ’s republic of korea whitewashed south korea in the women
’s team semi-finals at the world table tennis championships here on sunday
R: dpr korea sails into women ’s team final
Seq2Seq: dpr korea whitewash south korea in women ’s team final
Ours: dpr korea beat south korea in table tennis worlds

Table 4.7: Example generated summaries on Gi-

gawords.

finance
crime
disease
stock
politics
auto
sports
law
globalization
terrorist

Figure 4.2: The t-SNE visualiza-

tion of 1, 000 samples drawn from the

learned topic-guided Gaussian mix-

ture prior.

Dataset education animal crime weather lottory terrorism law art transportation market

APNEWS

students animals murder weather mega syria lawsuit album airlines zacks
education dogs first-degree corecasters lottery iran appeals music rail cents

schools zoo shooting winds powerball militants justices film transit earnings
math bear sentenced rain gambling afgan constitutional songs bridge revenue

teachers wildlife gunshot snow jackpot korea judge comedy airport income

IMDB

war children epsiode name detective ethic action horror negative japanese
aircraft cinderella season crawford holmes porn batman horror stupid miike

president musical episode stanwyck poirot unfunny king zombie horrible kurosawa
war beatles sandler gable christie sex chan werewolf sucks sadako

military musicals cartoons powell book gay li candyman waste anime
soldiers disney jokes harlow agatha erotic ninja dracula scary takashi

BNC

medical education religion entertainment IT Law facilities crime sports environment
patients award church film unix tax bedrooms police cup nuclear
gastric discipline god video corp coun hotel killed league emission
cells economic art album software lamont restaurant arrested striker dioxide

oesophageal research theological comedy server council rooms soldiers season pollution
mucosa institution religious movie ibm pensioners situated murder goal warming

Gigawords

terrorist crime finance sports law stock auto disease globalization politics
palestinian wounding tael scored sentenced seng motor flu nuclear republican

arafat killed hk rebounds guilty index automaker desease eu mccain
yasser roadside gold points crimes prices toyota virus dpark democrats
abbas injuring cppcc champion court taies auto bird nato barack
israeli crashed cpc beats convicted stock ford health bilateral presidential

Table 4.8: 10 topics learned from our model on APNEWS, IMDB, BNC and
Gigawords.

the topic “stock” and “finance” are close to each other, while the clusters for “finance”

and “disease” are far away from each other. Additionally, to understand the topic

model we have learned, we provide the top 5 words for 10 randomly chosen topics on

each dataset (the boldface word is the topic name summarized by us), as shown in

Table 4.8.
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4.5 Discussion

A novel text generator is developed, combining a VAE-based neural sequence

model with a neural topic model. The model is an extension of conditional VAEs in

the framework of unsupervised learning, in which the topics are extracted from the

data with clustering structure rather than predefined labels. An effective inference

method based on Householder flow is designed to encourage the complexity and the

diversity of the learned topics. Experimental results are encouraging, across multiple

NLP tasks.
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Chapter 5

Deep Generative Model for Textural
Network Embedding

5.1 Introduction

Network learning is challenging since graph structures are not directly amenable

to standard machine learning algorithms, which traditionally admit vector-valued

inputs [B+16, FHT01]. Network embedding techniques solve this issue by mapping

a network into vertex-based low-dimensional vector representations, which can then

be readily used for various downstream network analysis tasks [CWPZ18]. Due to

its effectiveness and efficiency in representing large-scale networks, network embed-

dings have become an important tool in understanding network behavior and mak-

ing predictions [LWS+19], thus attracting considerable research attention in recent

years [PARS14, TQW+15, GL16, WCZ16, CZH16, WCW+17, TLLS17, CWT+19a].

Existing network embedding models can be roughly grouped into two categories.

The first consists of models that only leverage the structural information (topology)

of a network, e.g., available edges (links) across vertices. Prominent examples include

classic deterministic graph factorizations [BN02, ASN+13], probabilistically formu-

lated LINE [TQW+15], and diffusion-based models such as Deepwalk [PARS14] and

Node2Vec [GL16]. While widely applicable, these models are often vulnerable to vio-

lations to their underlying assumptions, such as dense connections, and noise-free and

complete (non-missing) observations [New18]. They also ignore rich side information

commonly associated with vertices, provided naturally in many real-world networks,

e.g., labels, texts, images, etc. For example, in social networks users have profiles,
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and in citation networks articles have text content (abstracts). Models from the

second category exploit these additional attributes to improve both informativeness

and robustness of network embeddings [YLZ+15, SGDL16]. More recently, models

such as CANE [TLLS17] and WANE [SZHC18] advocate for the use of contextual-

ized network embeddings to increase representation capacity, thus further enhancing

performance in downstream tasks.

Existing solutions almost exclusively focus on the use of discriminative objec-

tives. Specifically, models are trained to maximize the accuracy in predicting the

network topology, i.e., edges. Despite their empirical success, this practice biases

embeddings toward link-prediction accuracy, potentially compromising performance

for other downstream tasks. Alternatively, generative models [Jeb12], which aim to

recover the data-generating mechanism and thereby characterize the latent structure

of the data, could potentially yield better embeddings [DKD16]. This avenue remains

largely unexplored in the context of network representation learning [LL14]. Among

various generative modeling techniques, the variational autoencoder (VAE) [KW13],

which is formulated under a Bayesian paradigm and optimizes a lower bound of the

data likelihood, has been established as one of the most popular solutions due to

its flexibility, generality and strong performance [BKM17]. The integration of such

variational objectives promises to improve the performance of network embeddings.

The standard VAE is formulated to model single data elements, i.e., vertices in a

network, thus ignoring their connections (edges); see Figure 5.1(a). Within the setting

of network embeddings, well-known principles underlying network formation [B+16]

may be exploited. One such example is homophily [MSLC01], which describes the

tendency that edges are more likely to form between vertices that share similarities

in their accompanying attributes, e.g. profile or text. This behavior has been widely

validated in many real-world scenarios, prominently in social networks [MSLC01].
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For networks with complex attributes, such as text, homophilic similarity can be

characterized more appropriately in some latent (semantic) space, rather than the

original data space. The challenge of leveraging homophilic similarity for network

embeddings remains largely unexplored, motivating our work that seeks to develop

a novel form of VAE that encodes pairwise homophilic relations.

In order to incorporate homophily into our model design, we propose Variational

Homophilic Embedding (VHE), a novel variational treatment for modeling networks

in terms of vertex pairs rather than individual vertices; see Figure 5.1(b). While

our approach is widely applicable to networks with general attributes, in this work,

we focus the discussion on its applications to textual networks, which is both chal-

lenging and has practical significance. We highlight the our contributions as follows:

(i) A scalable variational formulation of network embeddings, accounting for both

network topology and vertex attributes, together with model uncertainty estimation.

(ii) A homophilic prior that leverages edge information to exploit pairwise similarities

between vertices, facilitating the integration of structural and attribute (semantic) in-

formation. (iii) A phrase-to-word alignment to model textual embeddings, efficiently

capturing local semantic information across words in a phrase. Compared with ex-

isting state-of-the-art approaches, the proposed method allows for missing edges and

generalizes to unseen vertices at test time. A comprehensive empirical evaluation

reveals that our VHE consistently outperforms competing methods on real-world

networks, spanning applications from link prediction to vertex classification.

5.2 Background

Notation and concepts Let G = {V ,E,X} be a network with attributes, where

V = {vi}Ni=1 is the set of vertices, E ⊆ V × V denotes the edges and X = {xi}Ni=1
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of the generative processes between the standard VAE and
the proposed VHE.

represents the side information (attributes) associated with each vertex. We consider

the case for which X are given in the form of text sequences, i.e., xi = [x1i , ..., x
Li
i ],

where each x`i is a word (or token) from a pre-specified vocabulary. Without loss of

generality, we assume the network is undirected, so that the edgesE can be compactly

represented by a symmetric (nonnegative) matrix W ∈ RN×N
+ , where each element

wij represents the weight for the edge between vertices vi and vj. Further, we only

consider unweighted networks, i.e., wij ∈ {0, 1}, so wij = 1 indicates the presence of

an edge between vertices vi and vj.

Variational Autoencoder (VAE) In likelihood-based learning, one seeks to

maximize the empirical expectation of log-likelihood 1
N

∑
i log pθ(xi) w.r.t. training

examples {xi}Ni=1, where pθ(x) is the model likelihood parameterized by θ. In many

cases, especially when modeling complex data, latent-variable models of the form

pθ(x, z) = pθ(x|z)p(z) are of interest, with p(z) the prior distribution for latent code

z and pθ(x|z) the conditional likelihood. Typically, the prior comes in the form of

a simple distribution, such as (isotropic) Gaussian, while the complexity of data is

captured by the conditional likelihood pθ(x|z). Since the marginal likelihood pθ(x)

rarely has a closed-form expression, the VAE seeks to maximize the following evidence
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lower bound (ELBO), which bounds the marginal log-likelihood from below

log pθ(x) ≥ Lθ,φ(x) = Eqφ(z|x)[log pθ(x|z)]−KL(qφ(z|x)||p(z)) , (5.1)

where qφ(z|x) is a (tractable) approximation to the (intractable) posterior pθ(z|x).

Note the first conditional likelihood term can be interpreted as the (negative) re-

construction error, while the second Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence term can be

viewed as a regularizer. Conceptually, the VAE encodes input data into a (low-

dimensional) latent space and then decodes it back to reconstruct the input. Here-

after, we will use the terms encoder and approximate posterior qφ(z|x) interchange-

ably, and similarly for the decoder and conditional likelihood pθ(x|z).

5.3 Model Formulation

To efficiently encode both the topological (E) and semantic (X) information of

networkG, we propose a novel variational framework that models the joint likelihood

pθ(xi,xj) for pairs of vertices vi and vj using a latent variable model, conditioned on

their link profile, i.e., the existence of edge, via W . Our model construction is elab-

orated on below, with additional details (derivations, specifications, etc.) provided

in the Supplementary Material (SM).

A näıve variational solution To motivate our model, we first consider a simple

variational approach and discuss its limitations. A popular strategy used in the

network embedding literature [CWPZ18] is to split the embedding vector into two

disjoint components: (i) structural embedding, which accounts for network topology;

and (ii) semantic embedding, which encodes vertex attributes. For the latter we

can simply apply VAE to learn the semantic embeddings by treating vertex data
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{xi} as independent entities and then obtain embeddings via approximate posterior

qφ(zi|xi), which is learned by optimizing the lower bound to log pθ(xi) in (5.1) for

{xi}Ni=1.

Such variationally learned semantic embeddings can be concatenated with struc-

tural embeddings derived from existing schemes (such as Node2Vec [GL16]) to com-

pose the final vertex embedding. While this partly alleviates the issues we discussed

above, a few caveats are readily noticed: (i) the structural embedding still relies on

the use of discriminative objectives; (ii) the structural and semantic embeddings are

not trained under a unified framework, but separately; and most importantly, (iii) the

structural information is ignored in the construction of semantic embeddings. In the

following, we develop a fully generative approach based on the VAE that addresses

these limitations.

5.3.1 Formulation of VHE

Homophilic prior Inspired by the homophily phenomenon observed in real-world

networks [MSLC01], we propose to model pairs of vertex attributes with an inductive

prior [BHB+18], such that for connected vertices, their embeddings will be similar

(correlated). Unlike the näıve VAE solution above, we now consider modeling paired

instances as pθ(xi,xj|wij), conditioned on their link profile wij. In particular, we

consider a model of the form

pθ(xi,xj|wij) =

∫
pθ(xi|zi)pθ(xj|zj)p(zi, zj|wij)dzidzj . (5.2)

For simplicity, we treat the triplets {xi,xj, wij} as independent observations. Note

that xi and xj conform to the same latent space, as they share the same decoding

distribution pθ(x|z). We wish to enforce the homophilic constraint, such that if
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vertices vi and vj are connected, similarities between the latent representations of xi

and xj should be expected. To this end, we consider a homophilic prior defined as

follows

p(zi, zj|wij) =

 p1(zi, zj), if wij = 1

p0(zi, zj), if wij = 0
(5.3)

where p1(zi, zj) and p0(zi, zj) denote the prior with and without an edge between

the vertices, respectively. Naturally, we want these priors to be intuitive and easy to

compute with the ELBO, which leads to choice of the following forms

p1(zi, zj) = N


 0d

0d

 ,
 Id λId

λId Id


 , p0(zi, zj) = N


 0d

0d

 ,
 Id 0d

0d Id


 ,

(5.4)

where N (·, ·) is multivariate Gaussian, 0d denotes an all-zero vector or matrix de-

pending on the context, Id is the identity matrix, and λ ∈ [0, 1) is a hyper-parameter

controlling the strength of the expected similarity (in terms of correlation). Note

that p0 is a special case of p1 when λ = 0, implying the absence of homophily, while

p1 accounts for the existence of homophily via λ, the homophily factor. Later in

Section 5.3.3, we will describe how to obtain embeddings for single vertices while ad-

dressing the computational challenges of doing it on large networks where evaluating

all pairwise components is prohibitive.

Posterior approximation Now we consider the choice of approximate posterior

for the paired latent variables {zi, zj}. Note that with the homophilic prior p1(zi, zj),

the use of an approximate posterior that does not account for the correlation between

the latent codes is inappropriate. Therefore, we consider the following multivariate
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Gaussian to approximate the posterior

q1(zi, zj|xi,xj) ∼ N


 µi
µj

 ,
 σ2

i γijσiσj

γijσiσj σ2
j


, q0(zi, zj|xi,xj) ∼ N


 µ̂i
µ̂j

 ,
 σ̂2

i 0d

0d σ̂2
j


 ,

(5.5)

where µi,µj, µ̂i, µ̂j ∈ Rd and σi,σj, σ̂i, σ̂j ∈ Rd×d are posterior means and (di-

agonal) covariances, respectively, and γij ∈ Rd×d, also diagonal, is the a posteriori

homophily factor. Elements of γij are assumed in [0, 1] to ensure the validity of the

covariance matrix. Note that all these variables, denoted collectively in the follow-

ing as φ, are neural-network-based functions of the paired data triplet {xi,xj, wij}.

When the context is clear, we omit their dependence on inputs for notational clarity.

For simplicity, below we take q1(zi, zj|xi,xj) as an example to illustrate the in-

ference, and note that q0(zi, zj|xi,xj) is derived similarly. In order to compute the

variational bound, we need to sample from the posterior and back-propagate its pa-

rameter gradients. It can be readily verified that the Cholesky decomposition [DK03]

of the covariance matrix Σij = LijL
>
ij of q1(zi, zj|xi,xj) in (5.5) takes the form

Lij =

 σi 0d

γijσj
√

1− γ2
ijσj

 , (5.6)

allowing sampling from the approximate posterior in (5.5) via

[zi; zj] =
[
µi;µj

]
+Lijε, where ε ∼ N (02d, I2d), (5.7)

where [·; ·] indicates concatenation. This isolates the stochasticity in the sampling

process and allows the parameter gradients to be back-propagated from the likelihood

term log pθ(xi,xj|zi, zj) without special treatment. Further, after some algebraic ma-

nipulations, the KL-term between the homophilic posterior and prior can be derived

in closed-form, omitted here for brevity (see the SM). This gives us the ELBO of the
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VHE with complete observations as follows

Lθ,φ(xi,xj |wij) = wij

(
Ezi,zj∼q1(zi,zj)[log pθ(xi,xj |zi, zj)]−KL(q1(zi, zj) ‖ p1(zi, zj))

)
(5.8)

+ (1− wij)
(
Ezi,zj∼q0(zi,zj)[log pθ(xi,xj |zi, zj)]−KL(q0(zi, zj) ‖ p0(zi, zj))

)
.

Learning with incomplete edge observations In real-world scenarios, complete

vertex information may not be available. To allow for incomplete edge observations,

we also consider (where necessary) wij as latent variables that need to be inferred, and

define the prior for pairs without corresponding edge information as p̃(zi, zj, wij) =

p(zi, zj|wij)p(wij), where wij ∼ B(π0) is a Bernoulli variable with parameter π0,

which can be fixed based on prior knowledge or estimated from data. For inference,

we use the following approximate posterior

q̃(zi, zj, wij|xi,xj) = q(zi, zj|xi,xj, wij)q(wij|xi,xj) , (5.9)

where q(wij|xi,xj) = B(πij) with πij ∈ [0, 1], a neural-network-based function of the

paired input {xi,xj}. Note that by integrating out wij, the approximate posterior

for {zi, zj} is a mixture of two Gaussians, and its corresponding ELBO, denoted

L̃θ,φ(xi,xj), is detailed in the SM.

VHE training Let Do = {xi,xj, wij|wij ∈ {0, 1}} and Du = {xi,xj, wij|wij =

N/A} be the set of complete and incomplete observations, respectively. Our training

objective can be written as

Lθ,φ =
∑
{xi,xj ,wij}∈Do Lθ,φ(xi,xj|wij) +

∑
{xi,xj}∈Du L̃θ,φ(xi,xj) . (5.10)
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In practice, it is difficult to distinguish vertices with no link from those with a missing

link. Hence, we propose to randomly drop a small portion, α ∈ [0, 1], of the edges with

complete observations, thus treating their corresponding vertex pairs as incomplete

observations. Empirically, this uncertainty modeling improves model robustness,

boosting performance. Following standard practice, we draw mini-batches of data

and use stochastic gradient ascent to learn model parameters {θ, φ} with (5.10).

5.3.2 VHE for networks with textual attributes

In this section, we provide implementation details of VHE on textual networks as

a concrete example.

Encoder architecture The schematic diagram of our VHE encoder for textual

networks is provided in Figure 5.2. Our encoder design utilizes (i) a novel phrase-to-

word alignment-based text embedding module to extract context-dependent features

from vertex text; (ii) a lookup-table-based structure embedding to capture topolog-

ical features of vertices; and (iii) a neural integrator that combines semantic and

topological features to infer the approximate posterior of latent codes.

Phrase-to-word alignment for text embedding: Given the associated text on a

pair of vertices, xi ∈ Rdw×Li and xj ∈ Rdw×Lj , where dw is the dimension of word

embeddings, and Li and Lj are the length of each text sequence. We treat xj as

the context of xi, and vice versa. Specifically, we first compute token-wise similarity

matrix M = xTi xj ∈ RLi×Lj . Next, we compute row-wise and column-wise weight

vectors based on M to aggregate features for xi and xj. To this end, we perform 1D

convolution on M both row-wise and column-wise, followed by a tanh(·) activation,

to capture phrase-to-word similarities. This results in F i ∈ RLi×Kr and F j ∈ RLj×Kc ,

where Kr and Kc are the number of filters for rows and columns, respectively. We
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Text Embedding

Figure 5.2: Illustration of the proposed VHE encoder. See SM for a larger version of the

text embedding module.

then aggregate via max-pooling on the second dimension to combine the convolutional

outputs, thus collapsing them into 1D arrays, i.e., w̃i = max-pool(F i) and w̃j =

max-pool(F j). After softmax normalization, we have the phrase-to-word alignment

vectors wi ∈ RLi and wj ∈ RLj . The final text embeddings are given by x̃i =

xiwi ∈ Rdw , and similarly for x̃j. The above procedure efficiently implements a

phrase-to-word alignment. Additional details are provided in the SM.

Structure embedding and neural integrator: For each vertex vi, we assign a dw-

dimensional learnable parameter hi as structure embedding, which seeks to encode

the topological information of the vertex. The set of all structure embeddings H

constitutes a look-up table for all vertices in G. The aligned text embeddings and

structure embeddings are concatenated into a feature vector f ij , [x̃i; x̃j;hi;hj] ∈

R4dw , which is fed into the neural integrator to obtain the posterior means (µi,µj,

µ̂i, µ̂j), covariance (σ2
i ,σ

2
j , σ̂

2
i , σ̂

2
j) and homophily factors γij. For pairs with missing

edge information, i.e, wij = N/A, the neural integrator also outputs the posterior

probability of edge presence, i.e., πij. A standard multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is

used for the neural integrator.

Decoder architecture Key to the design of the decoder is the specification of a

conditional likelihood model from a latent code {zi, zj} to an observation {xi,xj}.
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Two choices can be considered: (i) direct reconstruction of the original text sequence

(conditional multinomial likelihood), and (ii) indirect reconstruction of the text se-

quence in embedding space (conditional Gaussian likelihood). In practice, the direct

approach typically also encodes irrelevant nuisance information [JSG18], thus we fol-

low the indirect approach. More specifically, we use the max-pooling feature

x̊i = max-pool(xi), x̊j = max-pool(xj) , (5.11)

as the target representation, and let

log pθ(xi,xj|zi, zj) = −(||x̊i − x̂i(zi; θ)||2 + ||x̊j − x̂j(zj; θ)||2) , (5.12)

where x̂(z; θ) = fθ(z), is the reconstruction of x̊ by passing posterior sample z

through MLP fθ(z).

5.3.3 Inference at test time

Global network embedding Above we have defined localized vertex embedding

of vi by conditioning on another vertex vj (the context). For many network learning

tasks, a global vertex embedding is desirable, i.e., without conditioning on any specific

vertex. To this end, we identify the global vertex embedding distribution by simply

averaging all the pairwise local embeddings pφ(zi|X) = 1
N−1

∑
j 6=i q(zi|xi,xj, wij),

where, with a slight abuse of notation, q(zi|xi,xj, wij) denotes the approximate pos-

terior both with and without edge information, q̃(·) in (5.9). In this study, we summa-

rize the distribution via expectations, i.e., z̄i = E[pφ(zi|X)] = 1
N−1

∑
j 6=i E[q(zi|xi,xj, wij)] ∈

Rd, which can be computed in closed form from (5.5). For large-scale networks, where

the exact computation of z̄i is computationally unfeasible, we use Monte Carlo esti-
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mates by subsampling {vj}j 6=i.

Generalizing to unseen vertices Unlike most existing approaches, our generative

formulation generalizes to unseen vertices. Assume we have a model with learned

parameters (θ̂, φ̂), and learned structure-embedding Ĥ of vertices in the training

set, hereafter collectively referred to as Θ̂. For an unseen vertex v? with associated

text data x?, we can learn its structure-embedding h? by optimizing it to maximize

the average of variational bounds with the learned (global) parameters fixed, i.e.,

J (h?) , 1
N

∑
xi∈X L̃θ̂,φ̂(x?,xi|h?, Ĥ). Then the inference method above can be

reused with the optimized h? to obtain pφ(z?|X).

Related work For network embeddings, classical schemes mainly rely on the

preservation of network topology (e.g., edges), for which various approaches [ASN+13,

BN02, CNA+17, TQW+15, PARS14, GL16, WPV+18, WCW+17] have been pro-

posed. However, limitations of topology-only embeddings have been recognized due

to the sparsity of edges in real-world networks. Recently, side information, e.g., labels,

text, attributes, images, etc., have received more attention to learn robust network

embeddings [TL09, TLLS17, TLLS17, YLZ+15]. Nevertheless, all such methods have

exclusively focused on the use of discriminative objectives. Compared with them, we

present a novel, fully generative model to characterize both topological and semantic

information of a network with text attributes. See the SM for a more comprehensive

related-work discussion.

5.4 Experiments

We evaluate the proposed VHE on link prediction and vertex classification tasks1.

1Code will be available at https://github.com/AuthorName/VHE
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r
Datasets #vertices #edges %sparsity #labels
Cora 2, 277 5, 214 0.10% 7
HepTh 1, 038 1, 990 0.18% −
Zhihu 10, 000 43, 894 0.04% −

Table 5.1: Summary of datasets used in evaluation.

Datasets Following [TLLS17], we consider three widely studied real-world network

datasets: Cora, HepTh, and Zhihu. Cora [MNRS00] and HepTh [LKF05] are

citation network datasets, and Zhihu refers to a network , the largest Q&A website

in China. Summary statistics for these datasets are provided in Table 5.1. To make

direct comparison with existing work, we adopt the same pre-processing as [TLLS17,

SZHC18]. Due to space limitations, details of the experimental setup are provided in

the SM.

Metrics AUC score [HM82] is employed as the evaluation metric for link prediction.

For vertex classification, we follow [YLZ+15] and build a linear SVM [FCH+08] on

top of the learned network embedding to predict the label for each vertex. Various

training ratios are considered, and for each of them, we repeat the experiment 10

times and report the mean score and the standard deviation.

Baselines To demonstrate the effectiveness of our VHE, three groups of network em-

bedding approaches are considered: (i) Structural -based methods, including MMB [ABFX08],

LINE [TQW+15], Node2Vec [GL16] and DeepWalk [PARS14]. (ii) Approaches that

utilize both structural and semantic information, including TADW [YLZ+15], CENE [SGDL16],

CANE [TLLS17] and WANE [SZHC18]. (iii) VAE-based generative approaches, in-

cluding the näıve variational solution discussed in Section 5.3, using Node2Vec [GL16]

as the off-the-shelf structural embedding (Näıve-VAE), and VGAE [KW16b]. To ex-

plore the effectiveness of the proposed generative objective, a model employing the

same textual embedding as VHE, but with a discriminative objective [TLLS17], is
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also considered, denoted as PWA. For vertex classification, we further compare with

DMTE [ZLSC18].

5.4.1 Results and analysis

Link Prediction Given the network, various ratios of observed edges are used

for training and the rest are used for testing. The goal is to predict missing edges.

Results are summarized in Table 5.2 (more comprehensive results can be found in

the SM). One may make several observations: (i) Semantic-aware methods are con-

sistently better than approaches that only use structural information, indicating the

importance of incorporating associated text sequences into network embeddings. (ii)

When comparing PWA with CANE [TLLS17] and WANE [SZHC18], it is observed

that the proposed phrase-to-word alignment performs better than other competing

textual embedding methods. (iii) Näıve VAE solutions are not effective. Semantic

information extracted from standard VAE (Näıve-VAE) provides incremental im-

provements on structure-only approaches. VGAE [KW16b] neglects the semantic

information, and cannot scale to large datasets. Also, its performance is subpar. (iv)

VHE achieves consistently superior performance on all three datasets across different

missing-data levels, which suggests that VHE is an effective method for learning net-

work embeddings, especially when the network is sparse and large. As can be seen

from the largest dataset Zhihu, VHE achieves an average of 5.9 points improvement

in AUC score relative to the prior state-of-the-art, WANE [SZHC18].

Vertex Classification The effectiveness of the learned network embedding is fur-

ther investigated on vertex classification. Similar to [TLLS17], learned embeddings

are saved and then a SVM is built to predict the label for each vertex. Both

quantitative and qualitative results are provided, with the former shown in Ta-
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Data Cora HepTh Zhihu
% Train Edges 15% 35% 55% 75% 95% 15% 35% 55% 75% 95% 15% 35% 55% 75% 95%

MMB [ABFX08] 54.7 59.5 64.9 71.1 75.9 54.6 57.3 66.2 73.6 80.3 51.0 53.7 61.6 68.8 72.4
LINE [TQW+15] 55.0 66.4 77.6 85.6 89.3 53.7 66.5 78.5 87.5 87.6 52.3 59.9 64.3 67.7 71.1
Node2Vec [GL16] 55.9 66.1 78.7 85.9 88.2 57.1 69.9 84.3 88.4 89.2 54.2 57.3 58.7 66.2 68.5

DeepWalk [PARS14] 56.0 70.2 80.1 85.3 90.3 55.2 70.0 81.3 87.6 88.0 56.6 60.1 61.8 63.3 67.8
TADW [YLZ+15] 86.6 90.2 90.0 91.0 92.7 87.0 91.8 91.1 93.5 91.7 52.3 55.6 60.8 65.2 69.0
CENE [SGDL16] 72.1 84.6 89.4 93.9 95.9 86.2 89.8 92.3 93.2 93.2 56.8 60.3 66.3 70.2 73.8
CANE [TLLS17] 86.8 92.2 94.6 95.6 97.7 90.0 92.0 94.2 95.4 96.3 56.8 62.9 68.9 71.4 75.4
WANE [SZHC18] 91.7 94.1 96.2 97.5 99.1 92.3 95.7 97.5 97.7 98.7 58.7 68.3 74.9 79.7 82.6

Näıve-VAE 60.2 67.8 80.2 87.7 90.1 60.8 68.1 80.7 88.8 90.5 56.5 60.2 62.5 68.1 69.0
VGAE [KW16b] 63.9 74.3 84.3 88.1 90.5 65.5 74.5 85.9 88.4 90.4 55.9 61.9 64.6 70.1 71.2

PWA 92.2 95.6 96.8 97.7 98.9 92.8 96.1 97.6 97.9 99.0 62.6 70.8 77.1 80.8 83.3
VHE 94.4 97.6 98.3 99.0 99.4 94.1 97.5 98.3 98.8 99.4 66.8 74.1 81.6 84.7 86.4

Table 5.2: AUC scores for link prediction on three benchmark datasets.

% of Labeled Data 10% 30% 50% 70%
DeepWalk [PARS14] 50.8 54.5 56.5 57.7

LINE [TQW+15] 53.9 56.7 58.8 60.1
CANE [TLLS17] 81.6 82.8 85.2 86.3
TADW [YLZ+15] 71.0 71.4 75.9 77.2
WANE [SZHC18] 81.9 83.9 86.4 88.1
DMTE [ZLSC18] 81.8 83.9 86.4 88.1

PWA 82.1 83.8 86.7 88.2
VHE 82.6 84.3 87.7 88.5

Table 5.3: Test accuracy for vertex classification on the Cora dataset.

ble 5.3. Similar to link prediction, semantic-aware approaches, e.g., CENE [SGDL16],

CANE [TLLS17], WANE [SZHC18], provide better performance than structure-only

approaches. Furthermore, VHE outperforms other strong baselines as well as our

PWA model, indicating that VHE is capable of best leveraging the structural and se-

mantic information, resulting in robust network embeddings. As qualitative analysis,

we use t-SNE [MH08] to visualize the learned embeddings, as shown in Figure 5.4(a).

Vertices belonging to different classes are well separated from each other.

When VHE works? Though VHE produces state-of-the-art results, a more inter-

esting question is to analyze when our VHE works better than previous discrimina-
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Figure 5.3: AUC as a function of vertex degree (quantiles). Error bars represent
the standard deviation.

tive approaches. Intuitively, VHE imposes strong structural constraints, and could

be more robust when the vertex connections are sparse. To validate this hypothesis,

we design the following experiment on Zhihu. When evaluating the model, we sep-

arate the testing vertices into quantiles based on the number of edges of each vertex

(degree), to compare VHE against PWA on each group. Results are summarized in

Figure 5.3. VHE improves link prediction for all groups of vertices, and the gain is

large especially when the interactions between vertices are rare, evidence that our

proposed structural prior is a rational assumption and provides robust learning of

network embeddings. Also interesting is that prediction accuracy on groups with

rare connections is no worse than those with dense connections. One possible ex-

planation is that the semantic information associated with the group of users with

rare connections is more related to their true interests, hence it can be used to infer

the connections accurately, while such semantic information could be noisy for those

active users with dense connections.

Link prediction on unseen vertices VHE can be further extended for learning

embeddings for unseen vertices, which has not been well studied previously. In order

to investigate this, we split the vertices into training/testing sets with various ratios,
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Data Cora HepTh Zhihu
% Train Vertices 15% 35% 55% 75% 95% 15% 35% 55% 75% 95% 15% 35% 55% 75% 95%

CANE† 83.4 87.9 91.1 93.8 95.1 84.2 88.0 91.2 93.6 94.7 55.9 62.1 67.3 73.3 76.2
WANE† 87.4 88.7 92.2 94.2 95.7 86.6 88.4 92.8 93.8 95.2 57.6 65.1 71.2 76.6 79.9

PWA† 87.7 89.9 93.5 95.7 95.9 87.2 90.2 93.1 95.2 96.1 61.5 74.7 77.3 81.0 82.3
VHE 89.9 92.4 95.0 96.9 97.4 90.2 92.6 94.8 96.6 97.7 63.2 75.6 78.0 81.3 82.7

Table 5.4: AUC scores under the setting with unseen vertices for link prediction.
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Figure 5.4: Analytical results inlcuding (a) t-SNE visualization. (b, c) Sensitivity
analysis to hyper-parameters. (d) Ablation study on structure embedding

and report the link prediction results on those unseen (testing) vertices. Results are

provided in Table 5.4. Consistent with previous results, semantic information is useful

for link prediction. Though the number of vertices we observe is small, e.g., 15%,

VHE and other semantic-aware approaches can predict the links reasonably well.

Further, VHE consistently outperforms PWA, showing that the proposed variational

approach used in VHE yields better generalization performance for unseen vertices

than discriminative models.

5.4.2 Ablation study

Sensitivity analysis The homophily factor λ controls the strength of the link-

ing information. To analyze its impact on the performance of VHE, we conduct

experiments with 95% training edges on the Cora dataset. As observed from Fig-

ure 5.4(b), empirically, a larger λ is preferred. This is intuitive, since the ultimate
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goal is to predict structural information, and our VHE incorporates such information

in the prior design. If λ is large, the structural information plays a more important

role in the objective, and the optimization of the ELBO in (5.8) will seek to accom-

modate such information. It is also interesting to note that VHE performs well even

when λ = 0. In this case, embeddings are purely inferred from the semantic features

learned from our model, and such semantic information may have strong correlations

with the structure information.

In Figure 5.4(c), we further investigate the sensitivity of our model to the dropout

ratio α. With a dropout ratio smaller than α = 0.4, the performance can be improved,

demonstrating the effectiveness of uncertainty estimation for link prediction. Even

when the dropout ratio is α = 1.0, the performance does not decrease dramatically.

We hypothesize that this is because the VHE is able to discover the underlying

missing edges given our homophilic prior design.

Structure embedding Our encoder produces both semantic and structure-

based embeddings for each vertex. We analyze the impact of the structure em-

bedding. Experiments with and without structure embeddings are performed on the

three datasets. Results are shown in Figure 5.4(d). We find that without the struc-

ture embedding, the performance remains almost the same for the Zhihu dataset.

However, the AUC scores drops about 2 points for the other two datasets. A possible

reason for this is that the impact of the structure embedding may vary across datasets.

The semantic information in Cora and HepTh may not fully reflect its structure

information, e.g., documents with similar semantic information are not necessary to

cite each other.
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5.5 Discussion

We have presented Variational Homophilic Embedding (VHE), a novel method to

characterize relationships between vertices in a network. VHE learns informative and

robust network embeddings by seamlessly leveraging semantic and structural infor-

mation. Additionally, a powerful phrase-to-word alignment approach is introduced

for textural embedding. Comprehensive experiments have been conducted on link

prediction and vertex-classification tasks, and state-of-the-art results are achieved.

Moreover, we provide insights for the benefits brought by VHE, when compared with

traditional discriminative models. It is of interest to investigate the use of VHE

in more complex scenarios, such as learning node embeddings for graph matching

problems.

5.6 supplementary Material

5.6.1 Derivation of the ELBO

Recall that we have

p1 = p1(zi, zj) = N


 0d

0d

 ,
 Id λ · Id
λ · Id Id


 , p0 = p0(zi, zj) = N


 0d

0d

 ,
 Id 0d

0d Id


 ,
(5.13)

for the prior distribution, and similarly, we have the approximate posterior as below:

q1 = q1(zi, zj) = N


 µi
µj

 ,
 σi

2 γijσiσj

γijσiσj σj
2


 , q0 = q0(zi, zj) = N


 µ̂i
µ̂j

 ,
 σ̂2

i 0d

0d σ̂2
j


 .

(5.14)
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Now, we derive the ELBO (L̃θ,φ(xi,xj)) when observing incomplete edges as follow:

L̃θ,φ(xi,xj) =Eq̃φ(zi,zj ,wij |xi,xj)[log pθ(xi,xj|zi, zj, wij)] (5.15)

−KL(q̃φ(zi, zj, wij|xi,xj) ‖ p̃(zi, zj, wij)) . (5.16)

Specifically, p̃(zi, zj, wij) = p(zi, zj|wij)p(wij), where p(wij) = B(π0) is a Bernoulli

variable with parameter π0. When integrating wij out, we have p̃(zi, zj) = π0 · p1 +

(1− π0) · p0, which is essentially a mixture of two Gaussians, Similarly, the approxi-

mated posterior is q̃φ(zi, zj, wij) = q(zi, zj|wij)q(wij), where qφ(wij) = B(πij). When

integrating wij out, we have q(zi, zj) = πij · q1 + (1− πij) · q0.

In order to optimize the corresponding ELBO, we need the KL divergence between

the inferred posterior and the proposed prior. A detailed derivation for the KL

divergence is as follows:

KL(q̃φ(zi, zj, wij) ‖ p(zi, zj, wij)) =

∫
zi,zj

∑
wij

q̃φ(zi, zj, wij) log
q̃φ(zi, zj, wij)

p̃(zi, zj, wij)
dzidzj

=

∫
zi,zj

∑
wij

qφ(zi, zj|wij)qφ(wij) log
qφ(zi, zj|wij)qφ(wij)

p(zi, zj|wij)p(wij)
dzidzj

=

∫
πij · q1 log

q1
p1

+

∫
(1− πij) · q0 log

q0
p0

+
∑
wij

qφ(wij) log
qφ(wij)

p(wij)

= πij ·KL (q1 ‖ p1) + (1− πij) ·KL (q0 ‖ p0) + KL(qφ(wij) ‖ p(wij)). (5.17)

Additionally, different from standard VAE [KW13], our prior p1 and the approximate

posterior q1 includes correlation terms. With properties provided in [PP+08], the KL

term enjoys a closed-form expression:

KL(q1 ‖ p1) =
1

2
1Td [ log(1− λ2)− log(1− γ2

ij)− logσ2
i − logσ2

j − 2
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Figure 5.5: The detailed implementation of our phrase-to-word alignment in the
encoder.

+
σ2
i + σ2

j − 2λγijσiσj

1− λ2 +
µ2
i + µ2

j − 2λµiµj
1− λ2 ]1d. (5.18)

Therefore, when observing incomplete edges, L̃φ,θ(xi,xj) can be readily optimized.

5.6.2 Phrase-to-Word Alignment

Inspired by [WLW+18], we propose a phrase-by-word alignment (PWA) method

to extract semantic features from the associated text. The detailed implementation

is illustrated in Figure 5.5.

Given the associated text on a pair of vertices, xi ∈ Rdw×Li and xj ∈ Rdw×Lj ,

where dw is the dimension of word embeddings, and Li and Lj are the length of each

text sequence. We treat xj as the context of xi, and vice versa. Specifically, we first

compute token-wise similarity matrix M = xTi xj ∈ RLi×Lj . Next, we compute row-

wise and column-wise weight vectors based on M to aggregate features for xi and

xj. To this end, we perform 1D convolution on M both row-wise and column-wise,

followed by a tanh(·) activation, to capture phrase-to-word similarities. Specifically,

assuming we have Kr row-wise and Kc column-wise convolutional kernels, noted as
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U ∈ RKr×Lj×l and V ∈ RKc×Li×l, respectively. l is the size of convolutional kernels.

Then we have

F i = tanh(MT ⊗U) ∈ RLi×Kr , F j = tanh(M ⊗V) ∈ RLj×Kc , (5.19)

where ⊗ is the 1-D convolutional operator. We then aggregate via max-pooling on

the second dimension to combine the convolutional outputs, thus collapsing them

into 1D arrays, defined as

w̃i = max-pool(F i) ∈ RLi , w̃j = max-pool(F j) ∈ RLj . (5.20)

After softmax normalization, we have the phrase-to-word alignment vectors

wi = softmax(w̃i) ∈ RLi , wj = softmax(w̃j) ∈ RLj . (5.21)

The final text embeddings are given by

x̃i = xiwi ∈ Rdw , x̃j = xjwj ∈ Rdw (5.22)

5.6.3 Experiments

Experimental Setup To be consistent with previous research, the embedding

dimension is set to 200 for all the approaches (100 for semantic embedding and

100 for structure embedding in our model). The kernel size for our phrase-to-word

alignment module is fix to 5 and 200 kernels (for both Ki and Kj) are used. On top

of the concatenation of the semantic and structure embedding, our encoder employs

a one-hidden-layer MLP to infer the latent variables (zi, zj), and is the same for the

decoder. Tanh is applied as the activation function. Adam [KB14] with a constant
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learning rate of 1× 10−4 is used for optimization. The hyper-parameter λ, α is fixed

to 0.99 and 0.2, respectively, in all our experiments, and the sensitivity analysis of

these two hyper-parameters are provided in Sec 5.4.2. The hyper-parameter π0 is set

to be the sparsity level for each dataset, as shown in Table 5.1.

Link Prediction The complete link-prediction results with various training edges

ratios are shown in Table 5.5, 5.6, 5.7.

% Training Edges 15% 25% 35% 45% 55% 65% 75% 85% 95%
MMB [ABFX08] 54.7 57.1 59.5 61.9 64.9 67.8 71.1 72.6 75.9
LINE [TQW+15] 55.0 58.6 66.4 73.0 77.6 82.8 85.6 88.4 89.3
Node2Vec [GL16] 55.9 62.4 66.1 75.0 78.7 81.6 85.9 87.3 88.2

DeepWalk [PARS14] 56.0 63.0 70.2 75.5 80.1 85.2 85.3 87.8 90.3
TADW [YLZ+15] 86.6 88.2 90.2 90.8 90.0 93.0 91.0 93.4 92.7
CENE [SGDL16] 72.1 86.5 84.6 88.1 89.4 89.2 93.9 95.0 95.9
CANE [TLLS17] 86.8 91.5 92.2 93.9 94.6 94.9 95.6 96.6 97.7
WANE [SZHC18] 91.7 93.3 94.1 95.7 96.2 96.9 97.5 98.2 99.1

Naive-VAE 60.2 65.6 67.8 77.8 80.2 83.8 87.7 88.1 90.1
VGAE [KW16b] 63.9 72.1 74.3 80.9 84.3 86.0 88.1 88.7 90.5

PWA 92.2±0.6 93.8±0.3 95.6±0.4 96.4±0.3 96.8±0.2 97.4±0.3 97.7±0.3 98.4±0.2 98.9±0.2
VHE 94.4±0.3 96.5±0.3 97.6±0.2 97.7±0.4 98.3±0.2 98.4±0.2 99.0±0.3 99.1±0.2 99.4±0.2

Table 5.5: AUC scores for link prediction on the Cora dataset.

% Training Edges 15% 25% 35% 45% 55% 65% 75% 85% 95%
MMB [ABFX08] 54.6 57.9 57.3 61.6 66.2 68.4 73.6 76.0 80.3
LINE [TQW+15] 53.7 60.4 66.5 73.9 78.5 83.8 87.5 87.7 87.6
Node2Vec [GL16] 57.1 63.6 69.9 76.2 84.3 87.3 88.4 89.2 89.2

DeepWalk [PARS14] 55.2 66.0 70.0 75.7 81.3 83.3 87.6 88.9 88.0
TADW [YLZ+15] 87.0 89.5 91.8 90.8 91.1 92.6 93.5 91.9 91.7
CENE [SGDL16] 86.2 84.6 89.8 91.2 92.3 91.8 93.2 92.9 93.2
CANE [TLLS17] 90.0 91.2 92.0 93.0 94.2 94.6 95.4 95.7 96.3
WANE [SZHC18] 92.3 94.1 95.7 96.7 97.5 97.5 97.7 98.2 98.7

Naive-VAE 60.8 65.9 68.1 78.0 80.7 84.1 88.8 88.9 90.5
VGAE [KW16b] 65.5 72.0 74.5 81.1 85.9 86.4 88.4 88.8 90.4

PWA 92.8±0.5 94.2±0.3 96.1±0.4 96.7±0.3 97.6±0.2 97.8±0.2 97.9±0.2 98.6±0.3 99.0±0.2
VHE 94.1±0.4 96.8±0.3 97.5±0.3 98.3±0.2 98.3±0.3 98.5±0.3 98.8±0.2 99.0±0.2 99.4±0.3

Table 5.6: AUC scores for link prediction on the HepTh dataset.

Link prediction on unseen vertices To evaluate the generalization ability of

previous discriminative approaches to unseen vertices, two variants of CANE [TLLS17]
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% Training Edges 15% 25% 35% 45% 55% 65% 75% 85% 95%
MMB [ABFX08] 51.0 51.5 53.7 58.6 61.6 66.1 68.8 68.9 72.4
LINE [TQW+15] 52.3 55.9 59.9 60.9 64.3 66.0 67.7 69.3 71.1
Node2Vec [GL16] 54.2 57.1 57.3 58.3 58.7 62.5 66.2 67.6 68.5

DeepWalk [PARS14] 56.6 58.1 60.1 60.0 61.8 61.9 63.3 63.7 67.8
TADW [YLZ+15] 52.3 54.2 55.6 57.3 60.8 62.4 65.2 63.8 69.0
CENE [SGDL16] 56.2 57.4 60.3 63.0 66.3 66.0 70.2 69.8 73.8
CANE [TLLS17] 56.8 59.3 62.9 64.5 68.9 70.4 71.4 73.6 75.4
WANE [SZHC18] 58.7 63.5 68.3 71.9 74.9 77.0 79.7 80.0 82.6

Naive-VAE 56.5 59.0 60.2 60.9 62.5 66.4 68.1 68.3 69.0
VGAE [KW16b] 55.9 59.1 61.9 62.3 64.6 67.2 70.1 70.6 71.2

PWA 62.6±0.3 67.5±0.2 70.8±0.1 72.2±0.2 77.1±0.2 80.3±0.2 80.8±0.2 81.9±0.2 83.3±0.1
VHE 66.8±0.4 71.3±0.3 74.1±0.2 75.2±0.1 81.6±0.2 84.1±0.2 84.7±0.2 85.8±0.2 86.4±0.2

Table 5.7: AUC scores for link prediction on the Zhihu dataset.

Data Cora HepTh Zhihu
% Train Vertices 15% 35% 55% 75% 95% 15% 35% 55% 75% 95% 15% 35% 55% 75% 95%

CANE† 83.4 87.9 91.1 93.8 95.1 84.2 88.0 91.2 93.6 94.7 55.9 62.1 67.3 73.3 76.2

CANE‡ 83.1 86.8 90.4 93.9 95.2 83.8 88.0 91.0 93.7 95.0 56.0 61.5 66.9 73.5 76.3

WANE† 87.4 88.7 92.2 94.2 95.7 86.6 88.4 92.8 93.8 95.2 57.6 65.1 71.2 76.6 79.9

WANE‡ 87.0 88.8 92.5 95.4 95.7 86.9 88.3 92.8 94.1 95.3 57.8 65.2 70.8 76.5 80.2

PWA† 87.7 89.9 93.5 95.7 95.9 87.2 90.2 93.1 95.2 96.1 61.5 74.7 77.3 81.0 82.3

PWA‡ 87.8 90.1 93.3 95.8 96.0 87.4 90.5 93.0 95.5 96.2 62.0 75.0 77.4 80.9 82.4
VHE 89.9 92.4 95.0 96.9 97.4 90.2 92.6 94.8 96.6 97.7 63.2 75.6 78.0 81.3 82.7

Table 5.8: AUC scores under the setting with unseen vertices for link prediction.

and WANE [SZHC18] are considered as our baselines. (i) The first method ignores

the structure embedding and purely relies on the semantic textual information to

infer the edges, therefore can be directly extended for unseen vertices, marked by (†)

in Table 5.8. (ii) The second approach learns an additional mapping from the se-

mantic embedding to the structure embedding with an MLP during training. When

testing on unseen vertices, it first infers the structure embedding from its semantic

embedding, and then combines with the semantic embedding to predict the existence

of links, marked by (‡) in Table 5.8.

5.6.4 Related Work

Network Embedding Classical network embedding schemes [LLWZ12, YLX+15,

LLW+13] mainly focused on the preservation of network topology (e.g., edges). For
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example, early developments explored direct low-rank factorization of the affinity

matrix [ASN+13] or its Laplacian [BN02]. Alternative to such deterministic graph

factorization solutions, models such as LINE [TQW+15] employed a probabilistic for-

mulation to account for the uncertainty of edge information. Motivated by the success

of word embedding in NLP, DeepWalk [PARS14] applied the skip-gram model to the

sampled diffusion paths, capturing the local interactions between the vertices. More

generally, higher-level properties such as community structure can also be preserved

with specific embedding schemes [WCW+17]. Generalizations to these schemes in-

clude Node2Vec [GL16], UltimateWalk [CNA+17], amongst others. Despite their

wide-spread empirical success, limitations of such topology-only embeddings have

also been recognized. In real-world scenario, the observed edges are usually sparse

relative to the number of all possible interactions, and substantial measurement er-

ror can be expected, violating the working assumptions of these models [New18].

Additionally, these solutions typically cannot generalize to unseen vertices.

Fortunately, apart from the topology information, many real-world networks are

also associated with rich side information (e.g., labels, texts, attributes, images, etc.),

commonly known as attributes, on each vertex. For example, in social networks users

have their own profiles, and in citation networks each article has its text contents.

The exploration on these additional information, together with the topology-based

embedding, has attracted more recent research interests. For example, this can be

achieved by accounting for the explicit vertex labels [TZL+16], or by modeling the la-

tent topics of the vertex contents [TL09]. Alternatively, [YLZ+15] learns a topology-

preserving embedding of the side information to factorize the DeepWalk diffusion

matrix. To improve the flexibility of fixed-length embeddings, [TLLS17] instead

treats side information as contexts and advocates the use of context-aware network

embeddings (CANE). On the theoretical side, with additional technical conditions,
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formal inference procedures can be established for such context-dependent embed-

dings, with guarantees favorable statistical properties such as uniform consistency

and asymptotic normality [YJFL18]. CANE has also been further improved by using

more fine-grained word-alignment approaches [SZHC18].

Notably, all these previous methods discussed above have almost exclusivley fo-

cused on the use of discriminative objectives. Compared with them, we presents

a novel, fully generative model for summarizing both the topological and semantic

information of a network, which has shown superior performance for link prediction,

and better generalization capabilities to unseen vertices.

Variational Autoencoder VAE [KW13] is a powerful framework for learning stochas-

tic representations that account for model uncertainty. While its applications have

been extensively studied in the context of computer vision and NLP [PGH+16,

BVV+15], its use in complex network analysis remains exploratory. Existing solutions

focused on building VAEs for the generation of a graph, but not the associated con-

tents [KW16b, SK18, LABG18]. Such practice amounts to variational formulation

of a discriminative goal, thereby compromising more general downstream network

learning tasks. To overcome such limitations, we model pairwise data rather than

singleton as in standard VAE. Recent literature also started to explore priors other

than standard Gaussian to improve model flexibility [DMG+16, TW18, WPV+18],

or enforce structural knowledge [AFLF18]. In our case, we have proposed a novel

homophlic prior to exploit the correlation in the latent representation of connected

vertices.
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Chapter 6

Deep Generative Model for
Heterogeneous Multi-task Learning

6.1 Introduction

Multi-task learning aims to jointly solve different learning tasks, while leveraging

appropriate information sharing across all tasks [Thr96, Car97]. It has been shown

that learning in a multi-task setting often yields enhanced performance relative to

separately building single-task models [SEZ+13, HXTS16, Rud17]. However, multi-

task learning has primarily been considered for homogeneous tasks that share the

same objective (e.g., the same set of labels) [Bax97, BH03, YTS05, LXZ+15]. Real-

world tasks are often heterogeneous [JZX+14], meaning that each task has potentially

a different objective and relies on complicated, often unobserved interactions. Exam-

ples of tasks having different objectives are classification, regression, topic modeling,

recommendation, etc.

From the perspective of generative models, heterogeneous tasks often correspond

to distinct generative processes. This implies that traditional generative multi-task

learning methods [Bax97, BH03, YTS05, ZGY08], which often generalize a single

class of generative model to multiple tasks, are not appropriate. Under these cir-

cumstances, a new mechanism is required to leverage relationships across the entities

from different tasks.

To overcome the aforementioned challenges, we propose a graph-driven generative

model to learn heterogeneous tasks in a unified framework. Taking advantage of the

graph structure that commonly appears in many real-world data, the proposed model
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treats feature views, entities and their relationships as nodes and edges in a graph, and

formulates learning heterogeneous tasks as instantiating different sub-graphs from the

global data graph. Specifically, a sub-graph contains the feature views and the entities

related to a task and their interactions. Both the feature views and the interactions

can be reused across all tasks while the representation of the entities are specialized

for the task. We combine a shared graph convolutional network (GCN) [KW16a] with

multiple variational autoencoders (VAEs) [KW13]. The GCN serves as a generator of

latent representations for the sub-graphs, while the VAEs are specified to address the

different tasks. The model is then optimized jointly over the objectives for all tasks

to encourage the GCN to produce representations that can be used simultaneously

by all of them.

In health care, our motivating example, ICD (International Statistical Classifica-

tion of Diseases) codes for diseases and procedures can be used as a source of infor-

mation for multiple tasks, e.g., modeling clinical topics of admissions, recommending

procedures according to diseases and predicting admission types. These three tasks

require the capture of clinical relationships among ICD codes and admissions. For

a given admission, it is associated with a set of disease and procedure codes (i.e.,

feature views). However, the admission has to be organized with different views (i.e.,

specialized entities) for tasks with different objectives. For instance, topic modeling

is an unsupervised task needing procedures and diseases, admission-type prediction

is a supervised task also using procedures and diseases, and procedure recommenda-

tion is a supervised task that only uses disease codes. In the context of our work,

ICD codes and hospital admissions constitute a graph as shown in Figure 6.1. The

edges between ICD codes and those between ICD codes and admissions are quantified

according to their coherency. The ICD codes are embedded during training, which

are used to specialize the embeddings of admissions for different tasks. At test time,
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of the proposed model for healthcare tasks.

the GCN is used to represent sub-graphs, i.e., collections of shared ICD codes, spe-

cialized admissions and their interactions, that feed into different task-specific VAEs.

We test our model on the three tasks described above. Experimental results show

that the jointly learned representation for the admissions graph indeed improves the

performance of all tasks relative to the individual task model.

6.2 Model Formulation

To solve heterogeneous multi-task learning from a generative model perspective,

a natural solution is to model multiple generative processes, one for each task. In

particular, given K tasks, each task k is associated with training data (xk,yk), where

yk represents the target variable, and xk represents the variable associated with yk.

We propose using K sets of VAEs [KW13] for modeling {yk}Kk=1 in terms of latent

variables {zk}Kk=1, where each zk is inferred from xk using a task-specific inference

network. Note that here the term VAE is used loosely in the sense that yk and xk

need not to be the same. The generative processes are defined as

yk ∼ pθk(yk|zk) , zk ∼ p(zk) , k = 1, . . . , K. (6.1)
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with corresponding inference networks specified as

zk ∼ qψk(zk|fφ(xk)) , k = 1, . . . , K. (6.2)

For the k-th task, pθk(·) represents a generative model (i.e., a stochastic decoder)

with parameters θk, and p(zk) is the prior distribution for latent code zk. The corre-

sponding inference network for zk consists of two parts: (i) a deterministic encoder

fφ(·) shared across all tasks to encode each xk into x̂k = fφ(xk) independently; and

(ii) a stochastic encoder with parameters ψk to stochastically map x̂k into latent code

zk. The distribution qψk(zk|fφ(xk)) serves as an approximation to the unknown true

posterior p(zk|yk). Note that since {yk}Kk=1 are in general associated with heteroge-

neous tasks, they may represent different types of information. For example, they

can be labels for classification and bag-of-words for topic modeling. Motivated by the

intuition that real-world tasks are likely to be latently related with each other, using

a shared representation fφ(·) can be beneficial as a means to consolidate information

in a way that allows tasks to leverage information from each other.

In likelihood-based learning, the goal for heterogeneous multi-task learning is to

maximize the empirical expectation of the log-likelihood 1
K

∑K
k=1 log(p(yk)), with

respect to the data provided for each task. Since the marginal likelihood p(yk) rarely

has a closed-form expression, VAE seeks to maximize the following evidence lower

bound (ELBO), which bounds the marginal log-likelihood from below

L(θ1:K , ψ1:K , φ) =
∑

k

[
Eqψk (zk|fφ(xk))[log pθk(yk|zk)]−KL(qψk(zk|fφ(xk)) ‖ p(zk))

]
.

(6.3)

However, for heterogeneous tasks, features are often organized in different views and

the interactions between observed entities can as well be different. As a result, it
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is challenging to find a common fφ(·) for the {xk}Kk=1 with incompatible formats or

even in incomparable data spaces.

Fortunately, such data can often be modeled as a data graph, whose nodes corre-

spond to the entities appearing in different tasks and edges capturing their complex

interactions. Accordingly, different tasks re-organize the graph and leverage its in-

formation from shared but different views. Specifically, we represent a data graph as

G(V ,X ,A), where V = {v1, v2, ...} is the set of nodes corresponding to the observed

entities,A ∈ R|V|×|V| is the adjacency matrix of the graph, and X = ∪Kk=1Xk is a union

of (trainable) feature sets. For the k-th task, Xk = {xv,k}v∈Vk is its feature set, where

Vk ⊂ V contains the nodes related to the task and xv,k is the feature of the node v

in task k. Based on Xk, the observations of the k-th task correspond to a sub-graph

from G, i.e., Gk = G(Vk,Xk,Ak), where Ak = A(Vk,Vk) selects rows and columns

from A. In such a situation, instead of finding a unified inference network for each

individual observation in different tasks, for the sub-graphs we define an inference

network based on a graph convolutional network (GCN) [KW16a], i.e., implementing

fφ(·) in (6.3) as a GCN with parameter φ and thus zk ∼ qψk(zk|GCNφ(Gk)), hence a

large portion of the parameters inside the inference network are shared among tasks.

The independent generative processes with a shared GCN-based inference net-

work match with the nature of heterogeneous tasks. In particular, the sub-graphs

in different tasks are derived from the same data graph with partially shared nodes

and edges, enabling joint learning of latent variables through the shared inference

network. Then, the inferred latent variables pass through different generative models

under the guidance of different tasks. In the next section, we will show that this

model is suitable for challenging healthcare tasks.
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6.2.1 Observations, tasks, and proposed data graph

To demonstrate the feasibility of our model, we describe a specification to solve

tasks associated with hospital admissions. Let Vd = {vd1 , vd2 , . . .} and Vp = {vp1, vp2, . . .}

denote the set of disease and procedure ICD codes, respectively, i.e., each component

vdi ∈ Vd represents a specific disease and each vpi ∈ Vp represents a specific proce-

dure. Suppose we observe N hospital admissions, denoted as Va = {va1 , va2 , . . . , vaN}.

Each van ∈ Va is associated with some ICD codes and a label representing its type,

i.e., {Vdn,Vpn, cn} for n = 1, . . . , N , where Vdn ⊆ Vd, Vpn ⊆ Vp and cn ∈ C is an el-

ement in the set of admission types C. Based on these observations, we consider

three healthcare tasks: i) clinically-interpretable topic modeling of admissions; ii)

procedure recommendation; and iii) admission-type prediction.

As illustrated in Figure 6.1, the observations above can be represented as an

admission graph G(V ,X ,A), where the node set V = Vd ∪ Vp ∪ Va and A ∈ R|V|×|V|

is the adjacency matrix. The union of feature sets X = X d ∪ X p ∪ X a, where

X d = {xv}v∈Vd and X p = {xv}v∈Vp contain trainable vector embeddings of ICD

codes for diseases and procedures, respectively. These embeddings are reused for

different tasks. X a = ∪Kk=1X a
k , where X a

k = {xkv}v∈Va contains the embeddings of

admissions for different tasks. Specifically, for each admission van, its embedding in

the k-th task is derived from the aggregation of the embeddings of ICD codes, i.e.,

xkvan = MaxPooling({xv}v∈Vkn), where Vkn is the set of the ICD codes associated with

task k. For topic modeling and admission-type prediction, Vkn = Vdn ∪ Vpn, while for

procedure recommendation, in which the procedure codes are unavailable, Vkn = Vdn.

Given this admission graph G, the three healthcare tasks correspond to different

sub-graphs G(Vk,Xk,Ak), which yield a typical heterogeneous scenario. Table 6.1

highlights their differences on target variables and sub-graphs. Although the sub-
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graphs specialize the information of admission nodes, they reuse the representations

of ICD code nodes and the edges in G.

6.2.2 Construction of edges

Inspired by the work in [Mat06, CWS+13, RMLH17, YML18], we enrich the rep-

resentation power of our model with the population statistics, considering two types

of edges in our adjacency matrix. Edges between ICD codes ICD codes appear

coherently in many admissions, e.g., diabetes and its comorbidities like cardiovas-

cular disease. Accordingly, edges between ICD codes with high coherency should

be weighted heavily. Based on this principle, we apply point-wise mutual infor-

mation (PMI), which is a commonly-used similarity measurement in various NLP

tasks [LG14, ALL+16, NLGB10, MWT+11, OK13], as the weight between each pair

of ICD codes. Formally, for each pair of ICD codes, we evaluate their PMI as

PMI(i, j) = log pij − log(pipj), for i, j ∈ Vd ∪ Vp, (6.4)

where pij = |{van|i,j∈Vdn∪V
p
n}|

N
and pi = |{van|i∈Vdn∪V

p
n}|

N
. Positive PMI values indicate that

the ICD codes in the pair are highly-correlated with each other, conversely, nega-

tive PMI values imply weak correlation. Therefore, by truncation, we only consider

positive PMI values as the weights of edges.

Edges between ICD codes and admissions Analogous with the relationship

between words and documents, we weight the edge between ICD codes and admissions

with the help of the term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF)1. The term

frequency (TF) is the normalized version of the number of times an ICD code appears

in an admission, and the inverse document frequency (IDF) is the log-scaled inverse

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tfidf
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Task
Gk ykVk xkva
n

in Xk

Topic Modeling V MaxPooling({xv}v∈Vd
n∪Vp

n
) Bi-term ICD codes

Procedure Recommendation Vd ∪ Va MaxPooling({xv}v∈Vd
n
) List of procedures

Admission-type Prediction V MaxPooling({xv}v∈Vd
n∪Vp

n
) Admission type, c ∈ C

Table 6.1: Illustration of the differences between the three healthcare tasks.

fraction of the number of admissions that contain the ICD code. The TF-IDF is the

element-wise multiplication of TF and IDF, which defines how important an ICD

code in an admission [OKB16, SWW+18].

Summarizing the above, elements aij in the adjacency matrix A are represented

as

aij =



1, i = j

PMI(i, j), i, j ∈ Vd ∪ Vp and PMI(i, j) > 0

TF-IDF(i, j), i ∈ Va, j ∈ Vd ∪ Vp

0, otherwise

, (6.5)

6.2.3 Graph-driven VAEs for different tasks

Focusing on the three tasks mentioned above, we specify our model as graph-

driven variational autoencoder (GD-VAE). Specifically, GD-VAE consist of: i) a

GCN-based inference network that is shared by all the three tasks, and ii) three

specialized generative networks that account for different sets of observations corre-

sponding to the three tasks.

Topic modeling of admissions In the context of topic modeling, each ICD

code can be considered as a word or token, while each admission corresponds to

a document, i.e., a collection of ICD codes. However, patient admissions exhibit

extreme-sparsity issues in the sense that a very small set of codes are associated
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with each admission. Classic topic models, such as LDA [BNJ03] and Neural Topic

Model [MGB17], can therefore be not appropriate in this case. To circumvent this

problem, inspired by [YGLC13], instead of modeling a bag-of-ICD-codes for a single

admission, we aim to model bi-term collections, and then aggregate all the unordered

ICD code pairs (bi-terms) from several admissions together as one document. The

generative process of our proposed Neural Bi-term Topic Model (NBTM) is described

as follows:

zT ∼ Dir(α), l ∼ Multinomial(1, zT ), yT ∼ Multinomial(2,βl) , (6.6)

where yT is the bi-term variable and its instance is {vi, vj}, where vi, vj are two ICD

codes. zT is the topic distribution. α is the hyper-parameter of the Dirichlet prior;

a vector with length L, where L is the number of topics. β = {βl ∈ R|Vd|+|Vp|}Ll=1

are trainable parameters, each representing a learned topic, i.e., the distribution over

ICD codes. The marginal likelihood for the entire admission corpus yT can be written

as

p(yT ) =

∫
zT

p(zT )
∏

i,j

∑
l
p(vi, vj |βl)p(l|zT )dzT =

∫
zT

p(zT )
∏

i,j
p(vi, vj |β, zT )dzT .

(6.7)

The Dirichlet prior is known to be essential for generating interpretable topics [WMM09].

However, it can be rarely applied to VAE directly, since no effective re-parameterization

trick that can be adopted for the Dirichlet distribution. Fortunately, the Dirichlet

distribution can be approximated with a logistic normal and a softmax formulation

by Laplace approximation [HSHG12]. When the number of topics L is large, the

Dirichlet distribution can be approximated with a multivariate logistic normal [SS17]
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with the i-th element of its mean µT and diagonal covariance matrix ΣT as follows:

µTi = logαi −
1

L

∑L

j=1
logαj, ΣT

ii =
1

αi
(1− 2

L
) +

1

L2

∑L

j=1

1

αj
. (6.8)

Under such an approximation, a topic distribution can be readily inferred by applying

re-parameterization trick, sampling ε ∼ N (0, I) and inferring zT = softmax(µT +

Σ
1/2
T ε).

Procedure recommendation In this task, for an admission, we aim to predict

the set of procedures yR for a set of diseases. Inspired by [LKHJ18], we consider the

following generative process for modeling admission procedures:

zR ∼ N (0, I), πR ∝ exp{g(zR)}, yR ∼ Multinomial(M,πR) , (6.9)

where yR is |Vp|-dimensional variable and its instance is a list of M recommended

procedures. g(·) is a multi-layer perceptron (MLP). The output of this function is

normalized to be a probability distribution over procedures, i.e., πR ∈ ∆|V
p|, where

∆ denotes a simplex. Then we derive procedures for the given admission by sampling

M times from a multinomial distribution with parameter πR.

Admission-type prediction Given an admission, the goal is to predict the

admission type given both its diseases and procedures. We consider the following

generative process for modeling admission types:

zP ∼ N (0, I), πP ∝ exp{h(zP )}, yP ∼ Multnomial(1, πP ) , (6.10)

where yP is a variable and its instance corresponds to an admission type in the set C.

h(·) is another MLP, whose output is normalized to be a distribution over admission

types, i.e., πP ∈ ∆|C|. Finally, the instance of yR (the type of the given admission)
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is sampled once from a multinomial distribution with parameter πP .

Inference with a shared GCN The proposed model unifies three tasks via

sharing a common GCN-based inference network. Specifically, the posteriors of the

three latent variables are

zT ∼ LN (µT ,ΣT ), zR ∼ N (µR,ΣR), zP ∼ N (µP ,ΣP ), (6.11)

where diag(σk) = Σ
1/2
k , diag(·) represents a diagonal matrix, and [µk; logσk] =

MLPψk(GCNφ(Gk)) for k ∈ {P,R, T}.

Let θT , θR, θP denote the parameters of the generative networks for topic modeling,

procedure recommendation and admission-type prediction, respectively. In summary,

all the parameters {θT , θR, θP , ψP , ψR, ψT , φ} are optimized jointly via maximizing

(6.3).

6.3 Related Work

Multi-task learning Early multi-task learning methods mainly learn a shared

latent representation [Thr96, Car97, Bax97], or impose structural constraints on the

shared features for different tasks [AZ05, CTLY09]. The work in [HL11] proposed

a graph-based framework leveraging information across multiple tasks and multiple

feature views. Following this work, the methods in [ZH12, JZW+13] applied struc-

tural regularizers across different feature views and tasks, and ensured the learned

predictive models are similar for different tasks. However, these methods require mul-

tiple tasks directly sharing some label-dependent information with each other, which

is only applicable to homogeneous tasks. Focusing on heterogeneous tasks, many

discriminative methods have been proposed, which map original heterogeneous fea-
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tures to a shared latent space through linear or nonlinear functions [ZY11, JZX+14,

LGKH18] or sparsity-driven feature selection [YKX09, JZP+15], and solve hetero-

geneous tasks jointly in the framework of discriminant analysis. However, to our

knowledge, the generative solutions to heterogeneous multi-task learning have not

been fully investigated.

ICD code embedding and analysis of healthcare data Machine learning

techniques have shown potential in many healthcare problems, e.g., ICD code as-

signment [SXH+17, BNKEE17, MWD+18, HOS18], admission prediction [MCZ+17,

LLS+18, XWNZ17], mortality prediction [HKKG17, XWLC18], procedure recom-

mendation [MYL19], medical topic modeling [CBS+17, SMY+18], etc. Although

these tasks have different objectives, they often share the same electronic health

records data, e.g., admission records. To learn multiple healthcare tasks jointly, var-

ious multi-task learning methods have been proposed [WWH14, AvdS17, SMC+17,

HKKG17, MYL19]. Traditional multi-task learning methods imposed some structural

regularizers on the features shared by different tasks [AEP07]. The work in [MYL19]

applied GCNs [KW16a] to extract features and jointly train models for medication

recommendation and lab test imputation, which constitutes an attempt to apply

GCNs to multi-task learning. However, introducing GCNs into the framework of

generative multi-task learning is still an open problem, that this paper seeks to ad-

dress.

6.4 Experiments

We test our method (GD-VAE) on the MIMIC-III dataset [JPS+16], which con-

tains more than 58,000 hospital admissions with 14,567 disease ICD codes and 3,882

procedures ICD codes. For each admission, it consists of a set of disease and pro-
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cedure ICD codes. Three subsets of the MIMIC-III dataset are considered, with

summary statistics in Table 6.2. The subsets are generated by thresholding the fre-

quency of ICD codes, i.e., the ICD codes appearing at least 500/100/50 times and

the corresponding non-empty admissions constitute the small/median/large subset,

respectively.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, we compare GD-VAE with state-

of-the-art approaches on each of the healthcare tasks mentioned above. Specifi-

cally, (i) for topic modeling, we compare with LDA [BNJ03], AVITM [SS17] and

BTM [YGLC13]. (ii) For procedure recommendation, we compare with Bayesian Per-

sonalized Ranking (BPR) [RFGST09], Distilled Wasserstein Learning (DWL) [XWLC18],

and a VAE model designed for collaborative filtering (VAE-CF) [LKHJ18]. We also

compare with a baseline method based on Word2Vec [MCCD13], which enumerates

all possible disease-procedure pairs in each admission, and then recommends proce-

dures according to the similarity between their embeddings and those of diseases.

(iii) For admission-type prediction, we consider the following baselines: TF-IDF

(combined with a linear classifier), Word2Vec (learning ICD code embeddings with

Word2Vec [MCCD13], and using the mean of the learned embeddings to predict the

label), FastText [JGBM16], SWEM [SWW+18] and LEAM [WLW+18]. We use “T”,

“R” and “P” to denote topic modeling, procedure recommendation and admission-

type prediction, respectively. GD-VAE learns the three tasks jointly. To further

verify the benefits of multi-task learning, we consider variations of our method that

only learn one or two tasks, e.g., GD-VAE (T) means only learning a topic model,

and GD-VAE (TR) indicates the joint learning of topic modeling and procedure rec-

ommendation. For all the methods above, we test them 10 times, and record the

wmean value and standard deviation of the experimental results. Additional details
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Small Median Large

|Vd| 247 874 2, 765
|Vp| 75 258 819
|Va| 28, 315 30, 535 31, 213

Table 6.2: Statistics of the MIMIC-III dataset.

are provided in the Supplementary Material (SM)2.

6.4.1 Topic modeling

Topic coherence [MWT+11] is used to evaluate the performance of topic modeling

methods. This metric is computed based on the normalized point-wise mutual infor-

mation (NPMI), which has been proven to match well with human judgment [LNB14].

Table 6.3 compares different methods on the mean of NPMI over the top 5/10/15/20

topic words. We find that LDA [BNJ03] performs worse than neural topic models

(including ours), which demonstrates the necessity of introducing powerful inference

networks to infer the latent topics. In terms of the GCN-based methods, GD-VAE

and its variants capture global statistics between ICD codes and those between ICD

codes and admissions, thus outperforming the three baselines by substantial margins.

Compared with only performing topic modeling, i.e., GD-VAE (T), considering

more tasks brings improvements, and the proposed GD-VAE achieves the best per-

formance. In terms of leveraging knowledge across tasks, we find that the improve-

ments are largely contributed by procedure recommendation, and marginally from

admission prediction. This is because procedure recommendation accounts for the

concurrence between disease codes and procedure codes within an admission, while

the topic model considers the concurrence between the codes from different admis-

sions. Both models capture the concurrence of ICD codes in different views, thus,

2Data and code will be available at https://github.com/AuthorName/GDVAE
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Method
Small Median Large

T=10 T=30 T=50 T=10 T=30 T=50 T=10 T=30 T=50

LDA [BNJ03] 0.110 0.106 0.098 0.123 0.102 0.107 0.101 0.106 0.103
AVITM [SS17] 0.132 0.125 0.121 0.135 0.110 0.107 0.123 0.116 0.108

BTM [YGLC13] 0.117 0.109 0.105 0.127 0.108 0.105 0.104 0.110 0.107

GD-VAE (T) 0.142 0.141 0.135 0.140 0.137 0.132 0.128 0.129 0.123
GD-VAE (TP) 0.142 0.138 0.136 0.143 0.137 0.134 0.129 0.127 0.125
GD-VAE (TR) 0.147 0.147 0.144 0.146 0.141 0.137 0.136 0.133 0.127

GD-VAE 0.151 0.149 0.145 0.148 0.144 0.140 0.136 0.137 0.131

The standard deviation for GD-VAE and its variants is around 0.003.

Table 6.3: Results on topic coherence for different models.

naturally enhancing each other.

To further verify the quality of the learned topics, we visualize the top-5 ICD

codes for some learned topics in the SM. We find that the topic words are clinically-

correlated. For example, the ICD codes related to surgery and those about urology

are concentrated in two topics, respectively. Additionally, each topic contains both

disease codes and procedure codes, e.g., “d85306” and “p7817” are orthopedic surgery

related disease and procedures, showing that disease and procedures can be closely

correlated, which also implies the potential benefits brought to procedure recommen-

dation.

6.4.2 Procedure recommendation

Similar to [CXZ+18, XWLC18], we use top-M precision, recall and F1-Score to

evaluate the performance of procedure recommendation. Given the n-th admission,

we denote Wn and Yn as the top-M list of recommended procedures and ground-

truth procedures, respectively. The top-M precision, recall and F1-score can be

calculated as follows: P =
∑N

n=1 Pi =
∑N

n=1
|Wn∩Yn|
|Wn| , R =

∑N
n=1Ri =

∑N
i=1

|Wn∩Yn|
|Yn| ,

F1 =
∑N

n=1
2PnRn
Pn+Rn

. Results are provided in Table 6.4. GD-VAE (R) is compara-

ble to previous state-of-the-art algorithms. With additional knowledge learned from
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Dataset Method
Top-1 (%) Top-3 (%) Top-5 (%) Top-10 (%)

R P F1 R P F1 R P F1 R P F1
Word2Vec [MCCD13] 19.5 47.8 24.7 35.4 34.9 30.8 47.1 29.6 32.0 62.3 21.1 28.5

DWL [XWLC18] 19.7 48.2 25.0 35.9 35.2 31.3 47.5 30.3 32.4 63.0 20.9 28.7
BPR [RFGST09] 23.5 57.6 29.8 44.8 43.5 38.7 56.8 35.7 38.8 73.1 24.8 33.6

Small VAE-CF [LKHJ18] 24.0 57.8 30.7 46.0 43.5 39.3 57.8 35.2 39.1 74.0 24.2 33.8
GD-VAE (R) 24.8 58.2 31.1 46.5 43.4 39.5 58.1 35.3 39.2 74.5 24.4 34.0
GD-VAE (RP) 25.0 58.3 31.3 46.8 43.5 39.5 58.2 35.4 39.2 74.7 24.5 34.1
GD-VAE (RT) 25.4 58.3 31.6 47.0 43.6 39.7 58.5 35.9 39.4 75.2 24.8 34.3

GD-VAE 25.6 58.6 31.8 47.0 43.8 39.8 58.7 36.2 39.6 75.9 25.1 34.5
Word2Vec [MCCD13] 7.8 27.6 10.9 27.7 30.5 25.1 38.3 26.9 27.7 52.8 20.1 26.1

DWL [XWLC18] 8.0 27.5 11.1 27.9 30.8 25.2 39.5 27.0 27.9 53.9 20.9 27.4
BPR [RFGST09] 10.2 35.8 14.9 38.6 40.2 34.3 49.3 33.3 34.9 65.2 23.8 31.4

Median VAE-CF [LKHJ18] 21.2 52.9 26.2 41.2 42.0 36.0 53.4 35.3 37.3 68.2 24.9 32.9
GD-VAE (R) 22.0 55.1 27.9 42.3 41.2 37.2 54.0 35.7 37.8 69.3 25.2 33.1
GD-VAE (RP) 22.3 55.1 28.0 42.7 41.5 37.4 53.7 35.5 37.6 69.6 25.1 33.4
GD-VAE (RT) 22.8 57.8 29.3 43.0 43.5 38.1 54.2 35.9 38.1 70.1 25.2 33.6

GD-VAE 23.2 57.9 29.6 43.2 43.9 38.2 54.6 36.0 38.4 70.4 25.3 33.7
Word2Vec [MCCD13] 5.3 22.9 8.7 14.6 21.1 15.3 24.8 21.0 20.1 41.1 17.7 22.2

DWL [XWLC18] 5.6 23.0 9.0 14.9 21.3 15.6 24.8 21.4 20.5 42.0 18.2 23.0
BPR [RFGST09] 7.3 26.7 10.2 23.0 27.1 21.2 38.4 27.6 27.9 56.6 21.7 28.0

Large VAE-CF [LKHJ18] 17.8 50.1 23.5 35.2 37.9 33.4 47.9 32.4 34.6 63.0 21.7 30.2
GD-VAE (R) 20.1 53.4 25.8 37.2 40.1 35.5 49.1 32.5 35.2 64.6 23.7 31.0
GD-VAE (RP) 20.4 53.3 26.1 37.9 39.7 35.9 49.9 32.7 35.5 65.1 24.0 31.2
GD-VAE (RT) 20.9 56.2 27.2 41.0 42.2 36.5 50.9 35.1 36.6 66.0 24.7 32.5

GD-VAE 21.2 56.4 27.4 40.9 43.0 36.7 51.4 35.2 36.8 66.5 24.9 32.7

The standard deviation for GD-VAE and its variants is less than 0.2.

Table 6.4: Comparison of various methods on procedure recommendation.

topic modeling and admission-type prediction, the results can be further improved.

Similar to the observation in Section 6.4.1, topic modeling contributes more to pro-

cedure recommendation than admission-type prediction, since both topic modeling

and procedure recommendation explore the underlying relationship between diseases

and procedures.

6.4.3 Admission-type prediction

Similar to procedure recommendation, we use precision, recall and F1-Score to

evaluate the performance of admission-type prediction. Results in Table 6.5 show

that GD-VAE outperforms its competitors. It is interesting to find that compared

with topic modeling, procedure recommendation is more helpful to boost the results

of admission-type prediction. One possible explanation is that the admission type

is more relevant to the set of procedures, hence the embedding joint learned with
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Data Small Median Large
Method P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

TF-IDF 84.26 87.19 85.18 86.12 88.61 87.22 88.45 89.10 87.76
Word2Vec [MCCD13] 85.08 87.89 86.23 86.60 88.87 87.71 87.11 89.16 88.12
FastText [JGBM16] 84.21 87.15 85.29 86.66 88.65 87.39 88.06 89.23 88.00
SWEM [SWW+18] 85.56 88.10 86.77 87.01 89.28 88.12 87.55 89.88 88.67
LEAM [WLW+18] 85.34 88.03 86.55 87.03 89.29 88.14 87.61 89.94 88.73

GD-VAE (P) 86.01 88.13 86.91 87.76 89.31 88.51 88.23 90.41 89.30
GD-VAE (TP) 86.18 88.52 87.22 87.82 89.21 88.52 88.31 90.56 89.41
GD-VAE (RP) 86.87 89.38 87.93 88.08 89.57 88.82 89.07 90.98 90.00

GD-VAE 87.00 89.60 88.01 88.19 89.70 88.94 89.14 91.01 90.05

The standard deviation for GD-VAE and its variants is around 0.05 on F1 score.

Table 6.5: Results on admission-type prediction.

procedure recommendation can better guide itself towards an accurate prediction,

e.g., it is likely to observe a surgery procedure in an urgent admission. Additionally,

to better understand the representation learned by GD-VAE, we visualize the inferred

latent code zP with t-SNE [MH08], as shown in Figure 6.2(a). The zP is visually

representative of different admission types being clustered into different groups.

6.4.4 Rationality of graph construction

To explore the rationality of our graph construction, we also compare the pro-

posed admission graph with its variants. In particular, the proposed admission graph

considers the PMI between ICD codes and the TF-IDF between ICD codes and ad-

missions (i.e., PMI + TF-IDF). Its variations include: (i) a simple graph with binary

edges between admissions and ICD codes (Binary); (ii) a graph only considering

the TF-IDF between admissions and ICD codes (TF-IDF); (iii) a graph consider-

ing the PMI between ICD codes and the binary edges between admissions and ICD

codes (PMI + Binary). Results using different graphs are provided in Figures 6.2(b)

through 6.2(d), which demonstrate that both PMI edges and TF-IDF edges make

significant contributions to the performance of the proposed GD-VAE.
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Figure 6.2: (a) t-SNE visualization of zP . (b, c, d) Rationality analysis of graph con-

struction.

6.5 Discussion

We have proposed a novel graph-driven variational autoencoder (GD-VAE) to

learn multiple heterogeneous tasks within a unified framework. This is achieved

by formulating entities under different tasks as different types of nodes, and using

a shared GCN-based inference network to leverage knowledge across all tasks. Our

model is general in that it can be easily extended to new tasks by specifying the corre-

sponding generative processes. Comprehensive experiments on real-world healthcare

datasets demonstrate that GD-VAE can better leverage information across tasks, and

achieve state-of-the-art results on clinical topic modeling, procedure recommendation,

and admission-type prediction simultaneously.

6.6 Supplementary Material

6.6.1 GCN-based Inference Network

Graph convolutional networks (GCN) [KW16a] has attracted more attention for

leveraging information representations for nodes and edges, and is promising to tasks

with complexity relational information [KW16a, HYL17a, YML18].

Given a graph G(V ,X ,A), a graph convolution layer derives the node embeddings
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H ∈ RN×d̃ via

H = ReLU(ÃXW ) ,

where d̃ is the dimension of feature space after GCN, Ã = D−
1
2AD−

1
2 is the normal-

ized version of adjacency matrix, D is a diagonal degree matrix with Dii =
∑

j Ãij,

and W is a matrix of trainable graph convolution parameters. The GCN aggregates

node information in local neighborhoods to extract local substructure information.

In order to incorporate high-order neighborhoods, we can stack multiple graph con-

volution layers as

H l+1 = ReLU(ÃH lW l) ,

where H0 = X, H l is the output of the l-th graph convolutional layer. How-

ever, GCN can be interpreted as Laplacian smoothing. Repeatedly applying Lapla-

cian smoothing may fuse the features over vertices and make them indistinguish-

able [LHW18]. Inspired by [HZRS16], we alleviate this problem in our inference

network by adding shortcut connections between different layers.

6.6.2 Configurations of Our Method

We test various methods in 10 trials. In each trial, we split the data into train,

validation and test sets with a ratio of 0.6, 0.2 and 0.2, respectively. For the network

architecture, we fix the embedding space to be 200 for ICD codes and admissions, and

a two-layers GCN [KW16a] with residual connection is considered for the inference

network. In terms of the dimension of latent variable, zT is identical to the number

of topics for topic modeling and 200 for the other two tasks, zR and zP . In the
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ICD codes Description

Topic 1

d8708 Other Specified open wounds of ocular adnexa
d85306 Other and unspecified intractranial hemorrhage following injury
dE8192 Closed reduction of mandibular fracture
p7817 Application of extrenal fixator device, tibia and fibula
p2751 Suture of Iaceration of lip

Topic 2

p3783 Initial insertion of dual-chamber device
p3764 Removal of external heart assist system or device
d7660 Exceptionally large baby
93514 Open heart valvuloplasty of tricuspid value without replacement
d41021 Acute myocardial infarction of inferolateral wall, initial episode of care

Topic 3

d8774 Retrograde pyelogram
d5503 Percutaneous nephrostomy without gragmentation
d6084 Other inflammatory disorders of male genital organs
p560 Transurethral removal of obstruction from ureter and renal pelvis
d1981 Secondary malignant neoplasm of other urinary organs

Topic 4

p3951 Clipping of aneurysm
d2242 Frontal sunusectomy
p109 Other cranial puncture
d78552 Other craniotomy
d51883 Other specified acquired deformity of head

Topic 5

d33520 Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
d51902 Mechanical complication of tracheostomy
p3199 Other operations on trachea
d7708 Other tracheostomy complications
d8718 Chronic respiratory failure

Topic 6

d7783 Other hypothermia of newborn
p640 Circumcision
d76406 “light-for-dates” without mention of fetal malnutrition
d7731 Hemolytic disease of fetus or newborn due to ABO isoimmunization
p9983 Other phototherapy

Topic 7

d45620 Esophageal varices in diseases classified elsewhere, with bleeding
p9635 Gastric Gavage
d4560 Esophageal variaces with bleeding
d4233 Endoscopic excision or destruction of lession or tissue of esophagus
d53240 Chronic or unspecified duodenal ulcer with hemorrhage, without mention of obstruction

Table 6.6: Full description of topic words.

aspect of the generative network, a linear layer is employed for both topic modeling

and admission type prediction. For the procedure recommendation, a one-hidden

layer MLP with tanh as the nonlinear activation function is used. As for the hyper-

parameters, we merge 10 randomly sampled admissions to generate a topic admission

for our NBTM, such that yT is not too sparse, and 5000 samples are generated so

as to train the model. Following [SS17], the prior α is a vector with constant value

0.02.
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6.6.3 Description of topic ICD codes

A full description of the top-5 topic ICD codes is shown in Table 6.6.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

Deep generative models play essential rules in the real-world machine learning

applications, ranging from vision, languages and graphs. In this thesis, we systemat-

ically design various of deep generative models and introduce corresponding efficient

learning algorithms. In this thesis, the contribution can be summarized as follows:

• In Chapter 2, we design a new deep generative model for zero-shot learning

tasks, an important area for representation learning in vision. The proposed

model introduces an attribute conditioned variational auto-encoder to genera-

tive various type of images features. To achieve effective model inference for

prediction, the feature representations are inferred from a deep neural network

and the class that minimize the variational lower bound are selected. Due to

the generalization power of deep models, ours can be extended to various of

zero-shot learning problems and achieve state-of-the-art performance.

• In Chapter 3 & 4, we propose two types of deep generative models for text

generation, a brand new and challenging research topic. The former yields

no latent variable, and can be considered as a new type of RNN that gives

rise to an effective way to incorporate side information into the model. It is

motivated by a mixture-of-experts design and is trained to simulate an ensemble

of numbers of RNNs simultaneously. In specific, the model jointly learns a

topic model and a language model, then the proportion of each topic is used

to compose the parameters of the RNN, the language model; while for the

later, we assume the rich text data are generated from a semantic meaning
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based Gaussian Mixture Model, and we endow the semantic meaning latent

topics for controllable text generative. Moreover, such model design mitigate

the well-know “model collapes” issue for VAE based generative models. For the

model inference, we introduce an flow based inference method to infer a more

accurate posterior distribution and achieves non-trivial boosted performance

on both unconditional and conditional text generation.

• In Chapter 5 & 6, we present and extend deep generative models for the more

broader type of graph data. (i) we first design a variational homophilic embed-

ding method for textural network embedding. The proposed model creatively

utilizes the variance term in the VAE based generative model to model the

linkage information in graphs. Basically, we assume the pair of nodes share

a link should be generated from a distribution with positive correlation while

those without a link should be generated from one with zero correlation. Math-

ematically, the model yields a clean variational lower bound and is capable of

learning effective texture network embeddings. (ii) we then show the superi-

ority of generative models in heterogeneous multi-task learning. The proposed

model follows the fact that heterogeneous learning task often rely on data with

a shared graph structure. Therefore, we introduce graph convolutional net-

work with multiple generative processes, embedding the nodes of the graph in

a uniform manner while specializing their organization and usage of different

tasks.

Besides the generative models described in this thesis. Motivated by the success

of deep learning in representation learning [ZHG+18, SMLC18, DWT+19, LMM+19,

LC+18, LDC+17, CWT+19b], especially research about generative models, e.g., VAEs [CDP+17,

CTZ+18] and GANs [TCH+18], I also conduct research in designing models to learn
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robust image embeddings [FWW+17] and text representations [SWW+18, WLW+18,

SSC+18, XWLC18]. To boost the generalization power and reduce the storage

for practical issue, I also study robust machine learning [LCWC19, LCWC18] and

model compression techniques [WSE+18]. The later also motivates the promising re-

search of tensor networks [WAA19, ZYC18, WAA18, WAA17a, WAA17b, WAA16a]

in deep learning. One the other hand, motivated by the success of Bayesian meth-

ods [LCLC17, ZLCC18], I have also investigated Bayesian solutions for deep learning,

including scalable Bayesian sampling [CZW+18, CLC+17, ZWCC19] and optimiza-

tion [CWZ+17]. At the beginning of the my Ph.D. study, I have explored research in

metric learning for deep models [WCC+16] and time-series related topics [WCW+16].

As future works, we would like to explore generative models with more control-

lable properties, such as diversity, consistency and learning more robust representa-

tions under noisy environment with partial or zero supervised information. Another

interesting but challenging direction is to incorporate generative models with re-

inforcement learning approaches for more advanced applications, such as dialogue

generation.
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